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EDITORIAL

1998 - A Year of Losses - and of Opportunities

At the end of 1998 a press release of the largest reinsuring company, the Munich Re, attempted to summarize

hard facts on damages caused by natural disasters. More than 50,000 human lives were lost during that year,

and the economic losses as a result of the catastrophes exceeded US$ 90 billion in 1998, compared with only

$30 billion in 1997, when 13,000 people lost their lives as a result of natural disasters. As a result of 'the
generally low insurance density in the countries affected, the international insurance industry again had to pay

only about 15 percent of the (1998) amount, although the bill of some $15 billion was still the fourth highest

ever,' Munich Re said in a statement. Munich Re recorded more than 700 'large loss events' in 1998,

compared with:between 530 and 600 during recent years. The most frequent natural catastrophes were

windstorms (240) and floods (170), which accounted for 85 percent of the total economic losses' Earthquakes

and volcanic eruptions arrd other eyents, such as forest fires, droughts, heat waves, cold spells, landslides and

avalanches "were less frequent and again caused much less damage in 1998"' the company said.

Comments by the Editor: The number of ca. 50O fatalities during the fire and smoke episode in South East Asia

was relatively low as compared to the high number of flood and hurricane victims. The estimated immediate

losses of ca. US$10 billion seem to be a minor fraction of the total losses caused by natural disasters.

However, during the smoke-haze episode in South East Asia alone more than 40 million people were affected

by smoke pollution. There are no counts for the Americas during the same time period. There are numerous

uncounted victims of the drought in Asia-Pacific during the 1997-98 El Niäo-Southern Oscillation Event - those

who suffered and died because of water pollution or shortage, delayed or failed harvests. People living in the

backyards of the megacities in the tropical countries do not seem count: They are not insured, and nobody

quantifies in terms of money how much they suffered from smoke, fire, or drought. And the forests and their
inhxfol1a65, the rich wealth of flora and fauna which disappeared in flames and smoke? The values of the

biodiversity assets do not have any standard economic measure which would make their losses comparable üo

the insured goods of wealthy societies. There is little awareness how much it will probably cost to rehabilitate

the lerrestrial carbon pool which became distorted when flames mobilized the carbou, removed it from its

benign function in the tropical soils, peat layers, timber volumes, and animal life, by injecting it into the

atmosphere where it will stay for ever - unless ....

.... unless action is taken. And it seems that more action at international level is underway than ever before.

Several UN agencies, UN programrnes and other intemational organizations, notably FAO, IDNDR, UNEP,
UNESCO, WHO, WMO, the Wodd Bank, and several NGO fora have taken decisive steps to investigate their

role and future involvement in the global fire theatre. For the first time in history joint conferences were

organizrÄ which allowed sharing of responsibilities to address the complex issues of global fire. The latest UN
meeting organized by the FAO convened an international fire expert consultation to investigate the role of
public policies on forest fires and to prepare the future strategy of the organization and to prepare a meeting

of the ministers of forestry in Rome, March 1999. The results of both events are reported in detail in this
curr,ent issue of IFFN. Reports of the WHO and WMO activities, mainly related to the question of atmospheric

smoke pollution and its effects on public health, are provided in the virtual pages of the Global Fire Monitoring
Center (GFMC) information system on the internet. This will soon include the full contents of the WHO
Health Guidelines on Episodic Vegetation Fire Events.

On the GFMC website we provide now the last two issues of IFFN in full length (October 1998 and this issue).

All issues between 1990 and January 1998 are archived in 56 country files, by "specials", and research and

technology news. IFFN as a fire information platform for the Utrited Nations system is now in its l3th year of
production and distributed to more than 1000 agencies and individuals all over the world. With the internet

version IFFN becomes easily accessible to everybody woddwide. The internet version is available as soon as

the editorial preparation has been finalized. Printing and distribution of the hard copies usually takes some

months. Those readers who wish to have faster access to IFFN and other global fire information should have

a look at:

Freiburg, March 1999

http://www.uni-freiburg. de/fireglobe

Johann G. Goldammer
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SOTNII ASIA FIRE SPECIAL

Fortst and Land Fire Prevention in Cambodia

Introduction

Cambodia, e tropical country in continental South East Asia, is situated North of Equator within latitudes 10"

and 15"N and longitudes 102" and l08o E. It has cornmon border with Thailand in the Northwest, with Lao

in the North, with Viet Nam in the Southeast, and with the Gulf of Siam in the South, with a total area of
181,155km2, atotalpopulationof l0.2millionpeople(1995), andwithapopulationgrowth r*eof 2.8%,The
settlement of the population is concentrated to the ce,ntral plain. The population of this area is about 318 per

kma The coast region has a density of region has density of 60 per krt' and the upland regions decrease as low
as 1 per km2. Furthermore, 85% of the population are rural farmers who depend on agriculture and forest
products for their subsistence.

For the national development the forest is one of Cambodia's most significant natural resourcas which covered

13.2 million hs or 73% of the country's total land area in 1969. It has been reduced by 2 million ha in 1993.

The main cause of deforestation are growing population and the increase of shifting cultivation, fuel wood
harvesting, logging and fire.

Climate Most of Cambodia's territory is in the tropics and its climate is greatly influenced by the tropical
monsoon circulating system and its topography. There are two well-defined seasons, namely the rainy and dry
seasons. The raining season begins in May to October followed by dry perid from November to April. The

average annual rainfall ranges from 1,500 mm to 3,00O mm. The average annual temperature ranges, in most
part of the country from 25"C in late December to 30"C or over in eady May, with humidity ranging from 15

to 7O% in the early part of the year, rising to 85-90V0 in August and September.

Forest Resources Forest resourcqs are one of most important natural resources of the country. Following an

inventory implemented before 1970 with the help of the U.S. AID, the forest cover was 13,227,LOOha or 73%

of the country's total land area. The forest cover data are summarized in Table 1.

Changes in forest cover that has occurred over that last twenty years are shoum in Table 2. T\e 1993 estimates

are from FAO/UNDP/MRC I-and Cover Atlas (1994). The forest are increasingly at risk, because of the

demand for agricultural lands, timber and fuel wood due to accelerated development programs and increase in
population and forest fire.

pgsfining of forest cover during the last two decades is 11.23%, of which about 1,110,00O ha are dry land

forests and 316,90O ha edaphic forests. In percentage terms the loss in forest cover is about 0,56% per annum

compared to about l% average for neighbouring countries. La.nd-use encroachment is the leading cause of new

conversion. In eddition fires, often set by shifting cultivators and other forest dwellers, are I major cause of
forest degradation and impede regeneration ofwoody plants causing erosion and drought.

Forest trIre in Cambodia Fire, though not widespread and considered not a serious threat to the forests of
Cambodia, could become a tlreat if the degradation continues at the current rate creating favourable conditions

for large-scale forest fire. Fires occur aonually in the natural hardwood forests, pine forests, bamboo forests

and forest plantations during sunmer months.

There are three main natural forest types: evergreen, mixed evergreen and deciduous. Fire occur frequently in
the deciduous, pine and bamboo forests during the dry season. Most of the species that constitute the deciduous

forest shed their foliage almost 100% during the dry season that lasts from December to August, building up

a heavy inflammable fuel load on the ground. In addition the leaf shed opens the ground surface to a greater

sun exposure leading to condition conducive to a high degree of fire hazatd.



Tab.l. Forest cover of Cambodia before 1970

Tab.2. Change in forest cover of Cambodia by forest type between 1973 and 1993

Forest Type Area (ha) (%)

Dry deciduous forest

Dense moist evergreen forest

Dense semi-evergreen forest

Dwarf evergreen forest

Mangrove forest

Rear mangrove forest

Bamboo forest

Flooded forest

Pine forest

Total

5,296,7O0

3,955,300

2,5o4,ooo

288,7O0

38,300

57,500

387,400

681,400

17,800

13,X27,100

40.04

29.90

18.93

2.1,8

0.29_

0.43

2.95

5.15

0.13

100.00

Forest Type 1973 1993 Change for
the last two
decades (ha)

Change for the
last two decades

(%)

Annual
change

(%)

Dry land forest

Evergreen

Mixed

Deciduous

Coniferous

Secondary

Edaphic forest

Flooded

Flooded
secondary

Mangrove

Total

%

11,678,600

6,976,400

4,792,900

9,300

1,032,500

937,900

94,600

l2,7ll,Lw

70

10,568,600

4,763,30O

977,300

4,301,200

9,800

517,000

715,600

370,700

259,800

85,100

11,284,2W

62

-1.,110,000

-2,ll3,loo

977,300

491,700

500

517,000

-316,900

-567,2W

259,800

-9,500

-1,462,900

-9.50

-30.73

-t0.26

+5.38

-30.69

-60.48

-10.04

-11.23

-4.8

-1.5

-0.51

0.27

-1.53

-3.O2

-0.50

-0.56



Root Causes of Forest Fire

There are many causes of fire most of which can be attributed to local people related to customs and traditions:

* Fire spreading from shifting cultivation that is widely practised still on a large scale in Cambodia especially
by the hill tribe people

* Wilful igrtiting grass growth to clear oxcart roads and footpaths leading to the forests
* Setting of fire just before rains in open lands close to forests üo promote grass growth (pasture) with the

rains for feeding cattle
* Setting of fire underneath dipüerocalp trees to obtain higher yield ofresin from the tree
't' Setting of fire üo trap or poaching wildlife or chase away bees to collect honey* Setting of fire from throwing cigarette light butt or other fire along forest roads and boundaries of forest

or in the forest
* Carelessless of workers when starting chainsaws and other machinery* Carelessness ofpeople abandoning cooking fires

Fig.l. Public fire prevention education in Cambodia address the main causes of careless fire starts, e.g.
the use of fire underneath dipüerocarp trees to stimulate resin yield, hunting, and cigarette smoking.

Fire Prevention Measures The prevention of forest fires and other wildland fire management measures in
Cambodia are as follows:

* Every year each province has 0o esüablish a forest fire commission during the dry season which includes
Provincial, District, Village and forestry authorities
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* Cooperation and active involvement of local communities, the private sectors
* Local communities live near or in the forest has responsibility to assist in the suppression of fires and report

to nearest forest or local authorities
* Member of public, students, monks, police and armed forces should assist forest authority in the

suppression fire
* Those who cause fire will be arrested and sent to the prison for 3-15 years (i.a.w. the Cambodian Forest

Law No.35)
+ Posters displayed at local markets, in museums, trade fairs and along heavily travelled roads and trails are

often effective ways to convey fire prevention messages to the public. There is also a series of photographs
with explanatory captions that demonstrate damagas resulting from forest fire

* Forest fire prevention education prograrnmes are provided to communities villager, schools and universities
* Public information and education prograrnmes utilize the media (television, radio, newspapers, posters)
* Identification of forest areas with high fire risk
* Protertion of these forests by surrounding them with fire lines
* Promote the active participation of concession holders, contractors, local communities on the base of their

capabilities and their enhancement through fire management training in fire, provision of appropriate
equipment and incentives whenever feasible

* Rewards and incentive to those who report forest fires and assist in the suppression forest fire
* Annual letters to local leaders or influential people, within a letter sent for another purpose, or to all

residents in an area of particulaily high risk or haz.ard

Conclusions

Forest and l-and Fire in Cambodia are uot a serious threat to the forest area, but it occurs every year and
damages many hectares of forest area. Beside the lack of expertise, funding and equipment for assisting
suppression fire it is a matter of fact that a lot of these fires could be prevented by an enhance.d knowledge of
the value of the forest by the local community.

Eang Savet
Forestry Officer
Department of Forestry and Wildlife
40 Preah Norodom Blvd.
Phnom Penh
Cambodia

Tel/Fax:
e-mail:

+ +855-23-2t1636
chsang@bigpond. com. kh

INDIA Forest Fire Prevention and Control Strategies in Indin

Abstract

Forestry is in the concurrent list of the constitution of India. Both the central the state Govemments can make
laws relating to forest management. Forest fire prevention is an important function of the Forqst Protection
Division in the Ministry of Environment and Forests, Government of India. This paper gives in brief the

mandate of the Union and State Governments on forest fire prevention and control measures, methods adopted
by the various agencies in forest fire prevention, detection and control. The Government of India proposes to
effectively monitor forest fire incidences in the country in order üo create sound data base and quick detection
infrastructure. It is also proposed to set up a National Institute of Forest Fire Management in the country for
proper research, extension of technology and training of personnel.
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Introduction

The total geographic area of the country is 328.7 million ha. out of which the recorded forest cover is 76.50
million ha. The Forest cover thus, constitute 23 .4% of the total geographic area of the nation. As per the latest
staüe of forests repod of the Forest Survey of India (FSI 1997), the actual forest cover exists only over 19.27 %

of the geographic area (63.3 million ha) out of which only 38 million ha of forests are well süocked (crown
density >4096). Theforestsof Indiaareendowedwithrichfaunaandflora. Theplantwealthof Indiaisabout
45,000 species (12% of the global plant wealth). The standing timber stock in the country is estimated tt 4740
million d, and the annual increment of the forests is estimated to 87.62 million d.

This resource has üo meet the demand of a population of 950 million people and around 450 million cattle. As
such, country has to meet the needs of 16% of the wodd's population from 1 % of the world forest resources.
The same forest has also to cater for the 19% of the wodd cattle population.

The forests of the countü aß, therefore, under tremendous pressure. On the one hand the poor are heavily
dependent on the forests for their subsistence needs, on the other, the growing liberalisation, industrialisation
and fast spreading economic activities at the national and regional levels are putting prqssure on the resource
base. Over the years country's forests have suffered serious depletion due to unrelenting pressure from
increased demand for fuelwood, fodder, timber, inadequacy of protection and diversion of forest lands to
agriculture and pastoral uses etc.

Forest Fire Damages in India

Forest fires are a major cause of degradation of India's forests. While statistical data on fire loss are weak, it
is estimated that the proportion of forest areas prone to forest fires annually ranges fuom 33% in some staües

to over 9O/o tn others. About 9OVo of the forest fires in India are started by humans. Forest Fires cause wide
ranging adverse ecological, economic and social impacts. In a nutshell, fires cause

* l,oss of valuable timber resources and depletion of carbon sinks
t Degradation of water caüchment areas resulting in loss of water
* Loss of biodiversity and extinction of plants and animals
r' Loss of wild life habiüat and depletion of wild life
* Loss ofnatural regeneration and reduction in forest cover and production
* Global warming resulting in rising temperature
* Loss of carbon sink resource and increase in percentage of CO, in the atmosphere
* Change in micro climate of the area making it unhealthy living conditions
r' Soil erosion affecting productivity of soils and production
* Ozone layer depletion
* Health problems leading to diseases
* Indirect affect on agricultural production: Inss of livelihood for the tribals as approximately 65 million

people aro classified as tribals who directly depend upon collection of non-timber forest products from the
forest areas for their livelihood.

India has about 1.7 million hectares of productive coniferous forests with zuch valuable timber and pulpwood
species as fir (Abies spp.), spruce (Picea smithiana), deodar (Cedrus deodara), kail and ehir pine (Pinus
wallichiana and P.roxburghii). The estimated growing stock of these forests is over 200 million cubic metres
the monetary value of which could be anywhere between Rs.40,000 to Rs.60,000 million (US$ 976 ta L464
million). In other süaües precious deciduous forests rich in bio-diversity get largely damaged by forest fires. The
forests of North-East region of the country are hotspots of biodiversity. To safeguard these precious forests and
their value, it is necessary to have more rigorous protection from fire damage than that has been accorded
hitherto.

Mqior Forest Fire Disasters in India During the Past few Years

The normal fire season in India is from the month of February to mid June. India witnessed the most severe
forest fires in the recent time during the zummer of 1995 h the hills of Uttar Pradesh & Himachal Pradesh.
The fires were very severe and attracted the attention of whole nation. An area of 677,7N ha was affected by
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fires. The quantifiable timber loss was around Rs. 17.50 crores (US$ 43 million; Rs. 1 crore : 10 million
rupees). The loss to timber increment, loss of soil fertility, soil erosion, loss of employment, drying up of
water sources and loss to biodiversity were not calculated by the Committee appointed by the Govemment to
enquire into the causes of fires, as these losses are immeasurable but very significant from the point of view
of both economy as well as ecology. The fires in the hills resulted in smoke in the area for quite a few days.
The smoke haze, however, vanished after the onset of rains. These fires caused changes in the micro-climate
of the aree in the form of soil moisture balance and increased evaporation. I-ack of adequate lranpower,
communication and, water availability in the hills helped this fire spread rapidly reaching the crown level. The
thick smoke spread over the sky affecting visibility up to 14,000 feet.

Fig.l. Open southem tropical
dry deciduous forest in Central
India (Maharashtra State):
Frequent fires buming through
these stands prevent the
development of fire-sensitive
trees and favour fire-tolerant
species. Photo:
J.G.Goldammer (GFMC)

Estimation of Losses from Forest Fires

The statistics on forest fire damage are very poor in the country. In the absence of proper data, it is difficult
to arrive at the accurate losses from the forest fires. Moreover, the losses from fires in respect of changes in
biodiversity, carbons sequestration capability, soil moisture and nutrient losses etc. can not be measured but,
nevertheless, are very significant from the point of view of ecological stability and environmental conservation.
To a certain extent, the loss due to forest fires can be estimated based on the inventories made by the FSI as

reported in the staüe of forest report 1995 and subsequent field observations conduct"d by them. The statistics
of losses from forest fires from the various states of the union is still very sketchy and fragmented. Much of
the data available does not reflect the ground situation and is grossly under reported. The total reported loss
from the states of the union is around Rs 35 crores (US$ 7.3 million) annually.
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The Forest Survey of India, data on forest fire attribute around 50% of the forest areas as fire prone. This does
not mean that country's 50% area is affected by fires annually. Very heavy, heavy and frequent forest fire
damages are noticed only over 0.8%, O,14% and 5,16% of the forest areas respectively. Thus, only 6.L7 % of
the forests arc prone to severe fire damage. In the absolute term, out of the 63 million ha of forests an area of
around 3.73 million ha can be presumed to be affected by fires aonually. At this level the annual losses from
forest fires in India for the entire country have been moderate§ e.stimated at Rs 440 crores (US$ 107 million).
This estimate does not include the loss suffered in the form of loss of biodiversity, nutrient and soil moisture
and other intangible benefits. Based on the UNDP project evaluation report of 1987, the benefits of pilot
project at todays' prices if ttO million ha of forests are saved annually from forest fires due to implementation
of modern forest fire control methods the net amount saved at todays' prices would come to be Rs 280 crores
(US$ 6.8 million).

Fig.2. The annually occurring surface fires in the open deciduous forests are carried by the
grass and leaf litter layer. Many forest sites are burned over two or three times per year.

Pholo: J.G.Goldammer (GFMC)

Forest Fire Prevention in India

The zubject of forests is in the concurrent list of the Constitution of India. The Central Government and State

Governments are both competent to legislate on the issue. The issues relating to policy planning and finance
is the primary responsibility of the Government of India. The field adminislß1isn of the forests is the
responsibility of the various state govemments. The state Govemment thus have the direct responsibilily of the

management of forest resources of the country. The fire prevention and control measure.s are, therefore, carried
out by the state forest departments. Each State and Union Territory has its own separate forest department. At
the Governrnent of India level, Inspeclor General of Forests & Special Secretary to the Government of India
is the head of the professional forest service in the country. Inspector General of Forests & Special Secretary
is assisted by additional Inspector General of Forest and Deputy Inspector Generals. Forest Fire prevention is
looked after by the Forest Protection Division in the Ministry, which is headed by a Deputy Inspector General
of Forests. The Ministry is implementing a plan scheme 'Modern Forest Fire Control Methodsrr in India
under which the state governments are provided financial assistance for fire prevention and control.
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India has a history ofscientific forest man6ge6sat for over 130 years. Forestry practices have been developed
for a large number of forest types and species in India. The forests are mansgsd tfuough well prepared forest
working plans and fire prevention and control has always constituted an important component of the working
plan. Mostly, the prescriptions relate to employing traditional practices like creation and maintenance of fire
lines, fire tracks, control burning, engaging fire watchers during the fire seasons etc. The villagers situated in
and around forest areas are also legally supposed üo assist the forest department süaff in extinguishing the fires.
The^se methods proved quite effective in controlling forest fires in the country, but gradually due to population
pnessure on forests and resultant conflicts and resource hunger, it became difficult to check forest fires in India
through these methods. More and more biotic pressure increased the fire incidences resulting in poor
regeneration in forest areas. In view of this, it was felt necessary to implement a modern forest fire fighting
regime in the country. A UNDP project was implemented during 1985 to f990 in the country to address the
problem of resource damage from uncontrolled forest fires. The project primarily focused on involving a

systematic approach !o deal with forest fire damages through t"pping of the knowledge gained by some
developed countries in preventing, detecting and suppressing forest fires, and its transfer to India. Under this
project, a pilot project was launched in two states viz: Uttar Pradesh and Maharashtra, where severe fires had
affected around 50% of the forest area. The two states offered different ecological and physical characteristics
and therefore, offered a good opporhrnity to try the technologies of forest fire prevention and control.

The project yielded excellent results both from the angle of technical suitability and economic efficiency. It
cleady demonstrated that the fire incidents can be reduced drastically as in some cases the incidents were
reduced by 90% in selected areas.

Based on the success of this project, the Government of India, Ministry of Environment & Forests initiated a
scheme entitled "Modern Forest Fire Control Methods" since 1992-93. The scheme was launched during the
8ü Plan period in 11 süates where the major forest fires occur. The project covered 6OVo of the forest areas of
the country. Under the scheme, the Govemment provided financial assistance to state forest departments for
procurement of hand tools, fire resistant clothes and fire fighting equipments, wireless sets, construction of fire
watch towers, fire finders, creation of fire lines and for research, training and publicity on fire fighting. Under
the Central Government an air operation wing was meintained. The project has been continuing during the 9ü
plan period (1997-2002) and four more states are being added to the list. The Central component of the scheme

envisages closing the Air Operation Wing (as it is felt to strengthen the traditional and cost effective methods)
and introducing a component of close monitoring of forest fires for creation of data base through Forest Survey
of India and involvement of resesrch institutes and other agencies for generating more information on forest
fires for better planning and management. Yet another dimension is being added to the project by involving the
village forest protection committees constituted under the Joint Forest Management (JFM) programme. The
JFM programme is being implemented in 22 states through 35,000 village forest protection committees over
an area of 7 million ha. It is proposed to invoke the people's interest and enlist their support for fire prevention
and fire fighting operations. The Govemment is considering setting up of a National Institute of Forest Fire
Managanent with satellite centres in different parts of India to bring the latest forest fire fighting technologies
to India through proper research, training of personnel and technology transfer on a long-term basis.
Notwithstanding the existing efforts, it is still felt that there is an acute shortage of resources for forest fire
prevention, detection, and control and also for research, training and equipments. All attempts need to be made
to obtain more financial resources and technical assistance within the country and also to tap the extemal
funding sources for developing permanent fire fighting capabilities.

V.K.Batruguna
Deputy Inspector General of Forests
Ministry of Environment & Forests
Government of India
Paryavaran Bhawan, C.G.O. Complex
I-odhi Road
New-Delhi f 10 003
India

Fax: * +91-11436-3232
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Controlling Forest Fire Incidences by Genemling Awareness
A Case Study from Nilgiri Biospherc Reserle, Coimbatore, India

The peninsular India constitutes one of the mega biodiversity zones of the wodd which is abundant with unique
and diversified floral and faunal wealth. The prevailing tropical climate coupled with physical and
environmenüal facüors have unitedly evolved impact on resources pattern and many eco-subsystems which is
highly complex and fragile in nature. The land ecosystem is facing mounting problems in the cruel hands of
human beings. One of the causative factors is forest fire, either natural or man-made, which periodically covers

larger areas in the tropics destroying timber, other properties and life beyond measures.

In India the ecosystems are under severe threat due üo the recurrent fires apart from the anthropogenic pressure

on the forests which is attributed to the degradation, soil erosion, reduced productivity etc. Every year some

or other part of the forests in India is facing the agony in the cruel hands of mankind by putting fire
intentionally in the forests which causes severe damages to the regeneration as well as the soils.

Forest fires and indiscriminate gruimg are smong the most important factors that affect natural regeneration in
the forests. According to the Forest Survey of India, an average of 54.7V0 of forests are affected by fire and

72.1% of the forest area is subjected to grazing. More than 95Vo of the forest fire incidents in India are human-
caused, the main fire starters being the graziers.

In India forest fires are a significant and one of the increasing contributory factors in this degradation process,

although the exüent of total damage is widely disputed. According to the study by Srivastava, during the sixth
five year plan (1980-85) 17,852 fires were reported affecting an area of 5.7 million ha or an annual average

of some 1.14 million ha (Sangal 1989). Even this range may be regarded as conservative. Data collected by the

Forest Survey of India indicate that the forest area that is affected by annual fires may be as high as 37 million
ha (Ministry of Environment & Forests 1987).

Forest fire and its management have long history in Indian forestry. The traditional method of fire proüection

in the past was used to be an elaborate network of fire lines, block lines, and guidelines. Though it was

successful when the population pressure was low, it no longer works effectively against the will of the person

üo put fire now-a-days, Therefore intensive management to prevent, detect and suppress forest fires is the need
of the hour by evolving latest strategies to protect the environment and the atmosphere, with the use of modern
fire equipments and other mechanical aids, apart from involving local people by creating awareness in regard
to biodiversity.

The existing human resources pattem in the forest department at present disproportionate with its vastness in
extent and undulation to be handled by the forest staff against illicit cutting, poaching, sandalwood smuggling
and more so from forest fire. On an average 500 ha of forests have to be patrolled by one forest guard, and

it does not seem üo be likely that this human resource will be sufficient to delect and prevent all forest fires.

The forests of India are characterizeÄby high biodiversity with approximately 35,000 plant species and 75,000
animal specias. India is also a place where scientific forestry has been in practice for more than 130 years.

From time immemorial, forests were looked upon both tangible and intangible benefits. However, from the

1970's the stress or focus on tangible benefits has slowly shifted to indirect aspects of forests such as

environmental and ecological benefits. From 1972 Stockholm Conference onwards, the central theme of every
department issue is on environment and ecology. This does not mean that the production aspects of forestry are

less important. India has approximately one f,rfth of the land area under control of the Staüe Forest
Departments. Nearly 600 million rural people depend on forest either for their sustenance or for livelihood.
Almost 3O7o of India's population still live below poverty line.

Hence, the rich land resource in the custody of the forest department is important to meet their basic needs of
firewood, fodder and non-wood forest produces. As a result of uncontrolled forest utilization, however, forests

are rapidly degraded and depleted.

India is predominantly an agrarian society with extended agricultural systems which border and merge with
reserved forest areas. From Jammu-Kashmir (northemmost part of India) to Kanniyakumari (southemmost part
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of India), the villages are located on the fringes of forest. More than 7O% popdation are dependent directly or
indirectly on the forest. For example, cattle has free access to forest for grazing throughout the year. Fuel
wood for cooking comprising of many species comes out from the reserved forest.

In general the people living on the fringes of forests are unaware of the biodiversity concept. Their concept of
forest is just confined to big animals such as elephants, tigers, panthers, etc., as well as big trees such as Teak,
Sal, Deodar, Rose wood, and others, and they are totally unaware of the micro-flora and micro-fauna which
are of least or no value to them. In the recent past even when the scorching sun has given a severe impact on
the rain forest, one can imagine the fate of Indian Forest which are put on flames every year whether
intentionally or unintentionally due to heavy pressure of the population all along the reser\r'e forests boundaries.
One or the other part of the forest area from northemmost to southernmost region is facing agony of the forest
fire incidences in the hands of human beings at the peak period of summer (from December to May in Southern
India and March üo June in Northern India) in the process of which regeneration composition of the land is
getting changed slowly and slowly and paving way to emergence of only fire hardy species.

In the process of civilization, modern humans have emerged out with developmental processes which causes

so much agony to the 'Nature God', it is badly reflecting in the form of environmental degradation and causing
global warming. The recent fires in Indonesia, Australia and South Mexico has drawn the attention of the
environmentalists to the sufferings of human beings as well as wild animals. Most endangered species for
example Orangutan have lost habitats in some parts of Indonesia and it was forced to rehabilitate in some other
place. One can imagine the faüe of unrecognised flora and fauna.

Implernentation of an innovative scheme

Considering the disastrous impact on the forest wealth an innovative scheme was launched üo prevent forest fire
by involving the local rural masses in creating environmenüal awareness. The Scheme was implemented in
Coimbatore division of Tamil Nadu, India which is a part of Western Ghats and also one of the imFortant
biospheres of the wodd. The selected area used to get affected with fire by the graziers, illicit cutters,
poachers, etc. Western Ghats constitutes prominent and fascinating features of peninsular India. It runs parallel
to West coast ranging from Tapti valley in Gujarat to Kanniyakumari of Tamil Nadu covering a distance of
1600 km covering a total area of 51,185 km2 out of which Western Ghats of Tamil Nadu cover an area of
12,760krt.

On account of its geographical position it intercepts South west monsoon winds which is the chief source of
rain for the greater part of the country. Due to prevailing tropical climate the variability in the altitude and
amount of rainfall the region enjoys the boundary of biological resources. Physical and environmental factors
have unitedly evolved impact on resources pattem and many sub ecosystem. They have become highly complex
and very fragile under the sub systems. This Western Ghats include one of the important biosphere of India
viz, Nilgiri biosphere which is the unique and richest bio-geographical mne and fascinating feature in the
Indian zubcontinent holding multifarious endemic floristic and faunal wealth. The Wesüern Ghats are occupied
by more prominent species viz Teaona grandis , Dalbergia latifolia, Terminalia paniculata, Terminalia chcbula,
Terminalia bellaica, Terminalia arjuna, Pterocarpus marsupium, Adina cordfolia, Grewia ti$olia, Gmelina
arborea, Santalum album, Syqgium cumini, Mangifera indica, Shola spp., etc. The Nilgiri biosphere reserve
also forms part of important corridors for the movement of elephants with regional connectivity. It is having
fragile ecosysüem of Shola grasslands which face mounting problems due to over-utilization. One of the most
important causative factors of degradation is wildfire which has contributed to the alteration of these
ecosystems.

The Coimbatore Division selected for this progrernme has a size of about 680 km2 with headquarüers in
Coimbatore City. Most of the forested region is located on the eastern slopes of the Nilgiri Hills with altitude.s
ranging from245 m a.s.l. in the Bhavani valley up to 1450 m. Most of the Division, including the forested
areas, lies in the rain shadow of the Westem Ghats, with an annual rainfall of about 750 mm; the high
elevations receive about 2000 mm precipitation mainly during the Northeast monsoon rains in October-
November. Bhavani, Moyar, Noyilar and Walayar are the major rivers. The Division encloses six forest ranges
(Coimbatore, Boluvampatti, Mettupalayam, Perianaickenpalayam, Karamadai and Sirumugai)
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The Division is an important part of the Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve with many areas, even though small in
extent, forming important corridors ensuring regional connectivity for large mammal populations. Neady 60%
of the forests are dry deciduous and hence highly wlnerable to fire. Most of the remaining moist forests have
open grasslands that are highly flammable in the dry months. The Division is rich in commercial timber species

zuch as teak, rosewood and sandal wood and in non-timber forest produces such as tarnarind (Tamarindus
indica), Soapnut (Sapindus etnarginatus), gallnut (Terminalia belirica), Nellikai (Phyllanthus emblica), soekai
(Acacia sinuata'1, neem seeds (Azdirachta indica), avaram (Cassia auriculata\, and bark of Cassia fistula.

Fig.l. In India nearly 600 million rural people depend on forest either for their sustenance or
for livelihood. The vast majority of forest fires are caused by people, mostly as a
consequence of utilization of wood and non-wood forest product utilization. Photo:
J.G.Goldammer (GFMC).

Forest fires are a major recurrent management problem, even though the incidence and extent may vary from
year üo year depending primarily on rainfall during the dry fire season. Fire mostly affects the dry deciduous

forests on the eastern slopes in January-March. It is believed that most of the fires are deliberaüely started by
graziers (o get a fresh growth of grass), fuel wood and charcoal collectors, non-timber forest produce (NTFP)
collecüors, poachers, etc. Control of forest fires in this Division had followed traditional forestry practices of
maintaining a network of firelines, and clearing them and conducting controlled burning before the fire season.

Early detection of fire by a large number of seasonally appointed fire waüchers, and once detected its
containment with some level of local participation were standard and regular practice during the fire season.

Even though relatively successful in the long past, for the last meny years there has been a progressive failure
in the prevention and control of forest fires. It has been felt that the incidence and intensity of fires have been

on the increase, particulady considering the reduction in forest area that has taken place. This failure is
attributed to several reasons: a progressive reduction in the allocation of resources for fire prevention and

control (in terms of funds, personnel, equipment etc); there has been an increase in the interaction between
people and forests (e.9. grazing, fuelwood collection) that leads to fire; there has been an alienation between
people and forests in their neighbourhood due to various reasons so that the local people are no longer
interested in cooperating in the control of forest fire.
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In this background a project was launched in Coimbatore Forest Division, Western Ghats, to generate
awareness among the rural mssses and a greater success was achieved in the control of forest fire through the
participation of local people. We did not however decide upon the form or extent of participation, leaving it to
the course of events that would follow once we initiated an interaction with the local people.

We began in mid 1994 with a survey of human and cattle population inside and in the periphery of the reserved
forests. We identified 49 human settlements inside the reserved forests with human population of about 10,000
people and a livestock population of about 5000 animals (goats, sh@p, cows, buffaloes). We also identified 97

villages adjoining reserved forests, with a human population of about 240,000 people, and a livestock
population of about 15,000 animals. A survey was made of the incidence and extent of forest fire from 1991

to 1995, based on records that are maintained by the forest department. These are records are likely to
underestimate both incidence varied from 10 (in 1994 and 1995) to 55 in 1992. The area affected varied from
about 20 hx n 1992 to about 40 ha in 1994. The percentage of area affected by fire varied from 0.06 to
0.30%. This is not a realistic figure since most of the forest fires are not reported by the lower süaff due to
various constraints. Some of the reserved forests were more affected than others and consistently so across the
years. Villages inside and adjoining these reserve forests (23 in all) were selected for a campaign against forest
fire.

Fig.2. Posters and billboards are important carriers of fire prevention messages throughout
India. Photo: J.G.Goldammer (GFMC).

The campaign to enlighten the villagers covered all media; by way of dum-dum in settlements deep inside the
forest, pamphlets and posters, marches with loud speakers and placards, and local cable TV net work.
Following this, public meetings were held in the centre of villagas in which villagers were encouraged to speak
exüempore about forests and forest fire. From the forest department we explained the importance of forests at
the local, national and global scale and the havoc that forest fire can play. The need to control forest fire, the
necessity of local people's participation in the fire control, and the background in which stiff penalties were
imposed on people who deliberately started forest fires were explained. We found that villagers were keen to
listen üo their own people speaking rather than uniformed forest department staff. In most of the villages there
was a good response during the meetings with many people coming forward to speak about their perception of
forest fires and their impacts, and ways of controlling them. Many offered their full cooperation and some in
return requested for specific services üo be rendered by the forest department. Most of these requests related
to long standing demands of the villagers that did not come within the jurisdiction of the forest department such
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as a tube well, periodic visits by a doctor etc. Meeting most of these demands required the role of forest
department to coordinate with other government departments with no major financial commitments. Efforts
were rnade by us to get these requests fulfilled, in many cases with success.

The initial meetings in the villages and attempts at fulfilling their genuine long standing demands often
successfully, was followed by another round of meetings, one in each village. The major purpose of these

meetings was !o form a fire protection committee in each village. The major objective of forming such
committees was for them 0o follow up on decisions on action needed to be taken at the local level in fire
protection. No particular direction was given by us towards the composition of such committees, except that
the local Range officer was the president. The number of members varied from 1O to 46, consisting of men and
women from different walks of life. A register was opened which kept a record of the meetings and their
outcome.

Massive campaigns was taken up by the forest department only during the fire season. Person to person
canvassing is being done by the committee members, with support from the local forest department staff in the
form of educational materials and training sessions conducted by the Range officers.

In 1994-95, the incidence of forest fire was minimal due to unseasonal rains.The campaign was also taken in
the beginning stages. Other than an increase in the voluntary participation of local people in the fire control,
it is difficult to evaluate the impact of the campaign at that juncture. In 1995-96, the incidence of forest fire
was very low throughout the Westem Ghats. Among the 23 committees that were formed in the villages, some
were very active in campaigning against forest fire, and in participating in its control. In some villages the
response was lukewarm and in the others none. A participation and its impact on the prevention and control of
forest fire is yet to be made, partly because it is too early to make such an assessment.

Lessons

We have leamt three important lessons from the above small experiment in eliciting peoples' participation in
forest fire control. The first is about village committees. We found that committees are best formed after a
period of interaction with people, and not as a first step. Committees formed without a period of interaction
often contained many members whose initial enthusiasm withered away too soon. An initial period of
interaction, on the other hand, often brought forward individuals who had a long term commitment to the
cause.

The second lesson was that the forest department representative was a critical person whose presence in
committee meetings was necessary to susüain the interest of committee in forest fire control. Without him the
committees itself lended to underestimate its importance, and with his continued absence the committee tended
to wither away.

A third lesson was regarding the sustainability of this initiative. It is only two years since this experiment
began. In order üo judge whether it is effective and worth emulating elsewhere, it is necessary to continue for
a number of years. Whether this would happen or not depends to a large extent on the interest of forest
department itself, especially the local and middle level staff.

Conclusions

Forest fire and its rnanagement have long history in Indian Forestry. In 1954, the Chief Conservator of Forests
of Madhya Pradesh, Mr. C.E.Hewetson, staüed that the conception of forest fire protection was one of the most
creative and far reaching in its effects. Not only it was essential to allow the drier forest !o regenerate, but also
it was and it is the most powerful single weapon in soil conservation. It was a tragedy that this idea of complete
fire protection gradually eroded away by the urge for economy in expenditure. The most successful method of
fire proüection in the past used to be an elaborate network of fire lines, blocklines and guidelinas, and their
early clearing and buming. This system used to work very well and still does when population pressure on the
forest is low. With increasing human population in and around forest areas, and their dependence for fodder,
fuel wood and other non-timber forest produce, the traditional systems of fire control no longer works
effectively. The human resources available with the fore.st department have not increased with increasing human
pressure on the forest. On an average in India, nearly 50O ha of forest is patrolled by one guard and one
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watcher. It is practically impractical to monitor and control the forest fire in such a large area which is heving
free access by the intruders from all sides. Unnatural forest fire ceuses imbalance to the nature which reflects
very badly on the biodiversity and reduces floral and faunal wealth. Forests in developing countries which are
adjoining the habitat of rural settlements where the people are not aware of the importance of the forests. The
whole stretch of the fore,st area is not fenced and it is having a free access from all sidas by the intruders
causing tremendous pressure on these forests. Unless man himself realises the importance of forests it is not
going to work effectively for the conservation of natural forests. At this juncture awareness campaign will go
a long wey to bring down the forest fire incidences through the pioneer leaders who comes forward for the
cause of conservation of natural resources.

Referencc Sangal, P.M. 1989. A suggested classification of forest fires in India by types and causes. Paper
presented at the National Seminar on Forest Fire Fighting, Kulamaru (Kerala), 2-3 November 1989.

Rajiv K. Srivastava, I.F.S.
Deputy Conservator of Forests
Bharathi Park Road
Coimbatore - 641043
Tamil Nadu
INDIA

INDONESIA Wide Area Sumeilhnce Slsten (WAS) Phase I:
Transboundary Harc Pollution Control and Monitoing System (THPCM)

Abstract

The Government of Indonesia (GOI) in cooperation with the United States Trade Development Agency has been
conducting a Feasibility Study for a Wide Area Surveillance System (WAS) for Indonesia since July 1997.
Phase I of WAS, the Transboundary Hazn Pollution Control and Monitoring System ([HPCM), addressqs the
critical and devastating forest fire problems of Indonesia and proposes a system-based solution to respond to
forest fire events.

WAS is a staüe-of-the-art monitoring system to collect real-time environmental, natural resources, and natural
hazards daüa. As currently proposed, WAS is a system that will collect and process environmental data and use

it to respond to a directly or indirectly threatening situation from a human, environmental or natural resources
point-of-view. The objective of WAS is to provide real-time monitoring of natural hazards, environmental
conditions, and environment-affecting activities in Indonesia and use this information to respond and act upon
the situation. Real-time moniüoring means providing data as events or changes occur, generally in a matter of
minutes or hours, to permit rapid identification of and response üo problems. Eady assessment results of the
feasibility of WAS for Indonesia identified that implementation of the proposed solution ("system') should be
split in phases. The WAS Phase I CIHPCM), which addresses land and forest fires, is the focus of this
conference.

Objectives of THPTCM

The objective of the THPCM is to improve the Government's capabilities to predict, prevent, and respond to
land and forest fires, and thereby reduce the severity and frequency of hazardous smoke amLdhlazn conditions
in Indonesia and neighbouring countries.
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Description

The THPCM will consist of four major functions:

* Pre-fire planning
* Monitoring
* Communication and information exchange* Fire suppression

@@
Fig.l. THPCM System Functions

Pre-Fire Ptanning

The pre-fire planning component will enable the GOI üo allocate and direct fire zuppression resources to the
most likely areas of need and to establish procedures to ensure that all related aspects of fire and haze
zuppression are well integrated and coordinated. Monitoring fire and haze monitoring will use a variety of data
analysis technologias to predict and moniüor fire hazards on an on-going and sustained basis. When fires do
occur the information collected by the various moniüoring systems will provide for early detection and rapid
response. The major monitoring functions are:

* Fire and haze danger forecasting
* Fire detection
* Hazn, deüection

't Weether and Climate forecasting
* knd use/land cover assessment
* Air quality
* Suppressisll management
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Communications and Information Exchange

Communications and information exchange are critical to the effective operation of any fi1s menagement

system. In Indonesia, fire management is the shared responsibility of several institutions, each of which is
responsible for a specific analysis and/or response component. The THPCM will provide both a

communications infrastructure (e.g., intranet, SATCOM, radio, etc-), as well as a sysüem for cataloguing and
exchanging data so that it can be easily and quickly accessed and disseminated.Information from environmental
sensors will be communicated to and between data analysis centers in digital format. This will allow for rapid
decision making and infonnation exchange with field personnel.

Fire Suppression

Coordinated fire suppression operations will be conducted using a combination of air and ground suppression

techniques. The effectiveness of fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft used in combination with ground crews ha-c

been proven to be successful in zuppressing fires in many countries throughout the wodd. Existing fixed-wing
and roiary-wing aircraft will be modified with retardant/water delivery systems and supported by both mobile
and fixed retardant mixing facilities.Ground suppression will be carried out at the local level by trained crews
equipped with basic fire fighting equipment, including portable retardant pumps, shovels, axes, paraugs. A key
component of the THPCM is to provide basic fire fighter training at the Satlak Hutla level and fire management
training to at the TKI, II, and III level.

BAPEDAL
Fire and Haze ControlCenter

Local Fire Command Post

- Tadical Suppression Planning

- Coordination of Fire
Suppression Resources

- Coordination uith Denhr,able
lncedent Advisory Teäm '

- Equipment Cadre

Gorfurnment

- Local FireWeather
Anal§s

- Local Fire Behavior
Predidion

- lR Data Proctssing

- Detailed Fire Mapping§üäl,gfi=-s'trtr

x
G'

o
,cI

Fig.3. Local Fire Command Post Operational Concept
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Operational Concept

While many institutions in Indonesia currently perform functions related to fire and hazn monitoring and

zupprassion, experience n the 1997 fire season demonstrated that these were ineffective. The THPCM will
provide a more systematic and operational approach to integraüe the capabilities of GOI institutions.Theoverall

architecture for the THPCM project is illustrated in Figure 2.Ttie architecture is modeled after fire monitoring

and suppression systems that have been successfully implemented in other parts of the wodd, including The

United States and Canada.The heert of the system will be the Fire and Haze Control Center located at

BAPEDAL in Jalgrta. BAPEDAL will collect data from other agencies and/or institutionson a regular basis,

and integraüe and analyze it üo conduct:

* Pre-fire Planning
* Fire detection
* Fire danger forecasting
* Fire behaviour modelling
* Smoke distribution and air quality monitoring
* Fire suppression planning
* Suppression resource allocation and trading

Fire suppression activities will be coordinated and managed at local fire command posts that will be established

as needed at airports in the fire prone provinces of Kalimantan, Riau, Jambi, I-ampung and South Sumatra

(Fig.3). The I-ocal Fire Command Posts will be operated through a close coordination between BADEDALDA
TKI and Ministry of Forestry TK[, and will be responsible for performing the following functions:

* Local üactical fire suppression operations management
* Air and ground suppression operations management
i' Local suppression resource tracking
* Communications with air and ground suppression units and support personnel

Conclusion

The THPCM makes use of existing, already proven technologies and management systems. The approach

outlined will require coordination between multiple Government agencies and administration levels and a variety

of fire suppression methodologies. All of these components have been shown to be technically sound,

organizationally visible and effective elsewhere in the wodd. The project will strengthen the capabilities of GOI

institutions, by enhancing data collection, management, and analysis as well as by providing proper training for
local, provincial and national agency staff. The project will supply equipment and provide training of fire
fighting personnel to improve the capabilities for suppressing fires in Indonesia. The THPCM will provide

coordination of fire suppression operations between national level institutions, local governments and field
personnel.

Bibtiography: Extended bibliography is available on the GFMC internet version of this paper.

Stephane Asselin
Sr. Project Engineer
URS Greiner riloodward-Clyde
500 12th Street
USA - Oakland, California 94607

and

Iwan Gunawan
Director, Indonesian Ministry for Research and Technology BPPT

Jl. M.H. Thamrin No.8
Jakerta 10340
Indonesia
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Forest Fires in lto PDR

General Information

I-ao PDR is an independent country which covers a land area of 236,800 km2 and is bordered by China,
Myanmar, Viet Nam, Cambodia, and Thailand. All the country is located in the watershed of the Mekong river
which originates in China and traverses from the north to the south of country. About7i%o of the land area is
located in hills and mountains. The number of the total population of Lao is 4.8 million (1997 census). 80%
of the population are living in rural villages, and the population growth rute is about 2 %.

Forest and Land Use

It was estimated that in the 1940s about 7O% of the country was covered by forest. During the 1960s the
forests were largely destroyed mainly as consequences of the war. According to the estimation made in 1973
the forest coverage was reduced to 54%, and in 1981 the total forest cover was about 47 % or 11.2 million ha.
During the past the forest was still gradually destroyed by shifting cultivation practice of the rural populations.
It is recognized that the forest in I-ao PDR are under pressure by people lacking alternative for survival other
than shifting cultivation or encroachment on forest land.

The statistics of L992 reveal that 277,NO families practice shifting cultivation on 1.6 million ha. In 1998 this
number was reduced to 142,745 families and 132,500 ha. In 1999 the government plans to reduce shifting
cultivation to 130,000 families on a total area of 128,000 ha.

Main Causes of Forest Fire in Lao PDR

The main causes of forest fire in I:o PDR are:

* Slash-and-burn cultivation practice without firebreak, and
* Traditional hunting to drive out animals

It is estimated that 90% of the forest fires originate from slash-and-burn cultivation practice of upland farmers.
The degradation caused by fire is repeated year after year. No reliable statistics are available.

Forest Fire Control in Lao PDR

Obviously, there are no appropriate methods available for forest fire control. The government also lacks forest
fire control equipment. It is particularly difficult 0o find suitable methods to control fire in mountainous and less
inaccessible area. In order to prevent and control wildfires the following measures have to be taken:

* Provide sustainable land-use and job opportunities for shifting cultivators
* Motivate the shifting cultivators to understand about how to prevent how to detect and control fires
* Prepare standard working groups and set up an organization for coordination of regional fire control

organization or other government agencies
* Prepare materials and guidelines for forest fire prevention and suppression.

Mr. Sayasouk Bouaket
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry
Department of Forestry
Forest Protection and Wood Industry Division
P.O.Box 811

Vientiane
Lao People's Democratic Republic
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Forcsl Fitp hevewion arrd Marugement in Myanmar

Myanmar is the largest country i1 mainland Southeast Asia, with a total land area of 676,553 km2. It is situated
between 9"58'N-28o29'N and 92o lO'-l0l" 10'E. Its length from North to South is approximately 2090 km; the
width is up to 925 km. Myanmar possesses a broad spectrum of erosystems, ranging from snow-capped peaks
to tropical rain forests, the semi-arid belt and coastal marine ecosysüems. It has a total coastline of about 2,832
km.

Climate

Because of its length from North to South, Myanmar possesses several variant climatic zones. Its climate is
principally of the Tropical Monsoon type, which is mainly influenced by the seasonal Southwest Monsoon.

Three distinct seasons occur: the Hot Season from mid-February üo mid-May; the Rainy Season from mid-May
to mid-October; and the Cool Season from mid-October !o mid-February.

Apart from the Temperate and Sub-Temperate regions to the North and higher altitudes to the West and East,
the mesn temperature ranges from 32oC in the Coastal and Deltaic areas and 2l"C tn the inland lowland areas.

Maximum temperatures reach up üo 40oC in the central Dty T,rrine during the peak Hot Season.

Annual rainfall ranges from 500 mm to 1000 mm in the central part of the country, to 5000 mm and above in
the coastal and wetter regions. Apart from a few scattered showers in late May and June, the highest
precipitation is during July to September, with the monsoon tailing off around mid-October. Rainfall does occur
occasionally in November, as fall-out from storms that come in from the East.

Unlike those countries that lie within the Equatorial Climatic Zone, Myanmar does not receive rainfall all the
year round. It has instead a wet period that lasts for about five months and a dry spell for the remaining seven
months. This pattern has remained more or less unchanged.

Topography

The country is traversed from North to South by three major mountain ranges, which are extensions of the
easüern extremity of the Himalayan Range. About two-thirds of the country is mountainous.

Thase ranges form four major river systems flowing from North to South; and the cultivable lands lie mainly
along these river valleys and their expansive deltas.

Forest Situation

Influenced by a wide range of latitudes, topography and climatic factors, the forests are diverse and vary in
composition and structure; and constitute invaluable ecosystems that conserve a wide range of plant and animal
species, genes and micro-organisms.

The actual foresüed area is about 344,237 krt or 50.87 % of the total land area, of which 43.34% comprises
closed forests and7.53Vo degraded forests. The remaining49.13 % comprisas 22.82% forests affected by
shifting cultivation, 2.Ol % water bodies and 24.30% non-forested areas.

Of the actual forested are*, 16% is Tropical Evergreen, 26% Ffill and Temperate Evergreen, 34% I-ower
Mixed and Moist Upper Mixed Deciduous, lO% Dry,5% Deciduous Dipterocarp, 5% Dry Upper Mixed
Deciduous and 4% Tidal, Beach and Dune Type forests. The actual forested areas are predominantly natural.

Scientific Forest Management was initiated in Myanmar around 1856, when the Exploitation-cum-Cultural
Systern known as the Myanmar Selection Systun (MSS) was established, in order to assure the sustainability
ofnatural forests in perpetuity. This system is still being adhered to steadfastly.
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Inspite of the large resource base, the Ministry of Forestry has prescribed an extremely conservative yeaü
quota of timber to be harvested from the forests. The Annual Allowable Cut (AAC) for Teak (Teaona grardis)
was put at 609,50O cubic metres, and that for non-Teak-hardwoods at 2,463,6N cubic metres. Timber
elephants still play the major role in stumping and dragging of logs, as they cause the least disturbance to the
environment and the biodiversity, and do not necessitate the construction of extensive road networks.

Establishment of forest plantations applying the 'Taungta' method which was in fact the fore-runner of Agro-
Forestry and Community Forestry originated in Mynnmar. At the beginning, plantations were thought to be the
answer üo forest rehabilitation; but with time, Myanmar foresters came to rer,lizn the adverse impact plantations
brought upon the soil and water resource, the environment and biodiversity conservation as e whole. Likely
plans for large-scale plantations were abandoned and they were established instead on a small scale as

compensatory mea!ilre, with Teek being the choice specias.

Plantations are thinned heavily till they reach the age of about 25 years, leaving only around 40 trees per acro.
Silviculturo operations are carried out till the trees reach the age of40 years, after which they are regarded as

natural forests and allowed to merge with their natural surroundings.

Myanmar foresüers have never supported the contention that forest re.souroes are easily renewable, but have
held onto the belief that they are in fact critical. This being the reason why Myanmar today is one of the few
countries that can claim possession of expansive natural forests, a wealth of biodiversity, a stable environment
and a balanced climate.

Evolution of Forest Fire Prevention Concepts

Basic concepts regarding forest fire prevention were initiated in Myanmar together with the advent of scientific
forest management. Due üo the experiences of severe forest fires in the North American continent, it was
deduced that forests definitely ueeded to be protected from fires. It was generally accepted that prevention of
forest fires was very important, and that invaluable benefits could be accrued from this vi0al function.

In 1896, the Inspector-General of Forests of India and Burma stated in an article published ta the ilIndian

Forestern, that the Government of British India and Burma commended the forest officials and their
zubordinates for their stalwart efforts in protecting expansive areas of all types of forests. That through
promulgation of laws, educating the people, issuing relevant instructions, penalizing offenders etc., the public
have become aware of their obligation to cooperate and actively participate.

In the May 1896 issue of the "Indian Forester", a forester by the name of Mr. Slade wrote alr article titled
'Too Much Fire Protection in Burma". Hitherto, fire protection had generally followed plantation work and
there was no doubt of the benefit derived from the proüection of plantations in their eady years. But Slade's
argument was against the marked üendency !o advocate the enlargement of fire protected areas and fire
proüection of "all" Teak forests. Slade pointed out that forest fires in Burma in no way resembled the huge fires
of America; that forest fires in Burma were mere ground fires, slowly but surely advancing and consuming the
dry leaves which cover the ground to a depth of a few inche.s or less; that as a rule fierce fires are quile
exceptional; that a fire once süarted, may burn for weeks and travel from one end of the country to the other.

Slade reasoned that as annual fires had become so constant and regular, it had become natural to Teak,
transforming it into a fire-hardy species. He also rationalized that as all other vegetation suffers very much
more severely in their younger stagas than Teak, the annual fires cannot be considered other than as an agent
favouring the growth of Teak at the expense of almost all other specias; concluding that natural regeneration
of Teak over large areas without the prior assisüance of fire, is an impossibility. He further pointed out that by
allowing the mature plantations to be burnt over annually, the cost of proüection could be saved, as the cost of
subsequent weedings would be reduced. Also that though forest fires do destroy a certain amount of valuable
material zuch as logs and dead trees, they do an immense amount of good by destroying decayed stumps and
branches, which in a fire protected forest would be sources of fungoid growth and the breeding grounds of
rnany insect pests.

Finally, he recommended that the general extension of fire protection over thousands of acres which cannot be
watched over in detail, not be undertaken; and that existing firelines be curtailed so as to exclude older
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Inspite of the large resource base, the Ministry of Forestry has prescribed an extremely conservative yeady
quota of timber to be harvested from the forests. The Annual Allowable Cut (AAC) for Teak (Teaona grandis)
was put at 6(D,500 cubic metres, and that for non-Teak-hardwoods at 2,463,600 cubic metres. Timber
elephants still play the major role in stumping and dragging of logs, as they cause the least disturbance to the
environment and the biodiversity, and do not necessitate the construction of extensive road networks.

Establishment of forest plantations applying the 'Taungn" method which was in fact the fore-runner of Agro-
Forestry and Community Forestry originated in Myanmar. At the beginning, plantations were thought to be the
answer to forest rehabilitation; but with time, Myanmar foresüers came to terilizr, the adverse impact plantations
brought upon the soil and water resource, the environment and biodiversity conservation as a whole. Likely
plans for large-scale plantations were abandoned and they were e.stablished instead on a small scale as

compensatory measure, with Teak being the choice species.

Plantations are thinned heavily till they reach the age of about 25 yans, leaving only around 40 treps per acre.
Silvicultureoperations are carried out till the trees reach the age of 40 years, after which they are regarded as

natural forests and allowed to merge with their natural surroundings.

Myanmgr foresüers have never supported the contention that forest resources are easily renewable, but have
held onüo the belief that they are in fact critical. This being the reason why Myanmar üoday is one of the few
countries that can claim possession of expansive natural forests, a wealth of biodiversity, a stable environment
and a balanced climate.

Evolution of Forest Fire Prevention Concepts

Basic concepts regarding forest fire prevention were initiated in Myanmar together with the advent of scientific
forest management. Due to the experiencss of severe forest fires in the North American continent, it was

deduced that forests definitely needed to be protected from fires. It was generally accepted that prevention of
forest fires was very important, and that invaluable benefits could be accrued from this vital function.

In 1896, the Inspector-General of Forests of India and Burma stated in an article published ia the "Indian
Forestern, that the Government of British India and Burma commended the forest officials and their
subordinate.s for their stalwart efforts in protecting expansive areas of all §pes of forests. That through
promulgation of laws, educating the people, issuing relevant instructions, penalizing offenders etc., the public
have become aware of their obligation to cooperate and actively participate.

In the May 1896 issue of the "hdian Forester", a forester by the name of Mr. Slade wrote an article titled
"Too Much Fire Prorcaion in Burma'. Hitherüo, fire protection had generally followed plantation work and

there was no doubt of the benefit derived from the protection of plantations in their early years. But Slade's

argument was against the marked tendency to advocate the enlargement of fire protected areas and fire
protection of 'all" Teak forests. Slade pointed out that forest fires in Burma in no way resembled the huge fires
of America; that forest fires in Burma were mere ground fires, slowly but surely advancing and consuming the
dry leaves which cover the ground to a depth of a few inches or less; that as a rule fierce fires are quite
exceptional; that a fire once süarted, may burn for weeks and travel from one end of the country to the other.

Slade reasoned that as annual fires had become so constant and regular, it had become natural !o Teak,
transforming it into a fire-hardy species. He also rationalized that as all other vegetation suffers very much
more severely in their younger stages than Teak, the annual fires cannot be considered other than as an agent
favouring the growth of Teak at the expense of almost all other specias; concluding that natural regeneration
of Teak over large areas without the prior assistance of fire, is an impossibility. He further pointed out that by
allowing the mature plantations to be burnt over annually, the cost of protertion could be saved, as the cost of
subsequent weedings would be reduced. Also that though forest fires do destroy a certain amount of valuable
material such as logs and dead trees, they do an immense amount of good by destroying decayed stumps and

branches, which in a fire protected forest would be sources of fungoid growth and the brceding grounds of
mnny insect pests.

Finally, he recommended that the general extension of fire protection over thousands of acres which cannot be

watched over in detail, not be undertaken; and that existing firelines bo curiailed so as to exclude older
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plantations and that effective protection be prescribed for small defined areas on which a faidy good stock of
young Tealr seedlings had been revealed. Also that as the saplings on each protected area reach the stage of
immunity to fire, protection should be stopped and other areas be put under protection. That the total area be
limited by the number of seedlings and the amount of supervision available.

Fig.l. Open dry dipterocarp (indaing) forest in Central Myanmar: These forests are subjected
to annual fires, often burning two or three times per year on the same site. Photo:
J.G.Goldammer.

Slade concluded by stating that he did not mea.n to advocate the abolition of fire protection; but rather de.sired
to deprecate its general ex0ension to huge areas of forests, irrespective of the state of forest as regards natural
regeneration. He held the view that the annually recurring ground fires should be considered as friends and not
natural enemies, except during a cortain period (of the existence of Teak); that fire is one of the forest offrcer's
most useful agents as long as it is his servant and not his master.

Slade's article stirred a great deal of controversy, leading to two schools of thought. One was for the general
expansion of fire protection üo large forested areas; while the other was for exclusion of natural forests and
mature planüations, and the inclusion of only young plantations and areas on which fairly good stocks of young
seedlings had been revealed.

§ubsequmt Developments

In 1897, it was decided upon the advice of the then Inspector€eneral of Forests, that fire protection should be
extended only as far as funds and administrative considerations permitted. This resulted in an increase of areas
under protection, provoking a great deal of dissention emong the Burma Forest Officials, and opposition to
continued proüection of all classes of forests steadily increased.

In 1905, a forester named Mr. Troup published the enumeration of the stock carried out in two adjoining plots
in the Tharyarwady forests. One plot had been protected successively for 19 years, and the other had been
burnt over annually. The findings were as follows:

.d
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* A much larger proportion of unsound and dead stems to sound stems in the protected plot.
* Ten times as many seedlings in the lnprotected plot as in the protected plot.
* About half of the sound stems in the protected areia were in danger of suppression and would probably

disappear, while those in the unFrotected area were mostly sound, well grown, without sign of fire damage,
and in little danger of suppression.

He concluded that with continued protection, Teak must eventually disappear from the protected plot.

In 1906, Mr. Beadon-Bryant, the then Chief Conservator of Forests visited the above areas, and arranged to
have further countiag in the previously counted plots and in six others. This generally confirmed the conclusion
reached at by Mr. Troup.

la 1907, Mr. Beadon-Bryant compiled a memorandum on fire conservancy in Burma. As a rezult sf many
tours, he held the view that the combination of the Selection System with fire protection was gradually but
surely killing out the Teak in the moist forests of Burma. He recommended to classiff the, forests of Burme
into three caüegories:

* Forests in which the valuable species are found with an undergrowth of evergreen, dense, periodically and
gregariously flowering Bamboos, as well as forests of a moist evergreen nature, where with the aid of fire
protection, evergreen species are encroaching on Teak.

* Forests with an undergrowth of less dense Bamboos which flower sporadically as well as gregariously and
therefore are more favourable to reproduction.

* Forests with an undergrowth of shrubs, herbaceous plants and grasses only, in which the more valuable
species occur in a mixed or pure state.

He recommended that fire protection should be abandoned in the category (a) forests; that it would most
probably be beneficial in many category (b) forests, though perhaps not possible to maintain owing üo the
menner in which categories (a) and (b) are intermixed; that protection would certainly be beneficial in category
(c) forests where it should be continued and extended. In October that same year, the local government issued
orders that in each Circle or Division, suitable areas of sufficient size should be selected, where the
abandonment of fire protection could be carefully watched and the system extended from year !o year, if rezults
justified such action.

Fig.2. Wildfires sweeping into villages and townships are a common problem all over the dry
tropics. The economic damages and humanitarian implications are very severe and must be
encountered by public education and information campaigns. Photo: J.G.Goldammer
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Ia l9ll-12, the Inspector€eneral of Forests, Sir George Hart, recommended that the classification advocated
by Mr. Beadon-Bryant be carried out in every Forest Division of Burma, and that subject to certain reservation,
fire protection should be abandoned in category (a) forests. He suggested that fire protection should be given
up for a period to be followed by a period of proüection; and pointed out that the results of fire protection
might likely prove to be incommensurate with the expenditure involved.

Reduction of fire protection was slow inspite of the opinion of a vast majority of forest officers in favour of
considerable abandonment. Ia 1923-24 however, the fire-protected area was a mere 142 square miles.

A section of foresters was even in favour of giving up protection of young regeneration areas in favour of early
burning and repeated burning. But the disadvantages of this method, in that it delays the elosing of the canopy
had already been proven. At the same time it was felt that unless fire protection in young regeneration areas
can be absolutely certain, eady burning formed a better insurance against the damage from late fires.

Regarding fire protection io dry forests, il had already been proven beyond a doubt that protection was
beneficial; but the view was that it still needed to be proven that such operations were financially justifiable.

As a rezult of the above developments and the global economic depression, fire protection in the Natural
Forests of Burma was totally stopped from 1930 onwards; and protection was carried out only in plantations.
However, protection was continued in the young regeneration areas, and measures, were undertaken to prevent
fires from occurring in the Reserved Forests and adjacent forest areas whether intentionally, accidentally, or
through negligence; and also to alleviate the scale of damage and loss in the event of a forest fire occurring.

Forest Fire Conservancy Measures

Since the late 1880s, it had been decreed that the Forest Department was obligated to liaise with the I-ocal
Administrative Bodies in order to coordinate the issuance of Forest Fire Prevention Instructions for compliance
by forest officers. Based on those instructions, the Local Administrative Bodies would issue general instructions
for officials from other ministries to comply with, and to support the Forest Department's efforts at fire
protection.

h 1944, The Statesman Press of Calcutta published the Forest Manual which included the Instructions for the
Control of Fire Conservancy Operations that formed the basis for future Fire Protection Measures. Forest
officials were held responsible for the prevention of fires in the fire-protected areas within their domain. They
were also to be directly responsible for fires that encroached from adjoining areas. As such, they were
obligated to construct fire lines, fire traces and safety strips as necessary.

Fire Conservancy Plans: All Forest Regions had to draw up Fire Conservancy Plans once every five years.
In doing so, they needed to liaise and coordinate between adjacent regions. Detailed maps indicating relevant
information had to be prepared and attached. There also had to be a clear undersüanding as to who would be
responsible for what and to what extent.

People's Participation: The strong point of Fire Conservancy in Myanmar has always been the awareness and
willing cooperation of the people. From the onset, foresters had been instructed to do their utmost üo win the
support of the local people; to refrain from restricting the people unnecessarily, not to obstruct the people from
going into the forest to harvest their daily needs; most importantly, to avoid any action that would cause the
people to want to harm the forests; and to at all times, work to make the people understand the multiple
benefits that could be accrued from the forests. In situations where Divisional Forest Officials felt that certain
rules laid down were too stringent, they were obligated üo report their observations to their superiors in writing.

On the other hand, people who lived in villages near the Reserve Forests, especially those who were employed
by the State or received financial support from the Government, were responsible to report incidences of forest
fires and to zupprass any fires occurring in adjacent areas, so that the fires did not spread into the Reserve
areas. People who had permits to earn a livelihood within the forests, or practise shifting-cultivation (faungya)
were likewise responsible. In the event that any of the above individuals were found to be responsible for
causing fires for any reason, they were likely to have their permits revoked. Finally, it was cleady stated that
any responsible persons found lacking in their duties would likely be prosecuted legally.
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Assistance from Police Officcrs: The Governor€eneral iszued official instructions to all departmental officials
from the respective ministries, including Police Officers, prescribing official responsibilities relating to forest
fire protection. Any Police Officer who had reason to believe that a person or persons held intentions to ceuse
forest fires, was emlrowered to apprehend anyone without a warrant. The Governor4eneral also issued
requests to all Divisional-level Police Officers, to enlighten their subordinates, village headmen and village
elders, regarding the qssence of the Forest I:w and other forest fire related instructions. Thus, the Police
Force has traditionally played a vital support role in strengthening the functions of the Forest Department.

Awarding of Rewards: Divisional Administrative and Forest Officials were authoriz*Ä to offer monetary
rewards for information and assistance that would enable them üo apprehend culprits who were guilty of causing
forest fires. At the same time, officials were made to understand that they should not depend solely on the
enforcement of the tenets of the Forest I-aw; that although it was important for the people to be aware of the
legal implications regarding fire protection, it was even more important that the goodwill of the people not be
imnaired; that departmental officials from various ministries, together with the Divisional Adminisl6livp
Officids and their subordinates could play a constructive role in achieving those goals. This was in fact, the
inception of an integrated approach towards Forest Fire protection and Forest Management in general.

Fig.3. Fire suppression training in Myanmar: Handtools are most useful in combating low-üo
medium-intensity surface fires. Photo: J.G.Gold4mmer

The Post-Independence Period

When Myanmar gained its Independence in 1948, it was infested with widespread insurgencies, as several
politically oriented parties and ethnic groups started rebelling against the Government. As a result, Forest
l\danegement and Forest Fire Protection was restricted to the assessable forest areas.

Forest Divisions were the basic management units, and their territories were demarcated according üo the
Watersheds. Based upon the Five fsal plans drawn up by the Forest Regional Headquarters, The Forest
Divisions had to draw up yearly Fire Protection Plans, to be in line with unique situations prevailing within
their divisions. They also had to iszue local Fire Protection Orders and Instructions annually.
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In 1959, the Forest Management Guidelines for Subordinate Staff was published in the Burmese language. It
was meinly based upon the Forest Manual, and fire protection likewise was based upon the Fire Conservancy
Operation Instructions.

Although fire protection plans excluded natural forests, and focused on plantations, young regeneration areas
and ecologically sensitive areas, special emphasis was placed upon the protection of successfully regenerated
areas in the Ceutral Dry 7.one. Regarding the period that fire protection should be provided to plantations, it
was decided that according to Myanmar's situation, it should be five years for Teak, and ten to fifteen years
for Eucalyptus and Pine.

Conternporary Trends

Fire Conservancy in Myanmar has more or less followed the old trends. As in the days of old, fire protection
being a costly undertaking, available rlesources is still the determining factor as to the extent that protection can
be achieved. According to available data, in 1997-98 the planned target to be put under protection was 3,79,23O
acres, out of which 53.05% could be protected effectively.

As had been indicated eadier, peoples' awareness and wilful participation has been the strength behind
zuccessful protection from forest fires in Myanmar. But slash-and-bum cultivation (Taungya) has been and age-
old practice with many ethnic races who live in the mountainous areas of the country, and is still being
practised widely. This is the main cause behind forest fires occurring in Myanmar. However, as it is carried
out merely on a zubsistence scale, and as the areas that fall under this practice are buffered in by the natural
forests, the spreading of fire !o adjoining areas is minimal. Besides, burning is normally done under close
zupervision of the villagers.

As all forest esüaüas, apart from those on private lands and community forests, are oumed by the State, Forest
Fire Brigades are not organised by the private sector as is the case in many countries; but protection measures

are instead undertaken solely by the Forest Department, in cooperation with other ministeriil departments and
the local people. The fire hazardous period is normally for about four months, from mid-January to mid-May,
when public awarenqss campaigns are carried out through various mediums, and villagers are rallied to partake
in fire-watch duties and assist in various pre-emptive activities such as construction of fire lines and fire traces,
prescribed burning, eüc.

ln 1992, the new Forest I-aw was enacted, defining the offenses clearly and prescribing more severe penalties
for offenders. ln 1992-93, Forest Conservation Committees were formed at the National, State/Division,
District and Township levels, thus involvingthe related ministries, the Chairmen of the State/ Division, District
and Township Administrativebodies as well as the local military commanders in forest menagement and forest
fire conservancy responsibilities. In 1996-97, a new directoraüe called the Dry Tnne Regreening Department
was formed and it is !o be solely responsible for the rehabilitation of once forested areas of the Central Dry
Zone, and fire protection measures.

Myanrnar Foresters have traditionally placed prevention above suppression of forest fires, as they had
undersüood that forest fires once out of control were nigh on impossible to suppress. The priority focus was
therefore placed upon the moniüoring of combustible fuel, and this was normally controlled by prescribed
burning in situations where surface fires had not consumed them.

Because the forests are predominantly natural, and mostly of the Tropical Evergreen type, the forest floor is
naturally damp and the undergrowth mostly moist and green. The leaves and branches that fall each year are
consumed by the annual surface fires, so fuel does not normally accumulate enough to pose a threat. Also, as

the annual fires are mostly running fires they cause very little or no adverse impact to the soil, and do not
consume the forest litter üo the extent of depriving the forest soils from its nutrients or its capability to conserve
the water nesource.

The forest fires that do occur are mostly localised and peüer out in the moist surroundings. However,
realization that the climate change factor and abnormal climatic occurrences could bring about changes to the
forest situation, has led to cause considerable concern. The Forest Divisions have been instructed to conduct
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detailed inventorie,s of their forasts, so that Forest Management and Fire Consenrancy Operations can be
reappraised and redesigned to suit prevailing situations.

Conchsions

The frequency and intensity of forest and bush fires around the globe in recent years have become alarming.
Even developed countries with all their scientific and technological advances have not escaped the wrath of
severe fire disasters. Modern methods such as aerial spraying of chemicals, water bombing have proven to be
ineffective when applied against fires that have run out of control; and even the most developed of nations have

ultimately had to rely on nature to intervene or to take its course.

l1 ls nniversally accepted that fore.st fire threats and incidences had increased as a result of the depletion and
degradation of the forests; as canopies of once densely forested areas af,e open up to the sun, it leads to the
dryirrg of and change in the soil texture. Myanrnar's good fortune in not having ever experienced severe forest
fires, nor rampant natural disasters, liqs in its having preserved the forests in their natural state.

It is heartening to learn of recent positive developments advocating the preservation of natural forests,
promotion of natural regeneration, establishment of plantations with mixed species so as to recreate nature in
place of the old monoculture practice, and to give preference to native species above exotic ones. In the tropical
regions, preservation and replication of nature alone can alleviate the threat of severe forest fires and natural
calamities.

Mr. Myat Thinn
Advisor to the Minister
Ministry of Forestry
West Gyogone, Insein
Yangon
MYANMAR
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Forest and Land Fire Prevention in Srü Lanka

1. Introduction

Sri I-anka is a tropical island with a land area of 65.000 km2. Current population is estimated at 18 million and
the population growth is eround 1.1%. The economy is predominantly agriculture and the annual per capita
income is around US$ 740.

The total area of natural closed-canopy forest tn 1992 is estimated at 1.58 million hectares or 23.9% of the
üotal land area. Sparse and open forests occupy a total of 463,842ha or 7% of the land area while the total
exüent of well established forest plantations amounts to 72,3N ha or 1. 1 % of the land area. The current status
of forest resources is given below.

Tab.l. Forest resources of Sri l-anka

Folst I)pe

Montane Forests
Sub- Montane forests
Lowland Rain Forests
Moist Monsoon Forests
Dry Monsoon Forests
Riverine Dry Forests
Mangroves
Sparse Forests
Forest Plantations

Total

Area (ha)

3,108
68,838
141,549
243,877

l,@4,297
22,4L1
9,687

46.3,842
72,340

2,llgrg3g

As Percentage of
lotal land arca

0.&t
1.04
2.13
3.68
16.53
0.33
0.13
7.Ot
1.09

32.02

Source: Remote Sensing Unit, Forest Department (1992)

2. The Forest Fire Problem

The problem of forest fires in Sri I-anka can be summarized by examining weather conditions, fuel types in the
forests, and human attitude in the area.

Weather: Sri Lankan climate is a monsoon climate, that is weather conditions are mainly determined by
prevailing winds. There are two major monsoons; South-We,st monsoon prevails from April to July and North-
East monsoon from September to January. SW monsoon is stronger than NW monsoon and lasts longer. During
the south west monsoon rainfall concentrate on windward slopes of central highlands. So on the lee side winds
arrive very dry.

The contrary is happening during the NE monsoon. But this monsoon is weak and shorter compared to the SW
monsoon. Based on the rainfall the country is mainly divided in to two climatic zones; the WetZnne where the
annual rainfall ranging from 2500-5000 mm and the Dry Zone with the annual rainfall around 1000 mm .

Though the rainfall figures are quiüe high, the distribution of rainfall is very poor especially in the dry rcna
Much of the rainfall in the Dry Zone comes with the North-East monsoon during a three month period from
October-December leaving 7-8 months of virtually dry period. This increases the fire hazard considerably.
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The wind pattern and the topography create two marked fire seasons. A sort but important fire season from
February !o March in the wet zone and a longer fire season from June üo September in the dry zone. In the
central highlands only a short dry season prevails during the first three months of the year. But the risk of fire
reaches its maximum due to the low humidity, and the topography of the area.

Fire Hazard: There is no significant fire hazard from existing vegeüation of the country. Climax vegetation of
the South and Central highlands is tropical rain forests and sub tropical montane fores§. In the intermediate
mne it is mainly an evergr@n forests while in the dry zare it is a tropical semi deciduous forests. The land not
occupied by the permanent agriculture is mrinly covered with grasses such as Imperata cylindrica arrd
Cymbonogon spp. Fuel load in this aree is between 4-12 tonslha in dry weight. Mean height of the grasses is
about one metre and ready to burn during the dry seeson.

Fire hazard is very high in forest plantations especially n Eucatyptus end Prutre (Pinus spp.) plantations. Over
the past 40 years 18,000 ha of pines and 19,000 ha of Euca$prus have been planted. Beside.s being e
pyrophytical species most of the pine plantations are situated in the steep slopes of central highlands. This
situatioa create.s a very high fire hezerd

tr'ire Risk The number of fires reported annually rarrges from 50-200 depending on the prevailing weather
conditions. Almost all fire.s are reported from forest plantations and the following table shows the forests fires
reported during past S-year perid. The damage is estimated on the direct monitory value of the plantation at
the time of fire.

Tab.2. Forest fires reported during

Year Nwnher of Flns
Reporteil

Estimated hmage (Rs)

1,282,600
1,342,6@
1,481,100
3,luz,l2o
516,153

1994-1998

Area Burned
(ha)

1994
1995
1996
1997
1998

60
126
136
205
tt4

t9L
372
nt
610
2M

Surface bumt by a single fire varies from 0.2 to 150 ha with the average of 10 ha. Nearly 2% of the newly
planted arees are burnt annually. Most of the forest planüations are smell in size and scatüerpd over the country.
Therefore, the risk is also scattered. However, the risk of a big fire is not very high due to the small size of
plantations. Almost ell fires are ground fires and crown fires are very rare.

Nearly 55% of all fires are reported from pine plantations wbtle 2O% is from eucalyptus plantations. Young
plantations are more vulnerable compared to old plantations. Neady 60% of all fires are reported from the
plantations that are less than five years of age. Very few fires last longer than 24 hours and most are in the
range of 3-10 hours.

3. It{ain Causes of Forest Fires

The age,nts causing natural forest firqs such as dry thunderstorms or volcanic eruptions are not present in Sri
hnke. Therefore, all most all forest fires in Sri l-anke have a human origin carelessness seerns üo be the main
cause of forest fires. Main causes reported are:
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Throwing cigarette butts when travelling by train or walking through forests.
Burning of debris by workers who are maintaining highways and railway tracks without taking proper
precautionary measures.
Burning dead grass in order to obtain fresh grass for cattle. These fires often spread out to the nearby
forests.
Burning of degraded forests for shifting cultivation.
Setting fire to the forest by hunters to make animal go out.

4. Present Forest Policy

The new forest policy came in to effect from 1995 has the following three main policy objectivas.

+ To conserve forests for posterity with particular regard to biodiversity, soils, waüer, and historical, cultural,
religious and aesthetic values.

* To increase the tree cover and productivity of the forests to meet the needs of present and future
generations for forest products and services.

* To enhance the contribution of forestry to the welfare of the nrral population and strengthen the national
economy with special attention paid üo equity in economic development.

The policy on rnanagement of state forest resources (almost all naturalforests and majority offorest plantaions
belong to state) further states the following.

All state forest resources will be brought under zustainable manxgs6sal both in terms of the continued
existence of important ecosystems and the flow of forest products and services. The natural forests will be
allocated firstly for conservation, and secondly for multiple use production forestry. Forest legislation is now
being formulated to provide the legal provisions to implement the new policy. The present legislation has

several provision with regard to the control of forest fires through law enforcement. Section 7 and section 20
of the Forest Ordinance forbids setting fire to any forest. Regulations made under section 7 further forbid the
use of fire within e rA mile from a reserved forest except in accordance with the regulations. Section 67 of the
Forest Ordinance stipulates that all persons who exercise any right in a reserved forest or are employed by the
state are bound to report the occurrence of any fire and to help in extinguishing it. So, the present policy is no
fires are allowed in the forest except in accordance with the regulations. Helping üo prevent and to suppress the
fire is compulsory for people connected with and in the vicinity of forests and for those who are employed by
the state.

5. Organizational §etup

At prasent fire control activities are carried out by the Silviculture Division of the Forest Department. This
division is headed by a Deputy Conservator of Forests and he is assisted by two Assistant Conservator of
Forests at the head office level. In the field level, the Divisional Forest Of§cer is responsible for all fire
management ectivities within the division. He is assisted by the Range Forest Officers and Beat Forest Officers.
The Range Forest Officers and Beat Forest OfEcers are working very closely with the village community in
controlling forest fires.

6. Fire Prevention

Management plans have been prepared for both natural forests and forest plantations based on the above
mentioned policy guidelines. Each management plan contains a fire control working circle under which all fire
control activities are listed. J[s main tasks üo be performed ere

* Reduce fuel load through siüe preparation in case of new plantation establishment
* Keeping the plantations weed free through frequent and rigorous weeding
* Preparation of fire lines
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* Establishment of Forest User Groups (FUG) for the prevention of fire occurences
* Training of departmental personal, members of FUG and people living in the vicinity of forests on forest

fire control
* Promotion of agroforestry practices in forest plantations

Annual work plans are prepared incorporating these activities for both natural forests and forest planiations.
Both peripheral and internal fire lines are used to prevent fire spread out to the forqsts. Peripheral fire lines are

l0 meters wide in flat areas and 2O meters in slopes. Internal fire lines are used only in valuable forest areas

where the fire risk is very high. Fire watchers are also employed during the fire season to patrol along the fire
lines. Their duty is to detect fires and put off fires with the help of local people. Training prograrns are also

carried out to train the local level officers and villagers on fire fighting. Use of hand tools is the main emphasis

of these training progrüns. These training programs consist of lectures and freld demonstrations. During the

fire season fire-warning signs are placed along the roads of most vulnerable areas.

Participation of Local Communities in Forest Fire Prevention: Forast fire prevention has been the

responsibility of Forest Department and Forest Department alone over the years. As the principal causes of fire
damage are human related it is imperative the involvement of local communities in fire prevention.

These communities, however, will not become involved in fire prevention activities unless they are getting

some benefits. Considering these factors a new approach is being tested in pilot areas especially rn Eucalyptus
and teak plantations. Each management plan contains a *participatory management working circle" under which
Forest User Groups have been formed. The following are the main features of this approach

* Local communities who are involved in fire prevention would allow to collect dead fire wood from the

plantations free of charge
* Forest Department would inform them the future forestry activities in the area, so that, they are aware of

the future employment opportunities in their locality
* Coordination of agricultural and forestry activities. This include
* Finding out from villagers when they intend üo burn their gardens or shifting cultivation areas, so that,

appropriate measures can be taken to protect the plantations from frre
* Permitting grazing and grass cutting without charge in plantations where there is a fire risk due to a build

up of grassy vegetation

In addition regular fire control training would be provided to these communities. Once the trail period is over
the most promising communities would be selected for formal participatory forest management programs. It is
expected to implement a more efficient fire prevention progfirm using the combination of direct involvement
of Forest Department and community participation in fire prevention activities.

K.P. Ariyadasa
Deputy Conservator of Forests
Forest Department,'Sampahthpaya' 82

Rajarnalwatta Road
Battaramulla
Sri I-snka

Fax: ++94-l-866633
e-mail: aridas@slt.lk
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INDONESIA / ASEAN

Internatiorul Cross-Sectoral Forum on Forcst Fire Marugement in South East Asin
fakarta, Indonesia, 7-8 December 1998

Report of the Meeting

The International Cross Sectoral Forum on Forest Fire Management in South East Asia, hosted by the
Government of Indonesia and jointly co-sponsored by the Japan International Co-operation Agency (JICA) and
the International Tropical Timber Organisation (ITTO) met in Jakarta, 7-8 December 1998, with the specific
goals to:

* gather information conceming the causes of forest fires and their impacts on humans, biodiversity, and the
environment

t review existing land use conditions and to consider further input to land-use management reform
* analyzn instih,rtional development and the integration of current efforts to overcome the impacts caused by

forest fire
* develop technology for forest fire prevention and mansgsmsal
* develop a policy and mechanism (including institutional development) to improve regional efforts to

anticipate the trans-boundary impacts of forest fires

'* develop guidelines for the drawing up of a National Action Plan for the management of forest fires and
their associated impacts, applicable at the local, national and regional levels.

A total of 216 participants from 19 countries and 8 international organisations, representing a wide range of
disciplines attended the Forum. The Forum was organised into plenary, one at the beginning and another at the
end, and working group sessions. The participants were divided into three groups to discuss Forest Fire
Prevention; Forqst Fire Control and Rehabilitation; and Transboundary Iszues. A total of 39 papers on various
aspects of forest fire were presented at the Forum.

This report summarises the ouücome of the Forum, including findings and recommendations.

1. Preamble

Wildfires have been present on earth since the development of terrestrial vegetation, playing a significant role
in mainüaining biogeochemical cycles and disturbance dynamics in some ecosystems. Fire and ecosystems have
interacted throughout time influencing such ecosysüem functions as: recycling nutrients, regulating plant
succession and wildlife habitat, maintaining biological diversity, reducing biomass and controlling insect
populations and diseases.

Taking a cue from nature, early humans used fire as a tool to alter their zurroundings and laüer to prepare land
for cultivation. IJse of managed fire became a common practice in land conversion activities. However, once
out of control, fire can lead to long-term site degradation and other detrimental impacts.

The recent major fires in Indonesia and elsewhere coincide with El Nifio events; and therefore El Nifro, has
been blamed for the damage and devastation caused by these fires. El Nifro is a weather phenomenon, which
aggravaüas the forest fire .langer situation, by creating drought conditions conducive for the spread of wildfire.
El Nifro by itself is not a sufficient cause for forest fire; and major fires have taken place in Indonesia not
simply due to El Nifio, but due üo a much more complex interaction of human-induced conditions, which,
among others, include availability of dry fuel load (caused by wasteful logging, land clearing), providing the
material to feed the conflagration and an ignition source.

The forest fire scene in Indonesia is characterised by conditions emanating from negligence and linked both to
zubsistence and commercial activities. They are, among others: large scale logging, leaving a high percentage
of residues in the forest, which in drought years become highly combustible; land clearing practices of HTIs,
plantation companies and small holders using open, broad cast fires to dispose off the clearfelled materials
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cheaply; careless use of fire by graziers, t\tWFP collectors, campers and others; intentional fires for staking
land claims, or for other reasons. These have caused increased frequency of forest fires.

The situation is exacerbated by other constraints. They include, inter alia, tbLe following: weaknesses in
policies, legislation (including rules aad regulations), and their implementation/enforcement; lack of funds and
facilities; weaknesses of organizational structure and coordination; unclear authority and functions; inadequate
infrastructure, lack of trained personnel, insufficiency of equipment; reluctance/resistance üo adopt zero-burn
techniques of land preparation on the part of land owners, or low-impact logging on the part of concessionaires;
inadequacies in forest fire management exemplified by lapses in monitoring, fire-danger warning, fire
protection/preventionmeasures, pre-suppression planning and preparedness, and firefightingcapability; poverty,
social conflicts and lack of incentives for the local community to participate in forest fire protection, and lack
of awareness; institutional inability to learn lessons from past experience.

Fundamental changes in these framework conditions are required for long-term control and reduction of forest
fires.

During the two spells of wildfires between September 1997 an.d May 1998, an estimated 6 to 10 million ha of
land was burned. Official figures of forests burned is about 800,000 ha, covering primary forests, secondary
forests, peat swamp forests, national parks and forest plantations. These catastrophic fires and the associated
haze resulted in profound impact on economic, ecological, physical and social environment in the ASEAN
region. Millions of tonnes of biomass, including timber and NWFPs were consumed by the fires. Physical
infrastructure was destroyed. It affected industrial production; resulted in fishing decline; caused loss of
biodiversity, disrupted commence; registered sharp fall in tourism revenue. During the worst haze, atmospheric
pollution index reached above 850 in some parts of Indonesia and Malaysia, while a reading of 30O - 500 is
considered most hazardous. Health of some 70 million people in six countries were affected. The total
estimated value of eronomic and social damages is about US$ 6 billion. While these figures help to provide the
magaitude of the calamity, many of the deleterious effects of fire on Indonesia's tropical rain forests cannot
readily be cast in economic terms.

T\e 1997-98 fire event, from its very beginning, lead to several initiatives at national, regional and
international levels. Many countries and intemational organisations provided emergency assistance in cash and
kind, including equipment, maüerials, medicine, service of fire fighters, and so on. The Indonesian Govemment
reactivated and strengthened the Forest and I-and Fire Control Centres at national and provincial levels and
Executive Units and Fire Brigades at suMivisional and local levels. The National Coordination Committee on
Forest and I-and Fire Control, with BAPEDAL serving as its secretariat, was given the responsibility to:
coordinate monitoring of hot spots appearing on NOAA weather satellite images, carry out surveillance,
provide early warning about fire danger, transmit information and guidance regarding action to be taken at the
local level and so on. Since the fire event was declared a disaster, the BAKORNAS PB undertook the overall
responsibility of coordinating the activities of various agencies including activities such as water bombing and
cloud seeding. In spite of it, the fire suppression efforts suffered from organisational and communication
weaknesses, and it was the onset of rains that finally extinguished the fire.

At the regional level several initiatives were taken to address the problem of transboundary haze pollution -
such as establishment of Haze Technical Task Force, regular meetings of the ASEAN Environment Ministers
and ASEAN Senior Officers on Environment, formulation of ASEAN Regional Haze Action Plan and its
implementation; and coordination of ASEAN regional level actions with support from ADB.

At the time of 1997 frres, there were four important forest fire projects ongoing (funded by GTZ, EU, JICA
and ITTO) and another (UK) with a major fire related component. There are now over 35 projects (including
the ongoing, new, and pipeline projects), supported by bilateral donors, UN agencies, international NGOs and
others. Most of the current projects are of short-term scope, invastigating the underlying causes, or addressing
specific aspects, ofactions required - e.g. capacity building, biodiversity conservation. A trend in new projects
is the high emphasis given üo sophisticated remote sensing technology for monitoring and fire prediction,
compared to practical pre-supprcssion and zuppression activities, particulady to strengthen the capability of
field ofEces and concession units. There are also no projects which seriously address the issue of post-fire
forest rehabilitation.
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Integrated Forest Fire Management (IFFM) is essential to control the damaging role of fire, without unduly
curtailing its beneficial aspects and to reduce the intensity of fires in cases of fire events. Scientific and planned
actions for fire protection, monitoring, prediction and prevention, fire-danger warning and preparedness for fire
suppression, supported by appropriate policies and strategies are essential. Forest rehabiliiation, a post fire
activity, is a vital component of IFFM.

IFFM can be treated in three specific phases: (i) pre-fire planning and fire prevention involving fire breaks,

fuel load control, weather monitoring, fire risk assessment and eady warning, equipment development,

enforcement and surveillance, training in firefighting, research and extension, and infrastructure development;
(ii) fire suppression, covering fire detection; quick communication; organisation of fire crews; and (iii) post fire
rehabilitation and management, covering fire inventory and classification, and rehabilitation planning. In all
these aspects it is necessary to strengthen institutional fr-amework, research and public education. It is also

crucial that the technology adopted is appropriate and local participation is guaranteed through proper

incentives.

The concept of IFFM recognises the traditional/beneficial role of fire; it integraües the local people and

communities in the system of fire management planning and implementation; it appropriately balances the level
of technology; it calls for improved knowledge about resources and fire risks. Avoiding wild fires, and capacity
to quickly contain fires if started are indicative of good fire management.

The participants noted with appreciation that an integrated action plan for forest and land fire management in
Indonesia is ready in draft form. This plan has incorporated the action proposals contained in the National Haze

Action Plan, prepared under the auspices of the Regional Haze Technical Task Force.

2. Forest Fire Prevention

Knowledge about, and analysis of, causes, both predisposing and immediate, of forest fires is important !o
design and implement measures of fire protection. Efforts to prevent forest fires call for several related actions
to control the causes of fire, involving: clearing of fire lines around forest blocks; reduction of fuel load by
prescribed burning; establishment and maintenance or green belts; weather monitoring and fire danger

assessment; mapping of fire-prone areas for special surveillance; fire classification, generatisn sf management

datalinformation, fire modelling; creation of public awareness, provision of incentives for community
participation/co-operation, and so on. Preparedness for potential fire event is an aspect of fire prevention and

involves control of ignition sources, development of infrastructure and communication facilities, equipment

development, assessment of training needs, crew development training, and demonstration, etc. However,

forest fire prevention is a weak area in Indonesia. The participants heard with interest the experiences of the

different donor-assisted forest fire management projects, and how the projects are attempting to addrass the

constraints. While remote sensing facilities for mapping and monitoring are available centrally, there is lack of
an appropriate communication sysüem to convey urgent fire related information to the field.

Evidence shows that there has hardly been any serious fire in the undisturbed primary forasts, which strengthen

the view of the ecologists that in the tropical rain forests fires are almost excluded, due to fuel characüeristics

and its moist condition.

3. Forest Fire Control and Rehabilitation

Forest fire control or suppression involves actions during the fire, whereas rehabilitation is a post-fire activity.
The series ofactivities under forest fire control include surveillance/observation, detection, quick action to put
out the fire (involving organisation/mobilisation and dispaüch of the crew), fire fighting logistics, and fire
suppression. The response time and the effectiveness of suppression depends on the speed of relaying correct
information about the fire and the organisational formalities involved. Under the existing sysüem in Indonesia,
official channels of communication are very slow. Tools/equipment and trained crew are crucial for fire
control. The tools/equipment should be simple, adaptable and compatible. However, the equipment available
now are ofpoor standard and there are very few trained fire fighters; and they are hardly provided with any

protective gear. Regular drills and demonstration are lacking. There is need to considerably strengthen local
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level field capability for fire fighting, but there is little motivation or incentive. There is much less
preparedness to control fires in peat forests which also burns below ground and causes excessive smoke.

Lack of effective and meaningful coordination has been a serious problem during the 1977-98 fire disasüer.

Aerial support for fire fighting (e.g. waüer bombing) provided as pert of emergency assistance was also not
effective. Helicopters and fixed wing planes have their role in fire fighting, provided they are well integrated
into the sysüem. On the other hand, if there is no effeptive and efficient system in place to prevent, control and
combat fires at site, any amount of üechnological inputs elsewhere will not be of much use. Balancing of
equipment, technology and training are required for optimising benefits.

Mopping up of the burned area is to be undertaken before a post-fire inventory and classification is carried out.
Plan of action for follow up has to be decided accordingly - for example, to salvage the usable materials, to
carry out sanitary operations, to rehabilitate the area by natural regeneration or artificial means, etc.

Post-fire rehabilitation often turns out to be a major investment activity. For lack resources, this important
aspect of forest fire management is often neglected, leaving the remnants as a source of fire in a not too long
distant future.

4. Transboundary Issues

Fires do not respect national (in some cases, even natural) boundaries. Fires can spread between countries
sharing corlmon land boundaries. Smoke/haze caused by fire often spread far and wide, as was experienced
during the 1997-98 forest fires in Indonesia, when it affected at least six countries in the region.

Trans-boundary haze pollution is an environmentalhazard caused by fires, particularly by clusters of peat fires.
Haze consists of smoke, smoke condensation and particulate matter. While the health of millions in the region
was affected by fire, over 40,00O persons were hospitalized for respiratory and other haze-related ailments. Its
long-üerm impact on health of exposed children and elderly are yet unknown.

The effect of hazn on light and visibility also impacted on economic production (both manufacturing and
agricultural), transpod, tourism and so on. Haze-caused accidents resulted in loss of lives. Several gaseous

compounds in the haze are likely to affect global environment and climate. Quantitative evaluation of impacts
was however limited due to fragmentary character of the particle measurement data and methodological
problems.

Inter-governmental efforts of ASEAN countries in addressing trans-boundary atmospheric pollutionhas resulted
in a Regional Haze Action PIan which was approved for implementationin December 1997.The Regional Haze
Action Plan has 1fu'6s major components - namely monitoring, prevention and mitigation, sub-divided into 20
activity groups and 50 specific actions.

Trans-boundary issues related to haze pollution, among others, involve the need for studies on the nature and
intensi§ of hazn, nature of pollutants and their effects; surveillance of incidences of diseases; health assessment
studies, medical emergency services; dissemination of information; policies on haze mitigation, and regional
co-ordination of activitie.s. There is clear need in the health sector for long-üerm planning to mitigate the effects
of forest and land fires, supported by a national coordination of infrastructure development, equipment and
skills for air quality monitoring, health effect alleviation, community awarenqss raising and education
prograrns, structured data collecting systems and rapid response mechanisms.

5. Recommendations

The forum made the following recommendations:

General

Institutional weaknesses are a paramount factor causing inefficiencies of forest fire management. The situation
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calls for several measures to reorient and strengthen the institutions and institutional instruments for ensuring
integrated and sustainable forest fire menagement, involving:

* Policy reforms on aspects touching on forest fire management, directly and indirectly, and assigning of
appropriate priority for forest fire management. Clear policy relating to land management and land
clearance which takes into account the land requirements for various purposes is an important aspect in this

regard.
* Appropriate revision/reformulation of laws, des and regulations and their effective implementation to

support in0egrated forest fire management (IFFM).
* Orgatizational reforms to facilitate effective and efficient functioning of sustainable forest management

including IFFM, which would call for definition of clear functions, devolution of responsibility and

authority, meaningful decentralization and smooth and speedy flow of information.
* A comprehensive and integrated National Fire Plan within the overall framework of National Forest

Programme, preferably following a landscape planning concept, and specifying priorities, locations, time
schedules, scope and objectives, costs and benefits and so on.

* Adequate provision of funds.
* A single-window coordinating mechanism, fully rationalizeÄ to be capable of addressing all situations and

eventualities.
* National fire management guidelines and specific/detailed manuals for component activities such as fire

protection, prescribed burning, equipment maürtenance, fire fighting operations etc.
* The countries are urged to consider the establishment of a national fire management unit/agency, with wider

scope and responsibility, within the existing (or reformed) system of public forest administration.
* The countries undertake capacity building for IFFM covering related human resources development,

development of science and technology, infrastructure, equipment and facilities.
* While acknowledging that theoretical and practical aspects of fire management need to be balanced in any

curriculum for education and training, the Forum undedined the importance of practical, field-oriented
training and continuous periodic drills for the fire crew. Facilities available in Fire Academies can be

adapted suitably, and/or additional and adequate facilities for forest fire fighting would need to be

established, depending on the situation. In addition to the regular fire crew, there is need to impart training
in forest fire fighting to volunüary fire forces, police and military, Fire and Rescue Services and staff of
private sector and NGOs.

* Considering that forest fire related research has suffered from neglect in developing countries, and to
steadily improve the system of IFFM, funds, facilities and expertise be provided for undertaking research

relating to the various IFFM-related aspects such as climate variation, fire monitoring, fire danger

assessment, fuel characteristics, fire suppression measures, equipment systems, problems of specific

vegetational types (e.g hill forests, peat swamps), fire proneness, smoke impacts, rehabilitation silviculture
and so on. A related consideration is acquisition of technology from outside, suitably balanced to the

situations in the country.
+ Appropriate participatory mechanisms be developed to obtain participation/ cooperation of local people,

communities, private sector and NGOs in fire prevention and suppression activities. Local people can be

enlisted as voluntary fire wardens and voluntary fire fighters. Improved incentives including honorarium,
access to resources and entrepreneurial opportunities, provision ofoff-farm income-earning activities should

be provided to promote participation.
* Raising of peoples awareness and extension on forest fire management are required to motivate people to

prevent and mitigate forest fires.
* Pilot scale practical demonstration of IFFM can serve multiple objectives of practical training, awareness

creation and research.
* The Forum stressed the need for increased donor support, through financial and technical assistance, for

forest fire management, and improved donor co-ordination to improve effectiveness.
* Regional cooperation and collaboration in forest fire and haze related activities need to be sustained and

strengthened.
* Mobilization of additional resources for IFFM is an important requirement and can be achieved through

innovative measures such as objective-oriented taxes/charges, surcharges on postage stamps and rail and air
tickets, and targeted funding facilities.

* With respect to Indonesia's prograrnme on forest fire management, the participants appreciated the concept

and content of the newly prepared draft of the Integrated Action Plan for Forest and l-and Fire Management
in Indonesia, which has incorporated and refined the action proposals contained in the NationalEazn Action
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Plan; and stressed that the plan should be made implementational without delay, duly providing budget
allocation, defining responsibilitie.s and e.stablishing a clear time frame.

Forest Fire Prevention

* Prevention is one of the most effective ways to tackle forest and land fires, and it should be made effective
and efficient in all its aspects.

* Sophisticated satellite/monitoring technology provides crucial information which can be continually updated.
In order to be usefrrl, it is necessary to link the system (e.g. satellite/remote sensing, GIS) with local (on
site) information needs. In this regard it is necessary üo standardize data gathering, processing and

forwarding/receiving systems.
* Establish and improve the system of fire risk assessmpnt, fire danger warning, and code of public behaviour

in high fire danger situations.
r' Discontinue to the extent feasible, conversion of natural forests into plantations or into other forms of lend

llties.
* Wherever selective cutting is used, establish and observe appropriaüe annual allowable cut and low intensity

of removal; practice low impact and waste-free harvesting systems.
* Rationalize shifting cultivation practices through introduction of improved agro-forestry systems, off-farm

employment opportunitias, equity participation in local enterprises and so on, to wean away farmers from
destructive practices.

* Promoüe public goodwill to the cause of forest protection through help to solve local land tenure issues, to
relieve local grievancas caused by forestry regulations, to provide resource access and so on.

* Promote measures of poverty alleviation, targeting the communities living in and around forest areas, to
support food and income security.

* Otptimize size and terms of forest concessions to ensure improved fire protection measures and related
infrastructural facilities.

* Establish land clearance and management regulations to introduce fire permit system for open buraing, to
promote zero-bum land preparation and other environmentally sound practices.

* Establish a system of fire-belts/green-belts around forest management units/blocks, as well as other practical
measures of fire protection and control.

* Develop and enhance buffer zones of protected areas with the dual objectives of fire prevention and habitat
proüection.

Fonest Fire Control

* Improve the system, and capability, of fire surveillance and fire detection.
* Establish permanent fire crews and keep then in good fitness and field training to fight fire when one

occurs. The fire crew be strengthened by local volunteers, where required. Their l6ining should include
exposure !o problems of different forest types (e.g peat s\vamps, coal seams, savannah and terrain).

* Adequate amount of the different types of tools, equipment (transport, firefighting, communications) and
materials be procured and kept in good condition and readiness. The equipment should be balanced
according to the level of skill and training of the crew, and should be simple and compatible to meet the
needs..

* Involve local people, private sector and NGOs in the different espects of fire control as appropriate.
* Emphasis of forest fire control should be on strengthened field capability, with other systems suitably tuned

to it.

Rehabilitation

* Fire events be followed by a deüailed assessment and classification of impacts in order to design appropriate
salvage and rehabilitation operetions, to establish priorities and üo develop/apply proper silvicultural and
logistical measures.
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Transboundary issues

+ On regional co-operation strengthen regional co-operation in addressing trans-boundary pollution and related
issues, including collaborative programmes and exchange of information (e.g meteorological daüa).

* On health aspects: conduct analysis of substances/components of hazn and their injurious impacts on human
health in the short and long term ; establish monitoring network for collection of data on basic parameters

of fire and hazr4' study linkages of air quality and health; establish sysüem to inform public on pollution
level and precautions required; create emergency medical services wherever necessary.

'F On air quality: improve capability to monitor air quality and disseminete information.
'.t On meteorology and weather monitoring: promote management of relevant meüeorological data and analysis

of fire-weather relationship; conduct integrated studie.s on climaüe variability/change; support provision of
improved eady waming and hot spot informationl conduct studies on 'mood swings' of El Niäo and on
how to internalize the information for effective IFFM.

* Conduct research on other socio-economic impacts of haze pollution.
* Participate in international initiatives of wider significance in the area of science and technology (e.g

capacity building and training) and research initiatives such as SEAFIRE under the international Geosphere-
Biosphere Programme (IGBP).

6. Conclusions

In summary, the recommendations of the meeting are related to actions to fill in gaps or to strengthen the
existing capability under the following important areas: capacity building; pilot demonstration (model forest for
IFFM, fire zuppression training, participatory methodologies); community participation (through incentives,
income earning activities, involvement in production enterprises); rehabilitation of burned areas (through
sanitary operations, salvage fellings and replanting); rationalization of shifting cultivation (incorporating
agroforestry, skill development, crafts); optimizing the size of forest concessions (to ensure scientific
management); formulation of national forest fire plans; establishment of regional and international cooperation
on transboundary issues related to forest fire.

Contact for proceedings and other relevant information:

M.Kuswanda
Resident Adviser, International Tropical Timber Organization (IT[O)
Manggala Wanabakti
Jl. Jend. Getot Subroto
Iakafia lO27O

Indonesia

Fax:
e-mail:

+ +62-21-5710-418
ittosfin@indo.net.id
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COI]NTRY NOTES

The 1998 Forest Fire Season

The 1998 fire season in Canada will reflect a l7 % increase in fires over the lO-year averuge but the hectares

consumed will be in the top worst five years. This large consumption of forest land in part reflects the intensity

of the fire activity that occurred over the course of the season. The season began with national mobilizations

occurring in early May due to intense fire activity beginning in April. This set the stage for a high level of
interagency dependence ou mutual aid resources, through-out the fire §eason. By the season's end, mobilization

,""ordr *ill h"r" again been broken. By 3L December 1998 Canada rocorded 10,838 fires for 4,710,775ha

The 1995 mobilization record between 28 May and 7 July was shattered when over 1400 personnel were

mobilized in May 1998 alone. This is now the largest mobilization of resources on record. Over 140O fire

management personnel had moved including 700 personnel from the United States. This along with large

amounts of fire line equipment put Canada's cooperative system of resource sharing to the test.

Canada's El Niffo winter had western fire managers anticipating and active fire season. Alberta was still

fighting fire during Christmas 1997, anextremely mild and low snow winter in the west, severe ice storms and

Jsequent flooding in the east gave evidence of an abnormally weather pattern developing. Forest fire season

began-two to three weeks eafly with low over winter precipitation bringing portions of British Columbia (BC),

Allerta (AB), Saskatchewan (SK), Manitoba (MB), northwestern Ontario and the southern half of the

Northwest (NT) and Yukon (YT) Territories into the fire season, with extremely high drought codes (DC).

Beginning in April above normal temperatures and below normal precipitation across portions of the wsstern

provinces and territories further increased the fire occurrence and severity potential'

I-ate April and early May ushered in the fire season with a vengeance. Human caused fire were been recorded

in high numbers fiom Ontario (ON) west. AB was faced with numerous human caused fires coupled with

unseasonably warm and dry conditions with high winds. Severe fire behaviour resulted in many fires escaping

initial attaci, growing quickly üo project fire status and soaking up available resources. Due to the early fire

season, many agencies did not have their full complement of human resources up to full strength, therefore

these resources where quickly depleted. As eady as 3 May 1998 the Canadian Interagency Forest Fire Centre

(CIFFC) was required io located large numbers of professional firefighters. Due to limited number of human

resources available at this time of year in Canada, CIFFC mobilized the first five of many, twenty person

sustained action creu,s from the National Incident Comrnand Centre (NICC) located in Boise Idaho.

Along with the continuous flow of human resources, competition for available air tankers and helicopter§ was

incrÄing rapidly and quantities of fire line equipment was being mobilized into AB. By the second week of
May restiicted füe zones were in place in AB, ON and QC with project fires being reported in AB, ON and

pC Jasper Park. A high level infrared scanner was moved into AB from NICC to assist in the fire mapping

process-. Evacuations had taken place in Slave Lake AB, Gull I-ake ON, and twice in Swan Hills AB. By late

ivlay the fire situation remained serious in AB and was escalating in SK, oN and QC where additional project

fire,were being reported and fire occurrences increasing. By the end of May resource orders were being filled

for QC, ON, and SK as the fire activity and project fires increased in those areas.

Ea6y June saw some what of a moderating effect, primarily on the lower 7a's of the prairie provinces and ON

*"a 
-QC. 

This allowed good progress to be made on tnany on the project fires, but the northern portions of the

prairie provinces and both territories were still experiencing drought like conditions with high fire occurrence

potential. AB and SK still had a long way to go with their existing project fire situations. Crews rotation was

required which necessitated large numbers of personnel mobilizations, along with maintaining adequate

resources for new starts. The Yukon's fire activity was increasing. fue fire near Hanes Junction escaped initial

attack and grew rapidly under severe fire conditions. Internal resources already low necessitated external

assistance. Overhead teams and suppression crews and CL-215 groups came in from as far away as ON along

with command and support trailers from BC. Mobilizations and demobilizations continued in support of the

existing fire management activities in AB and SK. By the end of June over 2100 professional fire management

p"r*ÄI, 38 CL:2L51415 airtankers, high level infrared scanning aircraft, large transport and rotor wing a/c

plus a large assortment of fireline equipment had been mobilized in support of the fire management activity in
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Canada, with the bulk of the resources moving into AB. With the lightning season now underway the fire
community was well on its way to another record breaking year.

By the end of the first week of July the hand writing was already on the wall. The fire severity map showed
cleady the hazard increasing in the far northwest was now spreading across the northern portions of the
provinces to northern ON. Resources were already moving into YT. All western provinces were experiencing
multiple strrts due 3o the increased lightning activity. Agency internal resourcqs were becoming scarce. Over
1100 fires occunpd between 4 ard 12 July 1998. Requested for skimmer aircraft could not be fitled. Initial
attack crews were at a premium. The situation across western and northern Canada was critical. Canada was

on the edge. Fortunately precipitation qame across the north-central portions of the prairie provinces reducing
the severity of the situation for those areas. Yukon and the Northwest Territories continued 3o battle the large
fires that had develop in the walce of the earlier multi-start fire incidence. M"ny of these firas posed a potential
threat to communities and other remote values. Ontario continue to respond üo daily multiple fire starts though-
out latter July when a moderating trend allowed then to recycle their resources. A record breaking heat-wave
and the forecast of dry lightning in south central BC during the last week of July, forced BC inüo recalling
many of their resources loaned out during the eadier stages of the summer. In anticipation of the upcoming
multi-fire occurrenco BC began to preposition resources into the high fire potential regions. By the end of July
over 200 personnel along with 2 CL4l5's and fireline equipment had been mobilized into BC. Due to the

extreme fire potential ecross westeflr Canada these resources were moved in from as far away as NB, QC and

oN.

August brought continued fire activity to BC. Hot dry weather along with intermittent dry lightning resulted in
multiple starts in the south central areas. Over ztOo fire were reported over the August long weekend. This hot
weather pattern spread across the prairias rising the fire potential into the extreme range in many areas. By the
end of the first week of August, multiple fues occurrence due primarily to lightning was occurring in all
western fire management agencies. This coupled with local wind events escalated the severity of the situation.
I-arge firas with inüerface components and value losses were occurring in many areas. Evacuations or
evacuation alerts were in effect in BC, YT, SK. Resource demands increased but mobilization slowed as

available resources were used up. Fire activity in the USA reduced the chance of available resources from that
sector. Resource orders for air tankers and large crews were backed-up awaiting availability. A staüe of
emergency was declared around the Salmon Arm area of BC. BC called in 300 military personnel to help ease

the demand for personnel.

The week from 1 to 13 August 1998 was the most active for the season with 1637 fires and 1.6 million
hectares of forested land conzumed. I-arge fires were occurring in all agencies from ON west. All available
trained fire suppression personnel had been mobilized from across Cenada and also the US. Requests for
suppression ctrews, airtankers and selected pieces and fireline equipment could not be immediately met. New
and existing fire activity continued well into August. Additional pressure was being placed on available

resources as the student firefighter began retuming to school. With the cooler evening and good
recovery overnight the fire activity slowed by late August although most of the north and west required
substantial amounts of rain to put a final end to the 1998 fire season.

By the end of the s€ason CIFFC had responded to 177 resource requasts which resulted in approximately 3,000
personnel including over 800 from the United Siates, 27 air tankers groups for a total 70 air tankers, 90O fire
pump kits, 20,000 lengths of hose, 1,035 sprinkler heads, 3,000 assorted hand tools plus camping gear and
other items. Due to the quiet spring fire load in the United Siates, CIFFC was able to make extensive use of
their suppression crews, large transport jet and high level infrared aircraft. The August bust was a different
story, only limited personnel resources were available from the US. Once again CIFFC broke all previous
records for mobilization in all resource categories. This year tested the operational procedures, agreements and
exchange standards that have been developed and are in place for many of the agencies including CIFFC. The
lack of large transport aircraft is a continuing national problem requiring a national solution. The continued
development and acceptance ofnational standards for all resources and operational procedures will continue to
raise the level of forest fire management in Canada.

Canada as a whole experienced an above average fire year for fire and for hectares bumt. As of 31 December
1998 10,838 fires were recorded compared üo an lO-year average of 8,937. On the down side Canada has

conzumed 4,710,775 ha of forested land compared to a lO-year average of 3,022,613ha
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The following statistics (Tab.l) show that out of a total of 10,838 firas burning 4,710,775 ha, 798 were
actioned under a Modined Response, consuming 2,599,707 ha.The fires that received a Modiflred Response
account for only 7.4 % of the totat fires, but 55% of the total area consumed.

The following graph (Fig.l) shows the number of fire starts by week for 1998 as compared to the 10 year
avenge. The anomalies in fire (rccurence during the 1998 season can be scene.
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Fig.l. Weekly fire starts in Canada 1998

Wildfires in which structures and or other human development have been lost or dzmaged, have become known
as 'Inlerface Fires. " Teble 2 shows the wildfire loss estimates for 1998 as compared to previous years. As of
31 December 1998 there have been no forest fire related fatalities reported. Table 3 shows lotal fire related
fatdities in years past (fab.3). Wildfire starts and area burned by wildfires in Canada 1988-98 are summarized
in Tables 4 and 5.

Tom Johnston
Canadian Interagency Forest Fire Centre
210-301Weston Street
Winnipeg, Maniüoba R3E 3H4
CANADA
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Tab.l. Wildfue statistics of Canada 1998

Agency Fires Hectares

Full Modified Total Full Modified Total
BC 2,663 2,663 77,781 77,781

YT t4t 55 196 222,231 163,348 385,579

AB 1,696 1,696 734,816 734,8t6
NT 247 t52 399 482,957 976,403 1.459.360

SK L,025 241 1,266 432,511 562,987 995.498
MB 419 97 516 28,214 380,704 408,918

ON 2.121 t46 2,267 75.228 82,990 158,218

QC '197 57 854 11.846 406.472 418,318

NF 181 1l 192 23.488 16.738 40,226

NB 288 288 303 303

NS 348 348 397 397

PE 26 26 77 77

PC 88 39 127 2t.219 10.065 31,284
Total 10,040 798 10.838 2,111.068 2,s99.707 4.710.775

Tab.2. Wildfire loss estimates for Canada 1990-98 (interface losses, not including forest resources) for 1998 as

compared to previous years

Tab.3. Forest fue related fatalities in Canada 1986-98

Province 1990 1991 1992 r993 1994 199s 1996 1997 1998

3C 9169.42s $180.000 $513.7s0 $103,337 $5,800,000 n/a $181,500 $0

rT $50,600 $0 $30,300 $0 $0 $1s6,000 $14,000 ola $300,000
A.B $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 s0 $0 ola ola

VT $0 $0 $0 $10,000 $225,000 $0 $10,000 $o $250,000
JK $0 $0 $0 $0 s81.500 $451,800 $0 $0 $3s0,000
vlB $67,s00 $0 $0 $200,000 $0 $2.400.000 s105,000 ola $0

)N $209.1s0 $217,100 $9,s00.00 $151.200 $o $s00,000 nla $800,000 ola

]C $100,000 $182.276 s95.900 $s.74s nla nla nla ola o/a

§F $140,400 $410 $680 $3,230 $13.500 $20,000 $0 $600.00 $rs0,400
§B $0 $125,000 $19,500 $o $163,500 $l1,600 $17,000 $35,000 $630,000
§S $r66,650 $109,700 $5,200 $100,300 §2,750 $50,317 $1.000 §24,700 $4,000

PE $0 $0 $0 s0 $0 $0 $0 $4,900 $0

PC $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 s0 s0 $0

fotal $903,725 $814,486 $674,830 $573,812 s6,286,250 $3,589,717 $328,500 s865,200 $1.684,400

t oe6 I OQ7 I ORQ 1 oRO I OOn 1 0()1 1 00? I OOl I OOd 1 00( I 006 1 0(t7 1 ()0ß

t^+^l:r A n ? Ä ) o ) I o o n
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Tab.4. Wildfue starts in Canada 1988-98 (totalnumber of fues, lightning & human-caused)

Agency 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 Ave. 1998

BC 1,951 3,53i 3,25',7 2,03',1 3,809 1,503 4,094 1,489 1,343 1,198 2,422 2,664

YT il5 244 154 187 t17 t36 255 148 149 1l 162 t9(

AB 872 79s 1,296 923 1,055 848 872 804 376 445 829 1,69(

NT 190 613 236 331 285 469 62',7 215 350 105 342 395

SK 1,064 1,020 897 762 701 646 700 649 428 491 736 1,26(

MB 982 1,229 568 675 298 239 555 663 423 373 601 5l(

ON 3,26A 2,430 1,614 2,56A 960 743 1,053 2,121 1,243 1,634 1,,762 2,26',

QC 1,331 1,167 852 l,2ll 765 542 499 1,265 1,250 876 976 852

NF 116 192 197 166 r09 83 143 103 148 ll0 137 t9t

NB 43'.1 392 377 656 576 430 516 546 367 368 467 28t

NS 328 425 496 733 299 315 245 408 272 371 389 341

PE 2l 29 38 48 27 29 43 29 25 34 32 2(

PC 73 131 128 56 57 58 160 57 72 51 84 t2',

Total 10,74c 12,204 10,1 10 10,345 9,058 6,041 9,762 8,497 6,446 6,168 8,937 10,83t

T'otelc as nf ?1 l)eeemher lQOR

Full Response Fire Numbers 10.04(

Modified Response Fire 79t
Iotal 10.83t
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CHILE T'he Chiloan Forest Senia and its Firc Marugement Progmnnn

Chile covers 756,262krt on the South American Continent and Oceanic Island (Easter Island and Archipelago
of Juan Fernandez) territories, bordering Bolivia and Argentina in the East, Peni in the North, and the Pacific
Ocean in the West. The maximum width of the country is ,145 km and the minimum width is 90 km. Ttvo
mountain ünges charactpizn the topography of Chile, the Cordillera de Ips Andes (Andes Range) on the East,

separating Chile from Argentina, and the Cordillera de la Costa (Coastal Range) to the West which is lower
than the Andes Range. Both ranges decrease in altitudes as they nrn southward. Only ca. 2O% of the terriüory
is flat terrain. The üemperature is homogeneous from the extreme north to the extreme south, with a difference
of 12.8'C in average temperatures, which is modest for a 37oC difference in latitude. The annual rainfall
varies greatly, from ( 1 mm in the North to 4,500 mm in the extreme South. There are four welldefined
seasons in most of the country, although there are a variety of the local climates, from hot arid in the North
to subarctic in the South. Maximum temperatures in zummer in the central aree reach 33'C with 30% relative
humidity and seldom fall lower than 0"C in winter. From the North to the South, snow is confined to the

Andes Range. Ooly in the extreme South snow is normally present.

Close üo 45% of the continental area of Chile is suitable for forestry. This area is already covered by forest or
by other vegetation. Of the.se 39 million ha, 15.6 million ha are native forest, 20.5 million ha are brush and
grassland and 2.1 million ha are plantation forests, predominantly Monüerrey pine (Pinus radiata D. Don.)
(9O%>, the remaining plantations are eucalypts and poplars. Almost all productive forest land belongs to private
owners. Only National Parks (14 million ha) and other protected and public land (2 million ha) are under
governmental adminstration.

The National Forestry Corporation (CONAF), the Chilean forqst service, depends on the Ministry of
Agriculture and is the organization in charge of forestry development, national parks, protected areas and

wildlife administration, conservation and protection of forest resources, law enforcement and, mainly, in charge

of Governrnent relations with the private forestry s€cßor, in order to apply the current general and economic
policy of the Government.

There is a long history of human-caused fires in Chile, primarily caused by settlers or farmers which used fire
for land clearing. This kind of land-use fires continued until the first decades of the 20th century. No records

of the fire occurrence and damages were kept until 1963, when a Forest Police Force was created as a branch
of the National Police Force. The Fore"st Police Force formed crews with its own personnel and volunteers that
lived near the police stations in the country. The action was aimed solely at fire supprassion, without the
support of planning, detection systems, operational centers, records, etc.

CONAF has developed forest fire proüection activities snce L972 with a constant increase in technology and

equipment. At present the role of the Forest Police Force has changed, discontinuing the suppression action and

focusing on the enforcement of law and investigation of the fire causes. The private forestry companies have

developed forest fire protection activities since 1978 with a constant increase in technology and equipment
aimed to protect their own lands. Table I shows the national fore,st fire control resources used in 1997198

season in Chile. Other zupprassion forces are the City Fire Departments. Firemen of certain cities work quite
efficiently and they are a useful support force in urban-wildland interface areas.

Special emphasis is given to fire suppression safety through a Safety Program in each crew. Prior
üo the fire season this personnel is formally trained or receives refresher courses. However, special training is
given üo crew bossqs. Accidents are en important problem: Since 1974 26 firefighters, 6 pilots and I air
observers died in fire accidents.

Fire occurrence normally begins in November, reaches a peak in January and Febnrary and decreases in April.
But in the last year El Niflo had anticipating and active fire season in some regions. Neady all the fires are

caused by humans. Lightning or other natural c&uses are insignificant or not present. Average data of the last
10 fire season reveal that 10.996 of the wildfires are caused by the use of fire in forastry and agricultural
activities, 31.2% by carelessness. Children playing with matches cause 9.9% of the total fire starts, reaching
significant importance near some cities. Inüentionally set fires (arson) represent 34.9% of fire causes while
unknown ciauses account for l3.l%.
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Tab.2. Wildfire occurence and are burned in Chile 1964-1998

Season
No

Season
(wesr\

Fires
(#\

Burned
Arel (ha\

Average
fhalfire\

I
2
3

4
5
6
7

8

9

10

11

t2
t3
t4
15

16

t7
18

19

20
2t
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
3t
32
33
34
35

1963 - 1964

1964 - 1965
1965 - 1966

1966 - 1967

1967 - 1968
1968 - 1969
1969 - 1970
1970 - t97t
t97t - 1972
1972 - 1973

1973 - 1974
1974 - 1975
1975 - 1976
t976 - t977
t9't7 - t978
t9't8 - 1979

1979 - 1980

1980 - 1981

1981 - 1982
1982 - 1983

1983 - 1984

1984 - 1985

1985 - 1986

1986 - 1987
1987 - 1988
1988 - 1989

1989 - 1990
1990 - 1991

1991, - 1992
1992 - 1993

1993 - 1994
1994 - 1995

1995 - 1996
1996 - 1997

1997 - t998

435

269
396
307

süt
807

551
669

1.172
1.214
1.332
1.630
2.785
1.909
3.380
4.718
2.977
4.197
4.520
4.782
6.252
5.223
5.429
5.144
5.207
5.241
4.114
5.193
4.786
6.1t4
6.210
5.354
5.886
5.457
5.329

19.600
17.2N
19.900
15.E20
61.314
34.747
16.725
22.603
81.570
42.763
19.162
9.604
24.266
26.458
29.963
76.2t5
22.536
32.056
26.842
45.748
80.191
47.572
62.754
90.011
68.735
88.062
25.545
50.274
24.224
49.981
65.606
26.174
40.082
43.595
90.888

63.9
50.3
51.5
120.9
43-t
30.4
33.8
69.6
35.2
14.4
5.9
8.7
13.9

8.9
16.2
7.6
7.6
5.9
9.6
12.8

9.1
11.6
17.5
13.2
16.8
6.2
9.7
5.1
8.2
10.6
4.9
6.8
8.0
17.1

Total rr9,496 t,498,786 12.5
Averaoe 3.414 42.822 12.5

The problem of forest fires has been increasingly worsened by the economic and social transformation faced
by our country in the last decades. Industrialization, increase of tourism and the mobility of citizens have
excessively increased the risk of fire. Fire süatistics for the period 1965-1998 are given in Table 2. The dut^
reveal an increase in the number of forest fires in the mid 1980s and a stabilizing trend in the mid 1990s. This
development may reflect the impacts of a national fire prevention program of CONAF using TV, newspapers,
posters, and road signs, especially in rural areas.
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For the use of fire in forest and agricultural work, CONAF has esüablished by law a special regulation for
using fire under a controlled buming method (burning permit system), with heavy fines for violators. The
development of the burned area is very irregular. This is attributed primarily to the unfavourable weather
conditions, prolonged absence of rain, that prevailed especially in the south of the country.

T\e 1997198 (November to April) fire season in Chile will reflect a 88.4% increase in burned areas over 10

average, but the fire will be in the lop worst 10 years. This large consumption of forest land in part reflects
the intensity of the fire activity and evidence of an abnormally weather patüem developing. Chile is currently
suffering the worst dry seasons in the last 60 years. Table 3 shows the 1997198 data in comparison with the 10
yeer§ average

Tab.3. Wildfire statistics of Chile 1987-98 in comparison with the decade 1988-98

Notq Season November to April

In the south of country, X Region (kke Region) and XI Regi6n (Patagonian Region) during second week of
February 1998 over 35 forest firqs were reported. The hot weather pattern, the prolonged absence of rain, the
influence of the local 'Puelche' type winds, and the remoüe and wildland area escalated the severity of the
situation. A state of emergency was declared in this region, called military personal to help and firefighters of
CONAF and fireline equipment had been mobilized from across the country. The situation across this region
was critical. The control this forest fire during in average 20 days nd 65,787 ha of native forest and brusbland
was consumed. This aree represented 72.416 of the national damage in this season. In this season one fatali§
was reported: APZL-LI Dromader air tanker crashed during fire operations in the V Region, the pilot died.
Hot and windy often adversely flight performance.

Herbert Haltenhoff
Chief, National Fire Prevention Program
Fire Management Department
National Forestry Colporation
Av. Bulnes 285 of.2Ol
Santiago, Chile

Fax:
e-mail:

+ +56-2-699605
hhaltenh@conaf.cl

Parameters Average
1988 to 1997

Vo Season

1997198
7o

N" of fires (< 5 ha)

No of fues (> 5 ha)

No of large fires
(> 40Oha)

Bumed zurfaces (ha)

Native forest

Brush and grassland

Forest plantation

Average ha/fire

4.783

552

21

48.227

14.682

25.793

7.752

9.0

89.3

10.3

0.4

30.4

53.5

16.0

4.830

ß7

32

90.888

64.373

23.549

2.966

t7.t

90.6

8.8

0.6

70.8

25.9

3.3
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COTE d'[VOIRE Managemant and Prcvention of Forcst Fires ln CAtu d'Ivoit?
SODEFOR's Forest Fire Protection Progrunnme

The Forests of Cöte d'fvoire

The Republic of Cöte d'Ivoire is located between 4"20'N and 10o50'N and 8oW and 2oW in the central part
of the Upper Guinea forest block. Three mein tropical climate zones c8n be distinguished:

t Southern climatic zone or forest region with four seasons (two dry seiasons and two reiny seasons) and
annual rainfall ranges from 1600 ta 22OO mm. Average temperature: ca. 28"C

* Central climatic zßne or intermediate vegetation zone with three seasons (one very short interseason)
t Northern climatic zone or savanna region with only two seasons and average annual rainfall between 1100

and 150O mm. A fourth climatic zone in the Western mountainous district is characteriz,ed by a higher
rainfall as compared to the surrounding areas

The country is covered by different types of vegetation in relation with the climate: forest (South and West),
Woodland (central) and Savanna (North). The forests of Cöüe d'Ivoire can be classified according üo its two
main ecological zones: the tropical rainforest in the humid south; and the savanna forest in the northern part
of the country. Specifically there are:

* Southwest and Southeast regions: moist evergreen forest
* Northern regions: open ssvanna woodland and scattered pockets ofdry forest
* Going towards the northern direction, one meets successively the moist semideciduous forest zone and the

dry semideciduous fore,st with patches of savanna vegetation

Each spe offorest contains various types ofspecies characterizing all tropical forest. Thqse different types of
forest are exceptionally rich in endemic plant and animal species representing e very high biodiversity. There
are some original bioüopes in the lagoon district (wetland and mangroves), in the forest-savanna aod arid
savanna lands.

The south-wqsüern part of the country still has major forest raserves estimated about one million ha including
the TAI National Park (348.00O ha) which is the only exüensive primary rain forest area remaining in West
Africa.

It is difficult to obtain accurate and up-todate information on the total forest area. The only certain fact is the
regular decrease of the forest area due to the prassure of agriculture (encroachments) and fires.

The evolution of the closed forest mne

Although the forest zrirre a;rea itself did not change at all (16 millions hectares), the structure of the forest has

been changed due !o anarchic agricultural encroachment and intensive forest exploitation. It has been estimated
that the original forest cover was ca. 16 million ha of rainforest. The forest area decreased successively to 12

million ha in 1960, 9 million ha in 1969, and 6 million hL ia L973. Today the dense forest area in both zones

is not known with precision. However, it is estimated that ca. 3.5 million ha represent the total gazetteÄ

forests, national park, and other residual forest area.

The tropical closed forest of Cöüe d'Ivoire has been exploited for its timber, and mainly cleared to create some
important plantations of cash crops such as coffee, cocoa, rubber tree, palm oil, or subsistence farming, by a
mainly rural population.

The use of traditional method of shifting cultivation has been practised. More than 60 % of the üotal closed
forest area has been degraded by this method of cultivation, and the remaining forested area is understocked.
The toüal area occupied by the bush fallow is estimated about 8 million ha

In spiüe of the relative succe.ss in agriculhrre, rtuny aspects of land use &re not successful. The rate of
deforestation is quiüe high and the clearing conditions are spreading as a consequence ofdefective land use.
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The forestry domain is divided into trro main zonqs: The Permanent Fore,st Domain of the Staüe (3.5 million
ha), and the Rural Forest pqmein (12.5 million ha) destined to the agricultural land in the forest zone.

Slash-and-burn agriculture activities cover about 5 million ha and is practised by the rural population. Some
150,000 to 300,000 ha of forest and bush fallow are cleared annually for shifting cultivation.

Actually the rural forest area is a zuccession of wood land, bush, bush fallow scattered by regenerative growth
crop plantations.

The Permanent State Forest Domain includes classified forests and national parks and reserves. This zone is
also occupied neuly 25% by illegd encroachment of farmers. The lack of reliable data to find out the exact
area, vegetational structure of each zone shows up the complexity of the situation. Forest lands are diminishing
in area or have been degraded through overuse as result of increasing populations.

Forest Plantations

Because of the intensive degradation of the closed forest in terms of area and productivity it has been decided
early in 1930 to establish artificial forest plantations in order to supply timber production in the future and to
rehabilitaüe the degraded zones.

Industrial plantations: Industrial plaotations were established to supply timber production in addition to that
of natural forest. Before 1966, only 8500 ha of plantations were established mostly in the savanna zone for
building materiels and fuelwood.

Reforestation efforts have been intensified since 1966 when a State Reforestation Service (SODEFOR) was
created to pursue large scale industrial plantation programs. Up ta 1976, 22.4W ha have been reforqsted under
a forest cover with some indigenous (local) species, and on cleared lands with various species (mostly teak).

From 1976 plantations were mainly established on clear-felled lands after removal of all remaining timber.
Most species used attaining high production in short rotations such as Terminalia qp., Cedrela odorata,
Gmelina and teak (Teaona grandß).

Some 44,000 ha were planted in the period 1977-1988 and about 45,000 ha since 1988.

Today, SODEFOR mnnages about 120,000 ha of industrial forest plantations in proportion of 45% Ter*, 40%
local species ard 15% other exotic species (Gmelina, Cedrela, Pinus, Eucalyptus spp. eüc.).

Rural Reforestation: Some 15,000 ha of small plantation stands had been planted by the rural communities
and individuals under the technical assistance of the forest senices mainly in f988 declared «fvorian's Forest
Yean by the government of Cöte d'Ivoire, 0o produce mostly building materials and fuel wood.

Forest Fires

In the rural land area of the central and northern part of the country every year bush fues are set by the rural
populations for hunting or preparation of grazing resources within the forest. Even in the southern forested
zone, fire was used to prepare croplands.

The fact of this large scale of deforestation in the closed forest area, and the man made desert process in the
open savann& (Northern part of the country) there ha^o been an influence on the closed moist forqst zone
climaüe. It has considerably changed and the dry seasons have become longer.

The process of clearing and burning provides conditions for forest firas in the evergreen and semideciduous
forest zonss. The consequences of these situations have been the ou0coming in 1982 of the forest fire
phenomena.
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Tab.l. Assessment of land and forest fires in Cöüe d'Ivoire from 1983 to
1998 distributed over 2O gazetted forests managed by SODEFOR

r Number of fires fought
2 Total area affected by fires including natural and artificial forests
3 Total forest plantations area
n.d. not determined

During the years 1982-1983, from December to March, vast forest fires occurred in closed forest zones
(evergreen, and semideciduous forests). The country had been surprised, traurnatized and upset by the fullness
of disaster with the following da*ages:

* About 1.7 million ha of forest, bush fallow, and tree crops had been affected by the fires
* 45,000 ha of forest destroyed
* More than 10O,00O ha of cash crops (coffee, cocoa, rubber tree, palm oil. etc.) were burned
* 4000 ha of subsistence crops were destroyed
* 21 people were killed

The fires went through 12,000 ha of industrial forest plantations and about 3000 ha had been partially or
completely destroyed. The losses were very important for the country whose economic development is based
on timber export and agricultural expansion. The losses have not been evaluated in detail, but the impact on the
population was great. However, an estimation of the loss of 3000 ha of forest plantations on the basis of the
establishment costs, was close to $US 40 million.

Since then, in every year the forests of Cöte d'Ivoire experience forest fires with the degree depending on the
severity of the dry season. However, the rate of disaster is less than the one of the year 1983.

Total

Year Number
of tr'ires 1

Area burned
(ha)'

Damages
(ha)'

1983 n.d. 12000 35t7
1984 n.d. 754 0
1985 n.d. 65 0
1986 23 76 0
1987 t9 1384 56

1988 15 t62 32
1989 31 245 0
1990 44 621 38
1991 l4 430 47

t992 26 2485 r65
r993 24 191 0
1994 t2 528 o
1995 23 43t 0
1996 30 3871 314
t997 26 860 9t
1998 33 852I 576
Iotal 3ZtJ 321624 4,E36
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Il,Ianagernent and Prevention of Forest Fires since 1983

After 1983 management structures of this new phenomena have been created. The Ministry of Environment and
forestry created the 'National Qemmills€ for Forest Defense and Fight against Bush Firasn, with relays on the
field (regional and department levels). At the level of SODEFOR a department of the management and
prevention of forest fire was instituted. In order to implement the fire protection office, and to süart the
manegement and prevention activities, a Canadian expert had been appointed by an FAO Technical Cooperation
Project. This project was intended to initiate practical steps, to increase SODEFOR's capability to plan,
sPPofr, and manage forest fires.

Fig.l. Villagers combatting a savanna fire approaching a forest edge in Cöte d'Ivoire. Photo:
J.G.Goldammer (GFMC)

Fig.2. Experimental fire C6!e d'Ivoire conducted in the frame of FOS/DECAFE in 1991 (see
references at the end of the contribution)
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SODEFOR's Forest Fire kotection Programme

SODEFOR is a State company created in 1966 to build up plantations of exotic and indigenous species for
industrial wood production. It has achieved by systematically establishing and managing over the last 30 years
120,000 ha of forest plantations. Most of thase plantations ane standing in the semideciduous forest zone,
where the risk of forest fires is very high. The previous forest fires had caused greet damages to the
plantations. Since 1990, there have been few changes in the purposes of SODEFOR, which becomes also
rasponsible for the managemenl of the natural forest, and mainly the gazstted forests of the Staüe Forest
Domain. The total area of the gazetted forests is estimsted about 4 million ha, out of which c,e. 2.5 million ha

are in the rainforast zone and 1.5 million ha in the savanna region.

Objectives of the Forest Fire Protection Programme At the beginning of the forest fire protection operations
in 1983-84, only 10 forest zones where forest plantations have been established were concerned by the sysüem.

Minimizing the risk of building material and biodiversity lost in the situation of forest fires, the programme has

been extended over the 2.5 million ha of forest. The main activities of the programme are:

* Constitution of committees for prevention and fighting of fires by classified forest area
* Training of field assistance, supervisors and committee members
* Equipment of the fighting committep members
* Preparation of fire prevention and fighting plans
* Analysis of results and evaluation of the actions.

Action Plans: With the increase in forest fire events and their impacts on the forest areas (natural and artificial)
that are under its control, it has become neoessary for SODEFOR to implement a full service to deel with this
new phenomena. This service manages the aspects of forest fire event all the year by analysis and evaluation
of the activities and actions before, during and after the fire period. The practical preparation of each campaign
offorest fire prevention is scheduled into different steps by the field assistance for each forest area (classified

forest). These dispositions are:

* List of field assistance and committee members
{' Checking out of the existing equipments and needs
* Establishment of maps of patrols, roads, water stations, and high risk sites...

't Aware,ness campaigns
* Maierialization and wedding of fire-breaks

Organization of a Forest Fire Campaign

Ifuman organization: The forest fire is an important problem for SODEFOR. A chief fue manager is
appointed at headquarters, and on the field there are fire protection assistant for each forest. The field fire
protection assistant organizes and supervises the activities ofprevention and suppression of forest fires for each
gamtted forest area, with fighting committees. A committee is composed by 20 members aod a perimeüer of
surveillance and protection. For each campaign of forest fire protection from December to March, SODEFOR
mobilises about 1800 firemen organized in 90 committees, constituted by the people of the villages in the
vicinity of the gazetted forests. Every year a workshop for building programmes aod training is organized.
Training is required for commillse members in practical aspects of surveillance (patrols) and fire suppression.

Measures of fire prevention and sensibilization: The prevention guidelines are:

* Sensibilizetion of rural populations living around classified forests about forest fires hazard. Some meetings
are organized before and during the critical forest fire period ofthe dry season, and also radio messagas on
local languagas

* Establishment and control of related infrastructures (roads) and equipments. The most important equipments
are bulldozers, trscüors, vehicles, tanks and pump units. There are also some materials like hoses, smoke
masks, and hand tools

* Establishment and weeding of fire-breaks around forast plantations (50 to 100 m) and at the boundaries of
natural forest (gazetted forest) zones
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* Elimination of fuel loads which easily ignite and increase the intensity of fire. Any action inside the forest
land (natural or artificial forest) which can have a direct effect on the degree of inflammability must be
avoid. Then, combustible materials such as unused timber f1s6 thinning operations are disposed outside the
parcel.

Detection and effective Frre fighting: The planning action begins by the determination of protection zones, the
perimeter of surveillance; and the patrols mapping.

Perimeter of protection: A protection zone is determined for each committee and its area is about 1000 to
1500 ha for forest plantations and 5000 ha in average for natural fore.st block. Each committee h+s entire
responsibility to keep a constant close waich over the entire block through regular patrols. The committee has

also to execute all operations ofprevention and to extinguish any fire occurred in their block.

Detection and surveillancg The assessment of a sysüem of fire danger warning depends on the seeson

(weather conditions: temperature, humidity) and the fuel loads. Fire detection is carried out through ground
patrols and fixed stations (towers in some cases) by the committee members or special teams. Some of then are

equipped with a radio sysüem, motorcycles and bicycles. The detection occurs from 6:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
every day during the period of two to three critical months.

Fire suppression: When a fire is detected the members of the concerned committee are informed and have to
take appropriate dispositions of fight üo extinguish the fire. The necessary equipment and the water tankers are

made available for the operations.

Suppression report A report is made for any forest fire detected and fought with the following information:

* Source of ignition
* Origin of fire
* Time of detection
* Size of the area affected
* Intensity of fire and darnages
* Total aree covered by fire

Principles of action

As we know, forest fires are caused accidentally or intentionally by humans, we decided to increase the
responsibility of all rural communities around ach gazetteÄ forest area. Contracts are established and
concluded with then through fire committees in order to participa0e to the forest protection measures. The
contracts are remunerated monthly (during the four months of the dry season). The remuneration is inversely
proportional üo the size of the area affected by fire. The basis ofpayment are:

* 500,000 F CFA ($US 1000ymonth by committee for 0 ha burned
t 400,000 F CFA ($US 800)/month for less than 5 ha
t 200,000 F CFA (SUS 50o)/month for less than 10 ha

't 50,000 F CFA ($US lOo)/month for less than 20 ha

The average cost of survoillance is about 3000 F CFA ($US l)lhrlyar for forest plantations and 1000 F CFA
($US 2)/ha/year for natural vegetation.

The Evaluation of the SODEFOR's FTMP Programme

The average annual cost of the forest fire management and prevention is estimated about SUS I million,
including payment of the fire fighthg crcrmmitteqs, equipment, infrastnrcture.s, training and previous measures

of prevention. Early tn 1992, SODEFOR decided to undertake an in depth evaluation of its experience in the
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management and prevention of forest fires. The key üo the success of its forest fire management and prevention
strategy has been the nature of the relationship that is set up between the rural population living around gaze,tted
forest and the foresters (SODEFOR's agents).

Mr. Brou Oura
Directeur Technique, SODEFOR
BP 3770
Abijan 01
COTE d'IVOIRE

++225444240
++225446-16

Additional Information on Fire in Cöte d'Ivoire from the ImI{/GruIC Archive

C6te d'Ivoire hosted a major fire research programme in 1991: The project 'Fire of Savannas"
(FOS/DECAFE) was part of the project DECAFE (Dynamique et Chimie Atmosphdrique en Foröt
Equatoriale). The overall aim of FOS/DECAFE was to investigate the contribution of gaseous and particle
emissions from savanna fires !o the regional and global emission budgets, and to clarify the role of fire
emissions on tropospheric ozone formation. The interested reader will find the most imlrcrtant results of
FOS/DECAFE in the two following publications:

I:caux, J. P., J. M. Brustet, R. Delmas, J. C. Menaut, L. Abbadie, B. Bonsang, H. Cachier, J. Baudet,
M.O.Andreae, and G.Helas. 1995. Biomass burning in the tropicd savannas of Ivory Coasl An overview of
the field experiment Fire Of Savannas (FOS/DECAFE '91). J. Atmos. Chem. 22, 195-2L6.

Lacaux, J.-P., H.Cachier, and R.Delmas. 1993. Biomass burning in Africa: An overview of its impact on
atmospheric chemistry. In: Fire in the Environment: The Ecological, Atmospheric, and Climatic Importance
of Vegetation Fires (P.J.Crutzen, andJ.G.Goldammer, eds.), 159-191. J. Wiley & Sons, Chichester, England.

The IGBP Inüernational Global Atmospheric Chemistry (IGAC) Project
Focus Impact of Biomass Burning on the Atmosphere and Biosphere

'Biomass Burning Experiment" [BIBEX]
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The 1998 Fiw Scason

The summer of 1998 was for Greece a season of average forest fires. We had experienced high precipitation
during Spting. The rezult was an increasing growth of herbs. In most regions of the country there was no rain
at all between end of May and end of August. Moreover, in the middle of Summer we had three to four times
scorching hot weather exceeding 38"C. So the plants were dried up. Furthermore, during the first fifteen days
of August the wind was blowing extremely hard, usually befiveen 5 üo 6 Beaufort.

As a result of these weather conditions we had an increasing occlurence of wildland fires. Between I June and
31 August 1998 we had a 0otal of 8748 fires which burned a 0otal eree ofabout 95,571 ha. The average fire
size was ca. 11 ha. From the above burned area about'18,192 ha ere wildlands while the re,st are agricultural
and urban areas etc.

Concerning the destruction of forests and other wildlands by fire we consider the year 1998 to be an average
year. We have to take into account that in a year with favourable wether conditions Greece experiences a low
number of wildland fires with an average burned ares of somehow more than 20,000 ha. In years with bad
weather conditions the burned area is approaching 150,000 ha.

This Summer in Greece for the first time the responsibility of wildland fire fightingwas with the Fire Service.
During the previous years the fire fighting was duty of Forest Service. The former firefighting personnel of the
Forest Service was transferred with the proper equipment to the Fire Service.

Dionyssios Vorissis
Fire Captain-Forester
Ministry of Public Order, Fire Service of Greece
Fire Corps Headquarters, Department X Fire Fighting and Rescue
Mourouzi 4
GR - 10172 Athens
GREECE

Fax: + +30-l-7253026
Tel: + +3O-l-129O452

The 1998 Forest Fire Season in Greece: A Forest Fiw Expert's Account

The 1998 forest fire season in Greece has been far from usual and certainly most controversial. What made it
so different was a decision by the Greek government to transfer the rasponsibility of forest firefighting from
the Forest Service to the Fire Service. The decision was taken at the end of 1997 and it was mainly a political
one. It was prompted by what was considered poor results of the Forest Service in the previous years and did
not really consider in depth all the parameüers of the undertaking. Actually, it lacked any serious scientific
justification or planning.

During winter and spring of 1998 there were many voices that warned about an oncoming disaster. They
included a number of politicians, the representatives of Forest Service personnel of all levels, the Department
of Forestry and Natural Environment of the Universi§ of Thessaloniki, and the few forest fire experts in the
country who had not been given any opportunity to offer their input.

The larv about the transfer of responsibility to the Fire Service finally took effect on 25 May 1998. That left
very little time to the Fire Service to seriously prepare itself for the challenge. At the same time, it had become
evident that no provision had been made for cooperation between the personnel of the Forest and the Fire
Services at all levels. The Fire Service officers, who had been contributing in the past to forest firefighting,
mainly close üo urban areas and most often from paved roads, never having command on forest fire incidents,
believed they knew all they needed. The significant difference between wildfires and the other types of fire.s
they had been trained for (industrial, structural and ship fires etc.) was not obvious üo them.
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June was relatively moist and hence quiet, with no significant fires, facilitating the transfer of the Forest
Service fire trucks and other equipment to the Fire Service. It also provided the necessary time for the Fire
Service üo hire seasonal firefighüers in addition to its permanent personnel. Many lower rank employees of the
Forest Service, mainly firefighters, reaching approximately 20% of all its personnel, were also transferred üo

the Fire Service.

The problems started on 4 July, early in the afternoon, ü& the passage of a dry cold front that ws§
accompanied by very strong winds (7 Beaufort scale) and the typical in such cases wind shift. The front
followed four days of lull, low humidity and extremely high üemperatures which had reached 44 degreos

Celsius in many parts of the country including Athens. To the zurprise of the Fire Service, which did not heve
a fire danger prediction capability in place, more than 10O fire,s erupted within an hour in various parts of the
country. About 2O% of these fires started from burning garbage dumps, most of them illegal, close to forest
lands. The wind picked up burning embers which found easily ignitable fuels where they landed.
Simultaneously fires that had been burning slowly for days took off. Attica, the area around Athens, was hit
the worst. All Fire Service units in Attica practically got engaged in forest firefighting and did the best they
could. Unfortunately, the extreme conditions on one hand and the inadequate preparation of the Fire Service
(e.g. lack of significant forest firefighting training and experience, lack of knowledge of the forest road
network and fuels distribution, poor understanding of the correct use of aerial firefighting means, lack of well
trained and equipped crews with hand tools), resulted in a large number of fires escaping initial attack,
becoming large, and in msny cases reaching urban-wildland interface areas.

The wind lasted at its peak for only a few hours, so by the end of the next day alt fires were controlled.
However, the problems had already become evident. By that time more than 10,000 ha had burned. Two
civilians had been caught by the fires at different locations and perished and a third one died due üo respiratory
problems. Approximately 50 houses were destroyed in six different areas. One fire truck was destroyed but the
crew, forhrnately, managed to escape. What followed was a preview of the rest of the fire season. Fire Service
officers quickly established a belief that all fires were part of a plan against them and against the new law.
Forestry people, on the other hand, insisted publicly that the Fire Seruice was clearly inadequate. The mass

media presented and often over-emphasized this disagreeme,nt. Relations became very tense and good
cooperation between Forqst aad Fire Service was rare§ the case. Even at that moment no corrective
rleasures were taken.

A fifteen day period with average fire activity followed. Many fires erupted and were contained at relatively
small sizes but few of them exceeded 2000 ha in size. One morp fire truck was destroyed and at least two
firefighters zuffered injuries. During this time, it became evident that too much firefighting was carried out
using the 15 Canadair CL-215 waterbombers of the country, and too many controlled fires were not moped-up
and guarded properly so they started again with the onset of winds or as humidity decreased in the middle of
the day. This latter phenomenon increased the belief of the Fire Service that arsonists 'were starting again the
firas they had just put out'. This statement could, of course, not be disputed with any proof, but it could not
be supported either, as there was no experience on forest fire investigation in the Fire Service.

Then, as is common in the surnmer in Greece, the first serious 'meltemi' type winds (seasonal 7-8 Beaufort
scale northeastern winds that last for 34 days) came. Arriving on22 July 1998, they caused a new round of
large wildfires. This time the destruction was much larger as the winds persisted for mrny days and they were
combined with low relative humidity. One of these fires, that erupted among houses on 22 luly on mount
Ymettos next to Athens, destroyed a number of houses, burned a few private cars and tragically killed three
firefighters and one volunteer firefighter. Their fire truck, which they had abandoned, remeined practically
intact at a short distance from the point where their bodie,s were found. It was full of water and it is quiüe clear
that if they had stayed in the truck they would have survived. The rosults of the Fire Service investigation on
the incident have not been publicly announced.

In the first days of August the situation kame even worse, mainly in central and southern Greece, with many
fires becoming large and burning for many days. Ilia, a prefechrre in western Peloponnese where ancient
Olympia is, was hit the worst. Most of the forests there burned, reaching a total of more than 2O,00O ha within
that prefecture. Fortunately, ancient Olympia and is surrounding forest was saved. Another long lasting fire
burned most of the Pirus nigra foresi on mount Taygeüos near Sparta in Peloponnese, an area of great
ecologicd importance. Close üo that, in Messinia, another large fire claimed two more citizen lives on 5
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August, while e less intense but hard-üo-fight fire on the steep slopes of mount Olympos in Macedonia kept
buming for more than 18 days. However, most attention was caught by a disastrous fire at the outskirts of
Athens. The fire started et 22:OO on 2 August at the village of Stamata northeast of Athens under calm
conditions. It was not attacked effectively through the night, so next rnorning, when winds picked up, it
accelerated, cronmed in Aleppo prne (Pinus hakpensß) forest and started spotting. It continued for four days,
burning more than 7500 ha, causing unbelievable disaster and practicelly enüering some suburbs of Athens.
This fire destroyed the forest that had remained on the mountain of Penteli after the 6200 ha fire there in 1995,
and reburned most of the previously burned s6,1 diminishing the probability for natural regeneration of Aleppo
pine there due to lack of seed. Hundreds of houses and other buildings (hospitals, restaurants, factories, e

school, etc.) were destroyed or zuffered significant damage. A 67-year old man who lived in the village of
Penteli at the base of Penteli mountain was caught by the fire and died as he was fleeing his home.

The inadequacy of the firefighting forces üo cope with the blaze.s became so evident by 5 August 1998 that the
govemment requested international help. Initial help in the form of Canadair CL4l5 waterbombers came from
Italy and France during the crisis and stayed in Greece for e few days. Four German military helicopters
(CH-53) arrived later as well as a Russian Ilyushin jet plane that can deliver 40 tons of water per flight.
Furthermore, four Canadair CL-215 planes were rented from Canada. The government also look special
prevention measures such as forbidding visits to the fore.sts in the fire stricken areas and organizing
army-zupported patrols in sensitive areas.

After 10 August 1998 weather conditions started changing. Air relative humidity gradually increased, winds
generally subsided and some rain fell in various parts of the country. Fire activity decreased and only few fires
became relatively large after that.

Official fire statistics, in contrast to previous years, had not been available through the fire seffion. By the end
of August estimates from foresters brought the 0otal burned area to approximately 120,000 or even 150,000 ha
At the end of fall, the Fire Service announced that a üotal of 95,57L ha had burned. Only 78,192 ha were
wildlands while the rest was mainly rural and urban-wildland interface areas. These figures were questioned
by forestry people. The data presented in Figure 1 show the total burned area per year in Greece for the
1980-1998 period; the 1998 figures of the total bumed &rea are based on the (non-final) Fire Service estimates.

The number of fires, according to the Fire Service, reached 8748 in 1998, bringing the mean bumed area per
fire to approximately Ll ha. However, the fire recording sysüem of the Fire Service is not compatible with the
previously used one. As a result the number of recorded fires is more than double of the figure for any
previous yeer es illustrated in Figure 2.

In conclusion, the mistakes made before and during the fire season resulted in a cleady foreseeable disaster.
These mistakes should not be repeated. It is very important for the country üo take advantage of the remaining
time before the next fire season and to organize the best possible system for forest fire protection. Such a
system should:

* Recognize the need for well planned overall fire management, and not only the need for effective fire
suppression

* Give an emphasis on fire prevention
* Incorporaüe vithin a well planned and organized framework all existing forces, avoiding turf battle.s
* Take advantage of all the expertise and technology available in the country in order to make the sysüem and

the available forces work in the best possible way.

Gavrül Xanthopoulos
Forester - Forest Fire Specialist
Natural Resource Technologies Consulting
31 Mouson str.
Athens 17562
GREECE

Fax:
e-mail:

+ +30-l-9816221
gxnrtc@acropolis.net
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Mexican Fircs of 1998

In 1998 Mexico zuffered its worst fire season on record. Caught in the oscillations of an unusually heavy
ENSO, the firas began eady and continued late (Fig.l). Hurricanes twice slammed into the Pacific side of the
southern states, encouraging fuels; then seasonal rains failed üo arrive, either from the south @acific) or later
from the north (Gulf of Mexico). Drought, temperatures, and winds reached historic proportions in many
regions. Traditional burning - fundamental to Mexican agriculture and pasüoralism - soon escalated out of
control. Complicating facüors included drug traffickers in some areas and rebellion in Chiapas.

flArea burned (1992-97)

ZArea burned (1998)

Fig.l. Comparative burned area, Mexico, by years (period 1992-97 vs. 1998)

While all the Mexican states experienced wildfire, the heaviest zones were along the Sierra Madre Occidental,
the central Highlands, and the tropical mountains of Oaxaca and Chiapas (Fig.2). Officially, 14,302 fires
covered over 583,664 ha The area burned was roughly twice the aveßge. An estimated 26% of the bumed
landscapes were forested, 32% were grasslands, and 42% brushlands. Some 97 % of the fires had human
origins.

Environmental damage was extensive. Apart from the often severe burns, following drought, a number of
national parks and nature reseiles suffered, resulting in a declaration of environmental emergency in Oaxaca
and Chiapas. Grave concerns centered especially on the fires that threaüened I-os Chimalapas, a preserve of
spectacular biodiversity in a cloud forest for which natural fire is rare. Thousands of rural Mexicans had to
evacuaüe their homes. Subsequent heavy rains have further worsened the aftereffects, particularly in the Federal
District and Chiapas. Smoke caused a major deüerioration of air quality in Mexico City and submerged meny
cities, from Villahermosa to Veracruz, in chronic haze. Then the pall spiraled into the southern United States,
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causing e pronounced decay in air quality in Texas and Louisiana, in particular. Recent research also implicates
the smoke in a higher proportion of positive lightning in those regions (see Lyons et al [1998]).

I aa,gao
I gt,trst
J er,pnq,., ?9,üüü
§§l{3,0üü'- ?8,ü0ü

fI4,ggg..1E,00§
f] less than 3,000

Fig.2. Map of bumed area by Mexican states (1 January - 15 July 1998)

Control costs were high. Mexico mounted a massive reslrcnse, moving beyond the normal inter-institutional
groupheaded by the Socretaria de Medio Ambiente, Recursos Naturales y Pesca (SEMARNAP) and cresting
an emergency inter-secretarial group at the federal level. An estimated 823,97L person-hours of firefighting -
national and state employees, army personnel , mnpesinos, volunteers - all zupported the suppression effort.
A total of 60 firefighüers died. Aircraft involvement provides a useful index of this extraordinary year. For
1995-97, SEMARNAP deployed three planes and six helicopters. During the 1998 season it fielded 57 planes,
25 helicopters, three Skycranes, and a CL-415. The United States assisted with over 50 advisors, firefighting
maüeriel, and an infrared-mapping aircraft. Expenses raced ahead of the 40 million pasos (US$a million)
budgeted to exceed 290 million pesos (US$29 million).

Agro-pastoral burnlng 47%

Land clearing rires 6%

Other causes 14%

Camptlres 2OYo

Hunting 2%

Forest activities g% Various conllicts 8%

Fig.3. Fire causes in Mexico during the 1998 fire season

Surface affected {hä}
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The response to the fires within Mexico has been immediaüe aad widespread, a gamut of political alarm that
has extended from villages to the presidency. The press offered ."'frecedented, daily qoverage. Scieatists,
institutes, and universities are all commiftfug research to understand the particular consequences of these fires,
and what might be done to ameliorate ftgi1 .lameges, but also the larger question of Mexico's fire ecology.

Accordingly, a review of the national fire proüection sysüem is rmderway. SEMARNAP has outlined I messive
resüoration prognm aimed primarily at timber salvage, soil stabilization, and reforestation. The Comision
Nacional Para eI Conocimiento y Uso de la Biodiversidad (CONABIO) has reviewed the consoquences of the
fires relative to Mexico's efforts at nature conservation, especially their impact on biodiversity. The Unit€d
States is extending assistance through its Forest Service (Office of Foreign Disasüer Assistance) and Agency for
International Development fes [6ining, personnel exchanges, and advice on landscape restoration.

The relevant Mexican agencies have posted an excellent statistical summery of the season and their response
on several inüernet sites. Consult:

http : //www. semarnap. gob. mx/naturaleza/emergencias/incendios

Programme for reforesüation of areas burned in 1998:

http : //www. semarnap. gob. mx/ssrn/conaf/restaura. hkn

Fires in Mexico 1998: An analysis of threats üo biodiversity

http://www.conabio.gob.mx/incendios/incendios.pl?numero = 1
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A Suney of Three Successive Recent Fire Seasons

Bac}ground

There has been a long term trend of conversion of forest üo agricultural land through the use of fire in
Nicaragua. Fire is thus a major risk to forest resources since it is itself a cause of deforestation. It is also a
prime indicator of human-induced land use changes, particulady land conversion from forest to agriculture.
Monitoring of forest conditions and fire activity in particular is essential for the sound management of
Nicaragua's important areas of forest resource and for the rational allocation of limiled resources to meet fire
threats and outbreaks.

Neverthelöss, until recently, the available information on the occurrence, extent and impact of fires (and

changes to the national forest estate generally) was limiüed in quality, quantity and timeliness. This presented

a major handicap to forest management. While comprehensive analysis of fire data can improve understanding
of fire activity and enable tretter management decisions 0o be-made, such an approach may be a real challenge

for a budget constrained government.

Fire monitoring through NOAA satellite data reception in Nicaragua

The UK Department For International Development (DFID) supported a joint environmental monitoring project
between the Nicaraguan Ministerio del Ambiente y los Recursos Naturales (MARENA) and the Natural
Resources Institute (NRI). MARENA is the government agency charged with responsibility for a susüainable

management of renewable natural resources in forestry, and in other areas of environmental damage.

The overall purpose of the Nicaragua Land Resources (Fire) Monitoring Project was to encourage more
integrated and sustainable environment monitoring methods in Nicaragua towards improved management of
natural resources, particularly forests. The particular objective was to assist with appropriate and cost effective
forest fire and environmental monitoring through utilisation of real-time local reception of data from
environmenial satellite,s and to evaluate their relevance and sustainability in the context of Nicaraguan
institutions. The project ran from June 1995 to June 1998.

The project installed a PC-based NOAA satellite receiving ground station at MARENA headquarters in
Managua to enable daily observation of active fires occurring in Nicaragua. This is used to assist forest
protection, fire control and natural resource management activities in Nicaragua. Information products are
generated on a routine basis and supplied to a number of Nicaraguan institutions at local, provincial and
national level. Regional level information can also be generated and this is attracting a wider base of end users.
The information on fire activity is delivered to departmental authorities in charge of fire control in the form of
lists of co-ordinates with references to the 1:50,0O0 topographic map index and to observation towers where
appropriate. At a local scale, this provides an eady-warning tool for fire frghting.

At a national scale, the data are analyzsd in their context (land cover, forest type, administrative divisions) by
using GIS, to provide thematic information which can be used for example to locate possible deforestation
fronts, helping to raise political awarenqss, or to direct extension programmes to promote adequate strategies,
such as alternative land use.

Results

In Nicaragua, most fire activity occurs during the dry season, which stretches from the end of December up
to the end of May. Three successive seasons were monitored by the project (1996 to 1998). Table L presents

a synthesis of the number of fires (i.e. hot pixels) that were detected in Nicaragua over these three seasons.

Figure 1 illustrates the typical West-to-East movement of fire activity in Nicaragua. The earliest fires (in
January and even December some years) are generally observed only in the pacific region (the driest, most
densely populated and most farmed region of the country). Two months laüer, the central mountain region
begins to suffer outbreaks of fire activity. Toward April, fire activity invades the rest of the country and

especially increases in the Atlantic region, although this has the lowest population density and the wetüest

climate.



Fig. 1 : Monthly hot pixel maps for the 1997
fire season in Nicaragua. The inside
boundaries represent the main geographical
regions: Pacific Coast, Central Mountains,
Atlantic Coast.

Nicaragua Land Resources (Fire) Monitoring Project.
MARENA - Ministerio del Ambiefie y los Recursos
Naturales
NN - Natural Resources Institute
DFID - Department For Internationol Development
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Tab.l. Number of detected hot pixels on Nicaraguan lerritory over three dry seasons

Year January February March April May Total Fire
Season

1996 279 496 1,729 5,996 251 8,75L

t997 88 174 575 4,359 4,334 9,530

1998 151 395 1,601 14,o24 1,987 18,158

Analysis

Data weighting

For various reasons, it was not possible to ensure an uninüemrpted coverage of the raspective periods. The rate
of valid data captured varied slightly over the respective months and between years. In order to compare data
from different seasons, the monthly and seasonal hot pixel number figures were weighted. The uumbers of hot
spots were divided by the respective numbers of days of actud data capture and multiplied by the total number
of days in every month or in the whole fire seasron, as shonm in Table 2.

Tab.2. Number of days of actual captures every month (maximum number of days in brackets)

v I'olrnraru Il.[qrnlr A nril 'tuf Tnfql Seocnn

1996

1997

1998

t7 (31>

13 (31)

16 (31)

18 (2e)

13 Qg',)

17 (28\

24 (31)
23 (3t)
L7 (31\

22 (3O)

le (30)

25 (30)

r8 (3r)
le (31)

18 (31)

ee (Lsz)
87 (1s1)

93 (151)

In this correction, we assumed that fire (rccurence increases linearly and that acquired data are evenly
distributed withi" every month, which may sg close to the reality. On this basis, all the tables and diagrams
shown below are produced from the figures weighted by number of captures. As shown in Table 3.

Tab.3. Weighted numbers of detected hot pixels

Vpqr f'ph Monnh Anril It/f Tnfal Scqsnn'
1996
1997

1998

509
210
293

799
375

651

2,233
775

2,919

8,176
6,883

16,829

432
7,O71

3,422

13,436
16,541

29,482

' The figures under 'Toüal Season' are not the sums of all the months, but are the 'raw'
figutes of Table I divided by the total number of captures and multiplied by the total number
of days as shown in Table 2.

After three years of moniüoring, I numbr of observations can be made, based on these data. It appears that
fire activity can show a different pattern in each season. For example, it began rather early in 1996 and rather
late in 1997. Unusually, rn 1997, most of fire activity occurred in May. 1998 has been the most dramatic year
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Fie.2 : Land use and municipality map of Nicaragua. For clarity, the I I original land use categories
have been gathered into 4 new classes, which are:
. Dark grey : broadleaf evergreen forests (>20m, 12-20 m) and forestal fallows
. Middle grey : mangroves, swamps and wet lands
o Light grey : pine forests andtropical deciduous dry forests
o White : crops and pastures, incl. Perermial crops, and other marginal categories and areas outside

the studied area.

Fire occurrence in its conteJet

As indicated above, it is critical to analyzs, fires in their context. As a first approach, we compared the detected
fires (i.e. hot pixels) with available geographical information on (a) administrative boundaries (12()
municipalities, 17 departments, 3 main regions) (MARENA, 1995); (b) land use; dividing the country into ll
categories, including gross forest types, according to inventories dating from 1988 to 1992 (*n, Fig.Z)
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(MARENA 1995); and (c) populationand rural poverty rate in each municipality (Lacayo 1998). Tables 4 and
5 show the fire (rccuffence distribution according to the geographical regions, and to the gross land use
categories, raryectively.

Tab.4. Numbers of hot pixels in each geographical region, over three ssasons (weighted figures)

Year Pacific Coast Central Atlantic Coast Total

l9vo
1997

1998

)JU
1,92O

L,287

J,)4ü
3,891

6,103

u,J lö
1o,730

22,O92

lJr4JO
16,54L
29,ß2

Ancillary information

Area (I(m")

% fore,sted

Population

lö, /uz.ol
41,58%

2,67,742

JO,lJO.+Z
43,0696

1,354,2ß

oo,)94.u4
74,16%

535,1 1 1

lzlr{rJ.u
59,90%

4,357,099

Absolute figures draw attention to the lowland broadleaf evergreen forest areas, where the highest number of
fires occurs. If those numbers are considered in relative terms however, it can be seen that the percentage of
fires in those forests with regard to the total number of fires in the whole country is not significantly different
from the proportion of territory they occupy, at least as far as the two first years are concerned. But the
increase observed in 1998 is significant (from around 35 to 37 % ta rcre than 44 %). Both tables 4 and 5
make clear that the drought caused by El Niflo phenomenon and the consequent increase of fire activity mostly
affected the evergreen rainforest that lies across the wide Atlantic plain.

The density of 'fires' (hot pixels) was also investigated. In this way, the size of the respective areas is taken
into account, since it is obvious that, whilst the greatest fire occurrence has been registered in the Atlantic
Coast region (Tab.4), this one also covers the largest terriüory, representing more than half of the country.
Observing fire occurrence density, expressed in number of hot pixels per 10km2, reveals that forest fallows as

well as swamps and inundable lands have been the two most affected zones by fire activity over the three
monitored seasons. Hot pixel density in swamps and wetlands neady doubled between 1997 and 1998 (Tab.S).
This is likely to be a direct effect of an El Niflo-related drought, making those areas more prone to be bumed
than usual. This observation might mean that buming activity is exerting an increasing pressure particularly on
wetlands. These are essentially located dong the Atlantic coast and play an evident ecological role in the
balance of the large catchments which drain the eastern half of the country. Most of these aquatic or semi-
aquatic ecosystems are included among the highest priority areas in terms of biodiversity value (Wodd Bank
tee7).

Forest fallows are assumed to correspond to land parcels temporarily left to forest recolonization inside
complex forest-crop-pasture mosaics, at the margins of larger forest areas. The high fire activity observed there
implies an acceleration of the traditional migrant agriculture cycle and then an increased reconversion to crop
or pasture, which dramatically increases the fragility of soils that were already considered as marginally or not
zuitable for agriculture (Herrera 1995).

Intuitively, but also according to the results in Tables 4 and 5, features such as a high proportion of forest, and
a feidy low population density but with a high proportion of rural poor, would seem to be a typical
combination to observe a high fire occurrence density. But fire activity is so complex a phenomenon that
studying it on a case-by-case basis is likely to result in more relevant information than trying to find
correlations between variables over the whole set of data. For example, the five municipalities which had the
highest observed hot pixel density for every seeson were selected. These were examined with respect to the
other recorded features (% forested area, population density, % pverty rate) corresponding to each
municipality. This is shown in Table 6.



Eot Pixel Occurrence 1996 Hot Pixel Occurrence 1997 Hot Pixel 0ccurrence 1998

Forcst tyDes Arca (ha) 0/6 Absolute Proportion Densitv Absolute Proportion Densilv Absolute Proportion Density

Number in the countrry No./10 kmz Number in the country No./10 hf Number in the country No./10k#
Broadleaf evergreex
forest > 20m

4,358,121.44 36.56 4,699 34.970Ä 1.06 6,226 31.640/o t.4I 13,106 44.45% 2.9t

Broadleaf evergreex
[orest 12-20 m

1,195,853.58 10.03 1,452 10.80% 1.20 1,627 9.84Yo 1.34 2,460 8.34Yo 1.99

Broadleaf deciduous

forest 4-12 m
487,653.25 4.09 459 3.420Ä 0.9s 556 3.36Yo l. t2 726 2.460Ä 1.44

Pine forest 595.901.94 5.00 501 3.73Yo 0.8s 809 4.89Yo 1.34 772 2.62Yo r.25
Mangrove 145.987.90 1.22 12t 0.900Ä 0.82 244 l.47Yo 1.64 24s O.83Yo 1.62
Croo or nasture land 4.33s.413.31 36.37 5.169 38.47Yo l.I8 5,522 3339Yo 1.25 9.496 32.2l%o 2.t2
Perennial crop (e.g.

coffee)
221,342.10 1.86 180 l.34Yo 0.80 177 l.07Yo 0.78 250 O.85Yo 1.09

Swamp and wetland 496,050.79 4. t6 745 5.550Ä 1.48 1,254 7.58Yo 2.49 2.1t9 7.lf/o 4. I3
Small islands 11,850.96 0. t0 0 0.0OYo 0.00 2 0.0Lo^ 0.15 5 0.O2Yo 0.41

Forest fallow s9,130.51 0.s0 105 0.19% 1.77 ll5 0.690/0 t.9I 298 l.0loÄ 4.89
Rocky outcrop 1t,677.04 0.10 5 0.03Yo 0.39 9 0.05Yo 0.74 5 0.020Ä 0.42

fotal I1,918,982.88 t00 13,436 100.00% 1.il 16,541 100.00% 1.37 29,482 100.00% 2.i9

o\\o

Tab.S. Number of hot pixels by type of land cover in Nicaragua (weighted figures)
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Tab.6. Features of the nunicipalities with the five highest fire occurrence densities per season.

Year Municioality I Resion Fire % Forrst % Forest Poo.densitv/ %

t996 Muml
San losd de

Nueva Guinea
El Rama
San Miguelito

uentral
Central
Atlantic Coast

Atlantic Coast
Atlantic Coast

5.OU

3.48
2.30
2.20
2.13

t5.Jth
57.91%
7.73%
45.3696
76.O5%

ot.4)h
37.M%
7.73%
43.9996
76.O5%

2J
74
28
13

t2

üo.'A
66.&
37.54
58.41
72.6

1991 Lt yür, oe
Jinotepe
Murrd
Prinzapolka
Wiwilf

.PSCrnC uoa§t
Pacific Coast
Central
Atlantic Coast
Central

5.ö I
3.86
3.41
2.81
2.68

u.(^,16
56.14%
73.3t96
92.5s96
5s.35%

U.(ru7b

56.14%
67.45%
69.86%
s5.35%

z'25
t94
23
1

18

ol+t
29.52
80.24
63.91
70.20

1998 §runa
Nueva Guinea
El Castillo
Cruz del Rio
San Carlos

Atlentrc Coast
Atlantic Coast
Atlantic Coast
Atlantic Coast

Atlantic Coast

5.91
5.38
5.24
5.03
4.73

öu. lJ yb

7.73%
96.85%
7s.21.%

47.04%

öu. lJ yb

7.737o
96.85%
74.O4%

34.98%

28
6
2
l9

t.t to.y I
37.54
77.76
47.25
54.72

Averege
Tbree

Mumr
Siuna
Nueva Guinea
Cruz del Rio
Wiwilf

uentral
Atlantic Coast

Atlantic Coast
Atlantic Coast
Central

J.O)
3.32
3.19
3.14
2.90

l5.J th
80.15%
7.73%
7s.2r%
55.3s%

O I .4)7o
80.15%
7.73%

74.O4%
s5.35%

z5
12

28
2
18

öo.24
76.97
37.54
4',t.25
70.20

Table 6 shows that in 1997, the most affected municipalities are two densely populated ones in the Pecific
Coast region, with a faidy low proportion of rural poor population. One of them has even no forest coverage
at all. This is clearly in opposition to the expected combination as mentioned above.

The case of the municipality of Nueva Guinea (south-east of Nicaragua) is one of particular interest. In average
over the three monitored fire seasrons, it is third in terms of hot pixel density (3.19/10 km), although its forest
coverage rate is fairly low (7.73 %\. This broad municipality has undergone a strong expansion of settlement
and land clearing for a long while, since it has been particularly devoted to developing livestock production.
Focused field studies might confirm that fire activity there is essentially aimed at refreshing pasture for cattle.
Moreover, its forest coverage was particularly struck by Hurricane Joan which devasüated the south-eastern
coast of Nicaragua in 1988 and created an open '1raq[' within the original broadleaf evergreen forest (Ciesla
LeeT).

Siuna, which also lies on the Atlantic coast region of Nicaragua but in the north-east, is very different. It also
had a high average fire density over the three seasons but still has a high forest cover proportion. As this
municipality is at the junction of the two highways linking the west to the east of the country, it is subject to

pressure from both side,s of those roads. In addition, the main traditional economic activity there
used üo be mining, which is not as space c.oasuming as livestock rearing or migrant agriculture. With the recent
decline of this 'industry', lots of small miners lost their jobs and remained without resources (Stährenberg
1996). A more intensive settlement process then began, invading the primary forest gradually. Hot pixels maps
clearly show a 'settlement belt' around those large forest exüensions, which include the Bosawas Biosphere
Reserve.

Both Murr6, the most fire affected municipality on average over the three seasons, and Wiwilf, which has the
fifth highest hot pixel density over the same period (Tab.6) are in the Central Mountains region. Although the
same consideration about land clearance prcssure can be nade (it is actually the 'western' settlement front of
the same large forest area), another factor might influence fire activity. That part of Nicaragua is arguably the
region most affected by the 'desarmados' problem that appeared at the end of the civil war in 1990. Indeed,
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when peace was signed, several thousands of ex-soldiers from both sides were give,n a little land in order to
facilitate their return to a civil life after several years fighting. But most of them knew asthing of agriculture
end in most cases they were left alone, with fire as their only clearance tool.

Another interesting fact is observed when comparing two neighbouring municipalitias, in the extreme south-eest
of Nicaragua, along the San Juan River which makes the boundary with Coste Rica: El Castillo and San Juan
del Norte. According to the land cover rnap, those territories have 97 % nd 96 % covetd by broadleaf
evergreen primery forest raspectively. But the difference between them in terms of hot pixel density is
significant (see Tab.7).

Tab.7. Comparison between two neighbouring municipalities

An explanation can be found in the fact that San Juan del Norte is almost completely situated within g6s

proüected Indio-Maiz natural reserye, while El Castillo is mostly crossed by its buffer zone, which is subject
üo e high migrant agriculture pressure (Valerio 1998). Population figures clearly show that in the latter, the
population is generally rural and poor, thus dispersed throughout a large part of its territory. In the former,
although the population is perhaps as poor, it is concentrated in the municipal capital, just on the Caribbean
lit0oral. Along with Bosawas Reserve, Indio-Maiz Reserve, which is the core zone of the 'Si-a-Paz' protection
area, is the last primary tropical rainforest area of relevant exüension that still remains intact in Nicaragua. But
despite all, fire activity also increased notably there in 1998.

Condusions

Re.sults from three complete seasrons clearly indicate fire incidence, severity and variation over time and
between different regions. The availability of this time series information enables inter-year comparisons, initial
studies of fire distribution within the country and analysis of seasonal trends.

Our interpretation demonstrat€s the poüential of such data üo increase understanding on exüent and type of fire.
It is critical to be eble to discriminate detected fires between 'good' and 'bad' fires according to their impact
on the environment, by including them in the ecological, social and economical contexts. This study also
emphasises the importance of accuraüe and updated ancillary data to enhance appropriate interpretation of the
information provided by the saüellite im{gery.

What was achieved throughout this Project is very encouraging. There is now a grcater appreciation and
knowledge, within MARENA and on the part of forest runagers and a number of local authorities, of the
relevance, importance and use of NOAA/AVHRR dete to assist moniüoring and evaluating forest fires. A small
scale remote sensing unit is now established and managed on e routine basis. In parallel, GIS capacity there has

also experienced a recent and spectacular development, either in different divisions of MARENA or in other
govemme,nt agencies.

Up to now, Nicerague has had no mearrs to moniior the situation effectively and thus make informed decisions
on natural resourc€ pressures, effectiveness of policies, and areas üo prioritise. Within the context of existing
forest fire and natural rqsourcqs msnagement, Nicaragua now has a cost-effective mechanism to demonstraüe
the scale and nature of the problem and to adapt its policies accordingly. Nicaragua will also be able to use the
same tool as e verifiable indicator to monitor the effectiveness of protection me&sures.

San Juan del Norte

IUumcrpalrty Kegmn v6 .lorest§ Y6 öroadleal .Eopulauon yb l(ural .Loor

Jan Juan oel Norre
El Castillo

Atlanuc coest
Atlantic Coast

99.O676
96.85%

9J.ü) %

96.85%
u. lo
5.85

v.Jv
77.76

Hot Pixel Density (No./ 10 km'

Atlantic Coast
1996 tyyT l9yü AYerage
0.(ru (r.00 o.tz 0.04

( lastr I ln Atlrnfrc- (
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It is in this way that this low-cost and decentralised technology transfer rnay rnanage to bear fnrit by
contributing to a better allocation of human and logistical re'sources, and improving forest fire prevention and

control straüegies.
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1998: A Year of Dcstrucfrve Wffirus

In 1998 year more wildfires occurred in South Africe than in decades, in all corners of the country. At least
fourteen people lost their lives directly as a result of the fires, while more than twenty people lost their lives
in road accidents caused by the smoke from grassland fires. Huadreds ofthousands ofhectares ofagricultural
land, nature resen/es and timber plantations were lost in the process, while numerou{r houses, farms and even
factories were destroyed by the runsway fires experienced.

Unfortunately no zuitable rocords were kept of all the wildfires that occurred during 1998, but a summrry ef
the major wildfires, their causes, damage creeted and impact, will be provided in this report. As a re,sult of the
wide contrasts in climate, altitude, vegetation cover and other fuel and land-use characüeristics between the
different regions in South Africa, the information about the wildfires experienced will be discussed by biome.

The §nbos Biome

Biome characteristics: This biome comprisas evergreen sclerophyllous heathlands and shrublands. Trees and
evergreen succulent shnrbs af,e rare, while grasses form an insignificant part of the biomass (Huntley 1984).
Fynbos normally takes about 4 to 6 years before sufficient biomass has developed to carry a fire, and optimum
burning rotations range from 12 to 18 years.

Locality: Fynbos covers epprcx. 5.3% of South Africa, and is almost exclusively occupying the coastal areas

of the Wesüern Cape and Eastern Cape Provinces, as far as (iust) east of Port Elizabeth. Most of it occurs
along the southern mountain ranges, but coastal communities are also present, in an area where rainfall ranges
from 200 to 3000 mm f,er ye8r.

Bordering the natural Snbos areasi we also find some industrial pine plantations (particularly on the S foothills
and plateau of the Outeniqua and Tsitsikamma rcuntain ranges). Although their total area is restricted to
approx. 110,000 ha, they contribuüe significantly to the local industrial output of the Cape regions.

Wildfrres experienced and caus€s: Dry Bergfind conditions contributed mostly to the extremely hazardous
conditions experienced, and during two such perids - not lasting longer than a few days - most of the
destructive fires occurred. During both periods people had üo be evacuated from certain communities, and the
lives of six people was lost during one of the Tsitsikamma fires that raged right through the Tsitsikamma
mountain range, tbrough about 4000 ha of plantations, and in the process destroying a whole rural settlerent.

The extremely dry conditions and absence of rainfall during the period preceding the wildfires contributed
significantly to the fires, which were mainly caused by human beings, by allowing prescribed burns to become
uncontrolled, and through arson. However, during the last spell of fires experienced in the Tsitsikamma during
August, dry thundersüorms caused most of the fire.s in the mountains.

A steady decrease in prescribed burning application in the mountains also had created areas with abnormal fuel
loading in some of the mountain Snbos areas, which contributed significantly üo the high fire intensities (and
even fire storms) experienced. In the plantations a lack of weed control and proper fuel management indirectly
left the staads affected with no chance of survival.

Recommendations: Burned areas in the mountains should be mapped, 0ogether with the mapping of remaining
areas, by everage vegetation age. Special care should be talcen for the urban interface of these areas, and to
identift 'blowup situations" well in time. There should be concerted efforts by the provincial authorities for a
more inüensive fuel management programme by means of more regular prescribed burning. The 'natural fire
oocurrence policy' can still be applied in areas suitable for this purpose provided they are recognized as "least
disturbed' by man, but elsewhere the creation of old frnbos land, with abnormal fuel loadings, should be
avoided by means of a proper fuel management programme.

Timber growers should now change their fire protection plans to a more flexible system, starting by mapping
burned areas, and rating fire hazgrrd by plantation unil eo a compartment level. Thereafter proper prescribed
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burning programmes should be put in place ss part of an effective fuel management and weed control regime
on a regional scale, particularly in the Tsitsikamma (de Ronde 19m).

Flg.l. and 2. Prescribed burning operations in Fynbos shrubland (uppefl and pine plantation
(lower) in the Western Cape Province. Photos: J.G.Goldamrer
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Grassland Biome: Higher Rainfall Area

Biome characteristics: Although 24.1% of South Africe is covered by this biome (Hunt§, op. cit.), less than
10% of this aree falls in the higher then 800 mm per year rainfall margin. These grasslands are dynamic, with
most of the biomsss being 'cured' during the dry winter season. Most of thase grasslands can burn after one
winüer (curing) season, providing fuels if fire is not allowed in controlled form within 2 to 3 years
if left unbumed. However, the rate of biomass production is also significantly influenced by seasonal
perameters, particulady rainfall occurrence.

Locality: Mostly situated in the Drakensberg mountain area, from the NE Cape (southern slopas of the
Drakensberg, S of Lesotho) to the Drakensberg escalpment in the N, in the Mpumalanga Province. Most of
the area is used for agricultural purposes (particularly grazing) but industrial timber plantations are also found
there in abundance, covering .o1s ttnn I million ha

Wildfrres experienced and causcs: Although the area coverpd by this biome experienced more fires then
usual, the occurrence did not exceed normal patüerns as much es in the frnbos and grassland falling within the
lower rainfall margins (see next paragraphs). However, the summer rainfall stopped very eady (during April
already, comparcd !o during June/July during normal seasons) and this caused early grassland curing, and a
zubsoquent early start of the fire ssason.

In the absence of a proper fuel moisture and grass curing monitoring sysüem coupled to Fire Danger Index,
foresters, farmers and nature conservalors - used to burning each year during June and July - were not aware
of the dangerous situation that had doveloped, and as a result most wildfires in this area originated from
controlled prescribed burning.

The most serious case of mortality occurred during an arson-caused grassland fire in the Mpumalanga Highveld
arsa, neaf, Badplaas, when four people were killed when attempting to drive through a grassland fire front in
a van without a protective canopy . Some serious plantation fues were also experienced in the NE C"pu, io
Mpumalanga, and ia Swaziland, and in the worst cases more than 1000 ha of plantation was lost at a time.

Recommendatioru: Fortunaüely selective use of prascribed burning is mostly used by farmers and foresters,
but the sequence of burning needs improvement to arrive at a regional, integrated burning plan with pre-
determined priorities, concentrating on regional buffer zoning (de Ronde 1997). The burning season should also
be more flexible, but (most important) staring and ending dates should be determined scientifically after a
moniüoring prograrlme, and deüermined in such a way that it can give foresters and farmers eady earning when
unusual seasonal changes are recorded that can affect the safety of fire application.

Upgrading of the existing fire danger rating system - üo include regional characteristics, land use, griass curing
pattems, fuel build up and moisture - is recommended to provide safer prescribed burning conditions, and
subsequent less problems with situations where controlled prascribed fires turn uncontrolled (de Ronde 1998).

Grassland Biome: ll{arginal Rainfall Area

Biome characteristics: The most important characüeristic of this part of the grassland biome, is that it falls in
the marginal (600 - 800 mm per year) rainfall area. The grassland is as dynamic as in the higher rainfall area,
but produces on average less biomass per year, and thus the optimum fire need will be approximately 5 to 6
years. However, üis can range within the region fuom 2 to 8 years depending on soil type, locatity in the
landscape and nicroclimate. Most important is that seasonal rainfall can fluctuate more than in the higher
rainfall regions, and thus contribute significantly variation in yearly biomass production. This might be as low
as 500 kglhelyat during dry seasons, and as much as 2500 kglhalyear during seasons with above-average
rainfall. This aspect in particular determines the extend of fire hez^rd during a specific fire season. Most of this
grassland is utilized for agricultural purposes, and where grassland is main1ai164, for it is mostly used for
grazing purposes. A relatively small area vithin this biome is utilized for nature conservation purposes,
particularly in the Eastera Free State.
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Locality: Situated mostly in the SW of the Mpumalanga Highveld, the E Free State and Gauteng Province, this
biome forms a very important part of the agricultural s@tor, with vast areas covered by the grassland, although
covering less than 3% of South Africa. Prescribed burning is here le.ss commonly used by farmers compared
!o the frequent use of fire in the higher rainfall area, but the use of fire is not uncommon in farming
communities.

Wildfires experienced and causes: The biome has experienced some very serious wildfires this season, mostly
caused by arson. In the Vrede area (SE Mpumalanga) and near Warden (E Free State) 30,000 to 40,000 ha of
farmland were wiped out by single fires, also burning down ferm homqsteads and equipment worth millions of
Dollars. In Gauüeng Province, one Nature Reserve was burned 0o the extend that animals had to be transported
to other rcserves to save them, while the most serious road accidents, caused this year by smoke from
grassland fires, were recorded in Gauteng, killing at least 2O pple indirectly. Most of the latter were caused

by smoke from prescribod as well as from uncontrolled burns.

One of the main indirect causes of the wildfires experienced in this region was that farmers were unaware that
the last 3 to 4 years of above-average rainfall had caused ao very high grass biomass production pattern to
develop, and no steps were taken before the 1998 winter to counteract this problem by means of increased
prescribed burning programmes or the creation of proper fire belt sysüems and buffer zones. In Gauteng - as

elsewhere - the traffic authorities were also not taking the necessary action to safeguard roads exposed üo fire
and smoke from grassland fires. Where sections of public roads are exposed to serious smoke from firas, these

must be closed for traffic immediately, and should remain closed until the smoke has lifted.

Recommendations: Region-specific grassland fuel buildup and grassland curing patterns should be monitored
as part of an improved fire danger 6[ing system, so that guidelines for prescribed burning intensity can be
supplied well in time to the farming communities for them to talce timely action. A regional approach should
also be followed to fire protection and fuel management measures, so that regional buffer zones can be
constructed along strategic lines, and to move away from the individual prescribed butning measures at present
being applied.

Traffic authorities should also be edvised of any wildfires occurring in particulady areas, and well in advance
be told about any prascribed burn that might cause problems along public road sections.

Grassland Biome: Lower Rainfall Area

Biome characteristics: Although this grassland is also dynamic, the grass is more sparsely spaced, and only
slowly and systematically adds biomass above ground level. Typical yearly biomass addition is 400 to 600
kglhalyar, and it takes mostly spprox. 12 years before such a community cao carry a fire, and then only on
steep slopes, and/or if some dominant prevailing wind can move the fire front. The low rainfall is the main
reason for this (400 to 60O mm per year average). However, good rainfall years can increase biomass
dramatically, creating a fire hazard in regions where for years there was none. Most of this grassland is utilized
by farmers for low intensity grazing.

Locati§: This grassland biome covers most of the central Free Staüe, as well as the North West Province. It
is estimated that approx. lO% of South Afüca is covered by this grassland type, but a high percenüage of this
has been taken up by cultivated land, particularly in the NW Province.

Wildfires experienced and causes: Wildfires have been relatively unknown in these areas, or are normally
restricted to small controllable fires. However, for quite a few years above-average rainfall was experienced,
and the higher-than-normal biomass production had created a situation where a wind{riven fire could run
completely out of control. Quite a few firqs of this nature were recorded in the Free State area, although none
of them caused serious damage to men and property. However, one such fire in the NW Province burned down
I range of farms, damaging homesteads, while in another one (near Schweizer Reynecke) two policemen were
killd. Most of the fire.s occurred during strong windy conditions, and almost ell of them were caused by arson.

Recommendations: Although no daily fire danger rating forecast is necessary for this 8rea, some form of
biomass addition monitoring is recommended to warn farming communities when a fire hazard situation is
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re,ached, with a strategic fire protection plan for the region, that can b€ us€d prior to such a seas(m. Simple
rainfall pattern monitoring and quarterly grassland biomass observations can then provide a fuel build up index
that can set fire protection melsures in motion in time.

Moist §avanna Biome

Covering about 10% of South Africa, this biome is mostly situated on the plateau, 500 to 1000 m above sea

level. The vegeüation cover is a combination of woodland and grassland, and some industrial timber plantations
are also found there (approx. 300 000 ha). A high percentage of the area is utilised as nature reseruqs or game
farming, and also other for agricultural purposes.

Although some wildfires were experienced in the Mpumalanga I-owveld and Zululand, there was no deviation
from normal patterns in this area.

Condusions

Althoughweather conditions in the Fynbos and Grassland regions were drier thannormal, with a longer period
of rain absence, it was in most casas the lack of proper fuel mqnagement and integrated fire protection that
contributed significantly to the seriousness of the 1998 wildfires. There is also a clear indication that the
existing fire danger rating sysüem should be adjusted to include fuel moisture and fuel buildup indexes, as well
as a grassland curing monitoring system, üo provide specific regions with eady fire hazard warning provision
over and above the daily, weather-based, fire danger rating used at present.

A regional eady warning system should also be backed-up by a more appropriate fuel managsmell and regional
fire protection system, that is created well in advance of the fire seanon. In other areas, such as in higher
rainfall areas of the Highveld, fire protection msasures should be better co-ordinated on a regional scale, to
move awsy from the existing ad hoc individual measures pre.sently being applied.

If the above recommendations are applied at a national level, a repeat of the scale of damage to property and
loss of life experienced during 1998, can be avoided in the future.
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Folst Fires in 1998 - An Averuge Year

The year 1998 can be classified like an average year, according üo the forest fire risk. In the month of March
a dry period at the Northwest increased the risk, giving opportunity üo many grass and bush fires which in
sorne cases developed into forest fires. After a rainy spring, the month of July was rather hot, showing a
sudden increase of fire danger in Northern Catalonia, where the largest fire of the yeer started on 18 Iuly 1998.

In August the danger shifted again to the Norlhwest. Consequently e reinforcement the suppression resources
was necessary. Several air tankers and BRIFs (hot-shot brigades) were sent from other regions. By the end of
the summer a rainy period reduced the danger along the whole country. However the drought started egain,
lasting nearly until the end of the autumn with meny grass and bush burnings and fires again at the Northwest.

Fire dfects

Table I shows the 1998 dsüa in comparison with the preceding year. Tho most important fires are listed in the
Table 2.

Tab.l. Wildfire statistics for Spain L994-1998

Tab.2. Wildfire Statistics by location and area bumed in 1998

Date Average 1994-97 1998

No. of Fires (< t ha)
No. of Fires (> t ha)
No. of Large Fires (> 50O ha)

12,722
8,026

34

14,352
7,089

19

Burned Surfaces (ha)

Forested
Brushland and Grassland
Total

80,976.3
102,630.6
183,606.9

41,235.9
80,258.1

121,494.0

Burned Surface as t % of the National Woodland Area o.72 0.47

Date Place Woodland Surface Burned
(ha)

13-16 March
26-30 April

18-22lnly
3G31luly
8-12 August

23-26 Avgast

22-28 August
13-15 September
29-30 November

Villay6n (Asturias)
El Paso (Isla de la Palma)
El Solson6s (Catalufra)

Cfliara (Ciudad Real)
I:s Hurdes (Cdceres-Salamanca)
Vilaflor (Isla de Tenerife)
Xurds (Orense)

Luyego (I*6,n)
Sanabria (7,aimorz)

2,207 fu
1,450 ha

19,979 ha
678 ha

l,72tb

1,649 ha

2,O97 ha
3,321ha
3,000 ha
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Four victims were registered:

* A fermer when setting a brush buming at Castrocontrigo (I-e6n)
* Ttvo firemen in a coordination helicopüer, crashed in Gerona
* A forest firefighter of a municipal crew in Xuräs (Orense)

Flre l\,lanagernent

The resources available during 1998 have been rather similar to those during 1997 (see IFFN January 1998,
p.8a-85). This year the amphibious aircrafts CL-215 T of the Ministry of Environment performed two missions
abroad:

* The first one in the month of April at the Monte Gurugri (Morocco), by the Spanish 0own of Melilla. The
fire started from several bonfires lighted by people hidden in the forest awaiting for an opportunity to enüer

illegally in Melilla and from there to Europe
* The second one in the month of August, at Santarem (Portugal), during three days

The Ministry of Environment is preparing the new Spanish Forest Strategy, which will include a section on
forest fires, according to the Red Books on Prevention and Coordination approved tn 1997.

Like a conclusion this year again the Severity Index of Spain (burned surface as a percentage of the national
woodland area) is the lowest among the European Union Mediterranean countries.

Ricardo V6lez
Chief, National Forest Fire Service
General Directoraüe for Nature Conservation
Ministry of Environment
Gran V{a San Francisco 4
E-28005 Madrid

Fax: + +34-91-365-8379
e-mail: ricardo.Velez@gvsf.mma.es
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NEWS FROM INTERNATIONAL ORGAI{IZATIONS

ECE/FAO

The UN Economic Commissisn for Europe (ECE) Trade Division, Timber Section, periodically collects and

publishes fue statistics of the ECE member states (all Western and Bastern European cotmtries, countries of
the former Soviet Union, the U.S.A. and Canada). The last data set covers the period 1995-97 and is available
as a UN publication:

ECE/FAO 1998. Forest fire statistics 1995-1997. Timber Bulletin, Vol.LI (1998),

No.4. ECE/TIM/BIILL/51/4, Nen, York, Geneva, 19 p.

The statistics can also be downloaded from the Internet:

< http://www.unece.org/trade/timben/ff-stats.hhnl >

For additional global statistical deta: see files of the Global Fire Monitoring Center (GFMC):

< http://www.uni-freiburg.de/fireglobe >

Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations (fAO)

Final Repofi of the FAO Consultation oPublic Policies Affecting Forest Firesn

Seventy-one participants from thirty three countries and thirteen international organisations, drawn f1s6 many

different sectors including the private secüor and NGOs, and representing a wide range of land use and other
disciplines, met at FAO Headquarte,rs from 28 to 30 October 1998 to:

* identi&, aralyze and discuss the public policies which contribute üo forest fires
* collate information from institutions dealing with forest fires
* produce recommendations on planning and policias for fire prevention, control, mitigation, rehabilitation

mea§ures
* provide a strong me.ssage !o member countries through FAO (as neutral forum) on policy issues related to

fire
* suggest actions to be talcen by countrias through s stetement to the forestry ministers who will meet in

Rome in March 1999.

This report is based on the outputs of the meeting.
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Preamble

Neady all countries, in every stage of economic development, and in every eco-region, are zuffering the
environmental, social and economic consequences offorest fires. These consequences have broader implications
beyond the forest itself and beyond national boundaries, including tragic impacts on human health and lives.
The recent occurrenc€s of drought associated with the El Nüo phenomenon have brought the effects of forest
fires to the wodd's atüention.

But the effects of fires &re not all negative. Fire is a natural process that influences and is integral üo mrny
ecosysüems which have evolved in response üo the effects of fire. Traditionel knowledge of fire gs a üool is
de"ply embedded in the cultures of developing end develo@ countries dike. Fire is still essential for land
clearing to meet the food requirements of most developing counhies and as part of their development process,
while in other countries fire is used to achieve a wide variety of rarcurce management objectivas.

Reconciling the positive roles of fire as a servant of humanlcind and the negative effects if fire becomes the
masüer are emong the important challenges io policy makers in sustainable forest and land gse mnnags6€nt.

II kesent situation

The prasent situation of national policy developnent in response to wildfires is often of ad hoc reaction to a
situation that has already developed, rather thaa proactive mitigation before the emergency arises. Frequent§
policy development does not consider the undedying causes of fire incide,nce and spread which may lie outside
the forest s@tor, such as nrral poverty and deprivation, or the effects of other public policies related üo land
use and incentives. Sometimes forest fire incidence and spread may be caused by ill-conceived forest
menagement policies, in particular policies of total fire exclusion that have led to fuel accumulation and
catastrophic fire outbreaks.

In general, land-use policy development is seldom based on reliable data or information on the implications of
forest fire exüent or causes, nor has it involved consultative or participatory processes with those most closely
involved and affected. Even where policies linked to reducing the incidence and damage of forest fires are in
place, there may b institutional weaknessss that do not allow them to be enforced, arising from shortage of
public funding due to political instebility or economic weaknesses.

m Pretiminary action n€eded to develop public policies related to fire management and sustainable
land use practices

There is a need for reliable and up !o date sysüems for national, regional and global fire reporting, enalysis and
storage of data. Such data, and information on fire causes and socio-economic and environmental effects, are
required as a sound basis for policy making. Linked üo the.se is the requirement for international agreeme,nt on
üerms and definitions as a basis for information-sharing and communication.

Information on resource mqnagemeNrt alternatives and their eonsequences is essential for involvement of all
stakeholders in policy formulation and development.

ry Conchsioru and recommendations to meurber countries regardi4g the principles for poticies for
sustainable land or forest use related to the reduction, mitigation and control of wildfires and the
use of prescribed lires

No single formula can cover the wide range of ecological, socio-economic, and cultural conditions that exist
between and within regions, nor the different objectives that different societies will decide. But there exist
certain broad principles common to all situations and objectives, which include the following:

* The formulation of national and regional policies specifically addrassing forest fires, as an integral
component of land-use policies, where they previously did not exist.
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* Flexibility in policy implementation, and the capability to review and revise fire-related policies
* Cleer and measurable policy objectives and implementation strategies are needed 16 minimise the many

adverse effects of uncontrolled fires and to maximise the benefits from fire prevention, or from the

controlled use of fire. Such objectives and implementation straüegies would provide for sustainable land uso
practices, compatible inter-sectoral policias, joint fire management responsibilities at the community level,
and the participation of the private sector and NGOs.

* Involvement of all stakeholders in policy development, aspecially through devolved or community forestry
approaches. Recognition by decision-makers that sustainable land management may in many instances only
be ettained through devolution of control of forest resources and the involvement of the communities
adjacent to or within forest in all aspects of management and fire pro0ection. Such devolved approaches will
require the revision of existing policies and laws and introduction of appropriate land-tenure arrangements
üo provide incentives for equiteble local/community based participation in forest management and fire
protection and control.

* A favourablo pohcy environment must be created for all aspects of systematic fire management (prevention,
detection, zuppression, prescriM fire, post-fire rehabilitation eüc.) and for an appropriate balance between
prevention, suppression and prescribed fire use, based on local conditions. Such an environment should
atüempt to quantify the monetary and non-market values in order to emphasise the costs and benefits to
socie§ and to decision-makers.

* Policies are required for other forms of land-use, in particular credit policies should encourage land-use
options that do not further contribute to deforestation.

* Policies that tend to increase forest fires must consider public health effects. Policies concerned with
naintaining the health of ecosystems that are fire-adapted may have to balance public health and forest
heelth issue.s.

* I:nd-use policies may have to consider the need for appropriaüe incentives and subsidies üo promote fire
prevention.

Some technical sspects may support policy formulation and implementation. They include:

§ystematic or Intqrated Fire ltfiarugemmt

* devo0e more human and finaocial resources on fire prevention than at present in order üo reduce the
zubsequent need and expense for fire suppression;

* policies should promote and regulate prascribed fire for a variety of land management purposes, including
the reduction of hazardous fuels, and should promote public understanding of the purposes of prascribed
burning t;

* prolicies should define the process whereby fire management plans are developed to achieve the resource
management objectives of conservation units;

* develop educational, extension, and public awareness progra[rmes on fire in general and on policy-related
matters in particular, appropriate üo the needs of various stakeholders;

* vigorous training programmes in all aspects of fire manageme,nt and at all levels including volunteer
community fire-fighting brigades and the training of farmers in safe fire use;

r' integration of fire management planning with inüer-sectoral resource planning;
* encourage silvicultural practices that sustain healthy ecosystems which in turn reduce the impacts of firas;* develop policies for a fire comrnand structure that cleady delineates authorities and responsibilities of the

various agencies involved;
* considering the threat from fires burning in radioactively contaminated vegetation a special fire msnagepsng

programme must be developed for the radioactively contaminated regions in Russia, Ukraine and Belarus
with high priority. This would include also careful recording of data and experience for any future similar
emergency.

I The perverse effoct of provisions of the Kyoto Proüocol of the Framework Convention on Climate Change
regarding carbon emissions arising from prescribed burning in Annex 1 countries was noted. Prescribed fires
are caused by humans and thus count as emissions against a country's carbon balance, while a disastrous fire
that arises naturally because of a failure 0o reduce fuel loads does not.
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Institutional Co-operation

* encourage fire management cost-sharing among dl relevant stakeholders at all levels;
* develop inter-sectoral co-operation at n&tional and local levels;
* develop intemstional agreements that facilitate the exchange of expertise;
r' develop capacity building in fire managenent.

Rcstoration / Rehabilitation

'l' salvage useable raeources following fires;
* encourage netural recovery through protection whenever possible for the purpose of maintaining genetic

int"grty;
* undertake re-stocking where necessary;

'* restore the infrastructure aad rehabilitate local communities.

Technology / Research / Information

New technologies offer the means to introduce new and more environmentally and socially acceptable land use
management policies; padicular attention is dranm to "zero-burning" land clearing techniques.

Fire rosearch at national and regional levels needs to be strengthened in order to support development of fire
policies and fire management capabilities, aspecially related to investigations into socio-economic and culturd
aspects of fire outbreaks. Fire reseerch is needed into a number oftopics:

* the development of new dedicated space-borne remote sensing technologias for improving decision support
in fire man4ge6sfi including sensor technologias for fire detection and eady warning of fire.

't post-fire recovery techniques and fire effects and ecosystem recovery prooesses.
* the impact of climate change on fire regimes and fire severi§.

Existing accumulated experience should not be neglected, and local indigenous knowledge should be acquired
on traditional fire related cultures and customs as a guide for fire management practices and policias.

Evaluation systems should be developed üo assess fire damage and benefits and to draw attention to the true
costs and benefits of fires.

Policies and techniques that aim to increase agricultural productivity, while providing and enforcing
disincentive,s for reckless programmes, will slow forest conversion for unsustainable agriculture and will thus
rpduce forest fire damage.

V Conclusiors and recommendations to FAO and international organisations

There are many international organisations, including FAO, other UN-agencies end NGOs, involved in forest
fire-related activities at global and regional levels. Continued and improved collaboration and co-ordinetion are
urged.

Transboundary or regional agreements for collaboration in fire manqgement need to be develo@, with the
technical and financial support of international organisations.

Inüernational organisations are further urged to support the design and implementation of a global fire invenüory
or reporting sysüem, in close collaboration with the fire science commrmity and end-users. An internetionally
harmonised fi1s mmag€,6enf terminology is required to support zuch global or regional fire re,porting systems.

A global fire information sys0em is needed üo provide immediaüe eccess üo real-time daüa end information on
current fires, archived infomation, and other sources which are needed by countries üo develop fire
menagement progremmes, increase prepar€dne,ss and respond üo outbreaks at national, regional and global
levels.
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FAO aad other international organisations should play a catalytic role in the establishment of networks, to
promote the sharing of information and knowledge and technical co-operation between developing countries.
Sufficient re,eoure€s should be allocated for these purposes.

Guidelines and codes ofpractice for fire prevention and control are also required, not only in the forest sector
but in any sector that could impact on forest fires (e.g. road alignments, lnwer lines).

Technical assistance, from FAO or other intemational organisations, is still required, particulady in institutional
support and capacity-building.

FAO Ministerial Meeting on Forest4r on
"§ustainability Issues in Forestry, the National and Internationat Challengesrl

The FAO convened the Ministerial Meeting on Forestry on "Sustainability Issues in Forestry, the National end
International Challe,nges", Rome, 8-9 March 1999. On 9 March 1999 the Forest Ministers released the 'Rome
Declaration on Forestry". The statements regarding forest fires are based on the resumde 'Globd Action üo

Address Forest Fires' which was a summery of the recommendations of the Expert Meeting on Public Policies
Affecting Forest Firas (FAO, Rome, October 1998). The Ministerial Meeting, among other, welcomed the
recommendations the Fourteenth Session of the Committee on Forestry (COFO) (Rome, 2 March 1999) and
encouraged their endorsement by the FAO Council with a view üo facilitating their eady implementation.

Rome Declaration on Forestry of 9 March 1999

We, the ministers responsible for forests or their representatives who met at FAO Headquarters in Rome, Italy
on 8 and 9 March 1999 at the second Ministerial Meeting on Forestry under the sponsorship of the FAO, to
consider 'Sustainability Issues in Forestry, the National and Inüernational Challenges,'

* emphasizing the critical importance of forests to the welfare, livelihood and food security of all people and
future generations and to the life support system of the entire planet, as set forth in the 1995 Rome
Statement on Forestry and in the 1996 World Food Summit Plan of Action,

* deeply concemed with the important challenges associated with forest loss and degradation in many regions
and strassing the need üo maintain the integrity of forests as ecosysüems by promoting sustainabls fo1es1
management worldwide,

* noting that this Ministerial Meeting was convened by the Direcüor€eneral of FAO to highlight the critical
need to make national and international progress toward the sustainabls manxge,6saf of the wodd's fofests,
and to consider inüemational instruments to support sustainable forest mqnagement, global action to address
forest fires, and the Straüegic Framework for FAO 2000 - 2015,

* welcoming the progress made 0o date on zustainable forest management, including FAO's role in the
essessment of forest resouroes, and the significant achievements at national, regional and intemational
levels, including the development and implementation of criteria and indicators for sustainable forest
management and of national forest programmqs,

t noting that the Intergovernmental Forum on Forests (FF), which was established under the auspices of the
United Nations Commission on Sustainable Development with a time-limited mendate, is considering issues
related to sustainable forest management, including international arrangements and mechanisms,

* also noting a range of options for iniernational arrangements and mechanisms to support sustainable forest
mrnagement, includingvoluntary, incentive-basedapproaches; privaüe sector initiatives; regional agreements
and initiatives; and global legally binding and non-legally binding instruments,
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further noting that a number of international arrangements and rehanisms already exist which address and
have implications for the environmental, social end economic aspects of zustainable forest management, and
that the need for and nature of future inüernationll srrangements and mechanisms should be considered in
more depth by the UN Commission on Sustainable Development at its eighth session in the year 2000 as

s mattor of priority,
recognize that this Ministerial Meeting provides an opportuni§ to exchange views on international
arrangements and mechanisms and provide high level political support to the ongoing discussions at the
Intergovernmental Forum on Forests,
call on FAO !o facilitate and give support to national, regional and international procassas related to forests,
especially enhancing the implerentation of national forest programmes and criteria and indicators for
sustainable fsrest menagement,

noting that the cluses of forest fires are many and complex and recognizing the need to hemess efforts to
prevent forest fires as well as to address the multiple c,ruslos and consequences of fires around the globe,
welcome the meeting on Public Policies Affecting Forest Fires hosted by FAO in October 1998 and
encourage FAO to take action to implerent the recomme.ndations directed to it,
call on FAO and other internationd organizations, donor agencies and interested countries to wort together
üo address the underlying causes of forest fires, to improve the coordination of their efforts to prevent and
combat forest fires and to rehabilitate affected areas with a view to providing assistance requested by
governments,
noting the draft Strategic Framework for FAO 2000 - 2015 that will be considered by the FAO Conference
in November 1999 highlights the critical need for cormtries to implement inüegrated approaches to
sustainable development, including combatting desertification and drought, which recognize the importance
of the sustainable menegement of forests and their ecosystems in achieving zustaineble agriculture and food
security,
also noting that forests can be adversely affected by policias outside the forest s€ctor, including agriculture
and trade policies, and recognize the need for integrated land use and mutually supportive trade and
environment policies in support of sustainable forest menagement,

underscore the importance of inter{isciplinary and cross-sectoral approaches üo forest management,
participaüory decision making in development taking into account gender balance, and increased
cooperation, including through parherships, between the public and privaüe sectors !o achieve susteinable
forest management and sustainable development,
encourage national, regional and international efforts to increase public awareness of the importance of
forests and strengthen education, rasearch, exlension and the dissemination of knowledge and information
to improve for€st manegement,

call on all interested parties 0o give greatrer priority to sustainable forest manageme,nt; reaffirm the proposals
for astionagreed by the In0ergovernmental Paoel on Forests regarding international co-operation in financiel
assistance and technology transfer; recognize the need to build cspacity for zustainable forest mmagement
in public and privaüe secüors at local, national and international levels; and urge FAO to allocate adequaüe

financial resource.s !o forestry,
welcome the recommendations the Fourteenth Session of the Commi66s on Forestry (COFO) and

their endorsement by the FAO Council with a view to facilitating their early implementation.

We pledge our political will to bear on improving forest management in our respective countries and to
promote effective international cooperation to achieve zustainable forest management woddwide.

We further pledge

* üo work logether üowards a constructive and forward looking ouicome on future arrangements for the global
forest pol§ dialogue at the eighth session of the United Nations Commission on Sustainable Development;

* to better co-ordinate and strengthen our efforts to prevent, [ranage, monitor and suppress forest fires
especially in anticipation of the next El Nif,o/I-a Nifia eve,nts and, in the longer term, io address the
uder§ing sauses of forest fires;

'x !o work closely with our counterparts in other rninistries in our countrie.s to promote cross-secüoral policies
and activities that zupport zustainable forest managernent.

Rome, 9 March 1999

*

*
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In preparation of the oxpert meeting in Rome a current global state-of-the knowledge surnmary on "Public
Policies Affecting Fire" was prepared by the FAO. Five regionrl r€ports which cover (t) Europe and
tempera0e-boreal Asia, (2) the Mediterranean region, (3) Africa, (4) Asia-Pacific, and (5) the Arericas will be
published as conference proceedings. They will be ready by May 1999. The official contact address for the
proceedings is:

Gillian Allard
Forestry Officer (Protection), Forest Resources Development Service
Forest Resources Division, Forestry Department
FAO
Via delle Terme di Caracalla
I - 00100 Rore
ITALY

Fax:
Tel:
e-mail:

+ +39-06-57055137
+ +39-ü-57053373
gillian. allard@fao. org

reduction (IDNDR) 

= 
i,*H#" ä*,r3*

Natuml Disstq Redaction in Asia

Organized by the IDNDR, in collaboration with the UN Economic and Social Cormmission for Asie and the
Pacific (ESCAP) and the Asian Disaster Preparedness Center (ADPC), the IDNDR-ESCAP Regional Meeting
on Natural Disaster Reduction in Asia took place between 23 aad,26 February 1999, in Bangkok, Thailand. It
was opened by the Deputy Foreign Minister of Thailand, Mr. Sukhumbhand Paribatra. About 20O
representatives of governments and organizetions ftom24 Asian countries ettended the Regional Meeting. The
Meeting reviewed the accomplishments in the region during the Decade and formulated recommendations for
future efforts to ensure continued commitment üo disaster prevention throughout Asia during the next
millennium. Discussions were held on the economic aspects of water hazards; the urban and environmental
espects ofgeological hazards; and on fire and transboundary atmospheric hazsrds. The Bangkok Declaration,
adopted at the end of the meeting, underscored the need üo integrate mitigation and prevention practices into
nationd development and planning processes. This is expected üo enhance communi§ resilience and promoie
politicsl and sociorconomic stability in the event of zuch disasters. The Declaration also encouraged sustained
efforts to harne-ss the considerable traditional knowledge and approaches for dealing with hazards and building
up communi§ capabilitias and promoting privaüe-public partnerehips. Looking beyond the Decade, the Regional
Meeting emphasized the need for effective coordination mechanisms within the UN System, as well as within
individual countries, !o promoüe disaster reduction and risk management during the 21st century as an inüegral
part of sustainable development.

Bangkok Declaration of the IDNDR-ESCAP Regional Meeting for Asia, 26 February 1999, Bangkok,
Thaitand

The IDNDR-ESCAP Regional Meeting for Asia: Risk Reduction and Society in the 2lst Century was convened
at the United Nations Conference Cenüer in Bangkok, Thailand, from23-?-6 Febnrary 1999, inwhich more than
150 reprasentatives of national governmeNrts, United Nations and other international organizations, tochnical and
scientific progremm€s, non-governmental and community-based organizations from 24 ESCAP countries
participated. The Meeting reviewed the accomplishments in the region during IDNDR and formulated
recommendations for fuhrre efforts to enzure continued commitment üo disaster prevention throughout Asia
during the next millennium.
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Following the Yokohama Strategy and Plan of Action for a Safer World: Guidelines for Natural Disaster
Prevention, Preparedness and Mitigation adopted at the Wodd Conference on Natural Disaster Reduction in
1994, several regional and national initiatives have been taken in Asia. The Regional Meeting noted the active
involvement and growiag participation in disaster reduction activities within the IJN system, and by
international organizations, netiond governments, professional and non-governmental organizations, commrmity
bodies, private commercial interests and other stakeholders in civil sociery. The role of the Asian Disaster
Preparedness Center in capacity-building and awareness-raising in the region was notable during the Decade.
The establishment of the Asian Disasler Reduction Center was also a significant development during the
Decade.

Reflecting the views of the IDNDR Scientific and Technical Commi116s, the meeting uodedined the importance
of sustained commitments to disaster prevention by govunment authorities and others in order üo consolidate
and further the accomplishments of the Decade relating üo national development in the 21st century.

Participants acknowledged that different hazards essociated with tropicd cyclones, waüer, geological conditions,
wildfire, and severe climatic conditions will continue to threaten all Asian cormtries. The population pressure
and ecological fragility of habitats in the region will aggravate the adverse impact of these hazards. In this
coniext, the Meeting highlighted the need for drawing upon different national experiences, knowledge and
professional abilities to prev€Nrt disasters. A multidisciplinary, coordinated approach and greater awareness of
policy-makers and communities will help realize appropriate, adequaüe and sustained allocations of human,
technicd and material riesources for disaster prevention.

The Regional Meeting welcomed the emergence and increasing adoption of policies and practices at
iniernational, regional, national and local levels of responsibility for reducing the impact of natural disasüers,
rather than merely responding üo them. Adoption of structured approaches to risk assessment, integration of
mitigation and prevention practices inüo national development and planning p(rcesses, including greater
commitment to land-use planning meesurss, and improved early warning systems will not only substantially
rpduce human suffering and propedy losses but will enhaoce community resilience and promote political and
socio-economic stability.

The Meeting emphasized the necessity of developing new and effective ways to engage more people dedicated
to disasüer prevention activities in the course of their on-going work and consistent with their livelihoods
throughout Asia. Sustained efforts would have to be taken for harnessing the considerable traditional knowledge
and approaches for dealing with hazards and building up community capabilitias and promoting private-public
partnerships. Regional arangements should be rendered more effective by ensuring exchanges of information
and experience throughout the region. The Meeting recognized the assistance that has already been forthcoming
from financial institutions and donors and called upon their continued support to promoüe the culture of
prevention by supporting national disaster reduction plans on a pro-active basis to advance disaster prevention
as a public value.

The Regional Meeting welcomed the convening of the IDNDR International Programme Forum and ECOSOC
sassion, in July 1999, in bringing the Decade to a successful conclusion and in evolving recommendations for
sustained disasüer prevention in the future. The Meeting recognized the Programme Forum as a unique
international opportunity for countries, institutions, and organizations to inform the wodd of the diversity and
success of disaster prevention programmes in the region.

I-ooking beyond the Decade, the Meeting emphasized the need for effective coordination mechanisms within
the United Nations system, including at the regional and sub-regional levels, as well as within individual
countries, to promote disaster reduction and risk management during the 21st century as integral parts of
sustainable development, including responses to global change. These should function in directing efforts to
prevent and mitigaüe disasters due to nah,ral, technological and environmental hazards. In particular, the
Meeting urged the Secretary General of the Uuited Nations !o set up an appropriate mechanism for bringing
about concerted global action. The Meeting also emphasized the importance of continuation of the functioning
of the existing regional institutions and frameworks beyond the Decade.

The participants of the IDNDR-ESCAP Regional Meeting for Asia exprcss their recognition of disaster
prevention as an integral component of sustainable development in Asie. By this declaration, the Meeting calls
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for a holistic aod in0egrated effort by all member countries üo promote disasüer prevention as a public vdue;
to improve integrated risk management through the involvement of an increasing range of professiond,
technical and scientific disciplines; üo strengthen and further regional and sub-regional professional and
institutional frameworks; to realize meaningful participation of local communities in reducing the vulnerability
of people, the environment, social and economic resources; and to enhance disaster menagement capabilities.

Unitcd Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)

The United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) Global Resource Information Database (GRID) in
February 1999 h8s published 'Wildfires and the Environment: A Global Synthesis". This document can be
found on the UNEPGRID website:

httpz I I grill2. cr. urgs.goy/pubs/wildfire.pdf

The website version is rather lar:ge (2.9 MB) and Adobe Acrobat reader is required. Printed versions of this
comprehensive report can be obtained by:

Ashbindu Singh
Regional Coordinaüor
Division of Environmental Information, Assessment and Eady Werning - North America
EROS Data Center
USA - Sioux Falls, SD 57198

e-mail:
Internet:

singh@edcmail. cr.usgs. gov
http : I I gid2, cr. usgs. gov

United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) -rftt
il

I

I

First Inkrnational Scientifu Confercnce on

'frrcs in Medilenawan Forcsts: Prcvention, Supprtssion - Soil Erosion - Reforestationn
Athens, Grcece, i-6 Febnmry 1999

The conference was organiz,edby the Hellenic National Commissisn for UNESCO, on behalf of the Hellenic
Government and under the auspices of the General Director of UNESCO, in Paris, and of the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP).

The aims of the conference were to

give the opportunity to various research groups of the Mediterranean countries and to countries of other
regions, to meet and exchange points of view coacerning their research and scientific achievements;
fosüer reinforcemont of co-operation and to examine the probable existing similarities or differences, $ ß
to avoid double research efforts;
examine sectors that present a need for further research; and
strengthen better co-ordination between research and application.

rt

,ü
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for a holistic aod integrated effort by all member countries !o promote disasüer prevention as a public value;
1e improve integrated fis[ mrnegement through the involvement of an increasing range of professional,
t€chnical and scientific disciplines; to strengthen and further regional and sub-regional professional aod
institutiond frameworks; to realize neaningful participation of local communities in reducing the vulnerability
of people, the e,nvironment, social and economic rpsource§; and to enhanc€ disaster msnagement capabilities.

Unit€d Nations Environment Programme (UhIEP)

The United Nations Environme,nt Programme (UNEP) Global Resource Information Detabase (GRID) in
February 1999 h8s published 'Wildfires and the Environment: A Global Synthesis'. This document can be
found on the UNEP4RID websiüe:

http: //grid2.cr. uqgs.gov/pubs/wildfire. pdf

The website version is rather larye Q.9 MB) and Adobe Acrobat reader is required. Printed versions of this
comprehensive report can be obtained by:

Ashbindu Singh
Regional Coordinator
Division of Environmental Informetion, Assessment and Early Warning - North America
EROS Data Center
USA - Sioux Falls, SD 57198

e-mail:
Internet:

singh@edcmail. cr. usgs. gov
http: I I grid2. ct usgs. gov

United Natiorc Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UI{ESCO)

First Inlernatiotul Scinntiftc Co4fercnce on
oFhes in Meditermnean Forcsts: Prevention, Suppres§on - Soil Erosion - Reforeshtionn

Athens, Grcece, 34 Febnmry 1999

The confere,nce wes organiz.dby the Hellenic National Commissisn for UNESCO, on behalf of the Hellenic
Government and under the auspicas of the General Direcüor of UNESCO, in Paris, and of the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP).

The aims of the conference were to

give the opportunity to various research groups of the Mediterranean countries and to countries of other
regions, to me,et and exchange points of view concerning their research and scientific achievements;
foster reinforcement of co-operation and to exemine the probable existing similaritias or differences, so as
to avoid double research efforts;
eysmine s€ctors that present a need for further research; and
strengthen better co-ordination between research and application.

rf

*
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The major topics of the conference were

* The global problem offorest fires
t Prevention and protection against forest fires
* Forest fires and soil erosion
* Post-fire handling of burnt areas in the Mediterranean region

The conference took place at the Hellenic Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Athens. For further information and
details on conference proceedings please contact:

Secretariat of the Hellenic Commissisa for UNESCO
3 Acadimias Ave.
GR-Athens 10027

Fax:
Tel:

+ +30-1-3630603
+ +30-l-3620736

Conference Conclusions

The protection ofnatural forest ecosystems reflects the cultural level ofa people and ofa country and it should,
therefore, be e first priority issue for the Mediterranean countries.

Forest fires and Mediterranean forest ecosystems have co-existed for millennia and they will continue to do so.
There is, however, a continuous change in the balance between them and with a üendency for an increase in
forest fires and a reduction in forests. This is mainly the result of human activities. Mediterranean forests are
restorpd neady completely after a fire if they are protected from human activities. Consequently, forest
proüection is not accomplished just by putting out the fire.

During recent decades, there has been a dramatic increase in both the number of fires and the ares burnt. This
is one of the main reasons for the initiative of IJNESCO üo organize this Conference.

The conclusions of the Conference are the following:

* In the last decades the objective of forest rqsource mqnagement, aspecially in Mediüerranean countries, has
shifted from production of material products to production of non-material goods and services from the
forest, with an emphasis on environmental protection and ecological balance.

* The scientific reports presented at this conference have undedined the importance of fire prevention. They
have made obvious also, that the individuals who are in charge of decision-making do not fully appreciate
the ecological role of fire in the Mediterranean forest. Consequently, any relevant decisions emphasize only
the suppression of fires and the aequisition of the means to achieve it. As a rasult, frrnds are allocated
accordingly.

* The presentations made evident the need for a shift towards an in0egrated management of the presence of
fire in Mediteranean forest ecosystems, instead of continually concentrating on the partial concepts of
forest fire prevention and suppression. This objective requires cooperation of many scientific disciplines and
utilization of research findings. The use of prascribed burning, especially in range- land management, can
be an important tool in this direction.

t The forest fire phenomenon is managed differently from one Mediterranean country to another. In most
countries the responsibility for prevention and suppression belongs to the Forest or Environmental Services,
but in a few countries or regions of countries fire suppression rasponsibility belongs to the Fire Brigade.
(Source: Report of the European Union forest fire experts, Brussels, July 16-17, 1997). The effectiveness
of the governmental choices involved was discussed during the Conference. It became evident that fire
msnagement schemes controlled and coordinated by one integrated organization are relatively rnore
efEcient. However, it is necessary üo distinguish and identift the responsibilities and functions of all
organizations end Services involved, aiming to achieve the best possible cooperation and 0o avoid
contradictions and 'turf battles", thus securing effective coordination, as well.
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"' Education about fire risk-danger and self-protection of structures and human activities within forest lands 
in the Mediterranean region, especially in the urban-wildland interface, must be a basic element of every 
fire protection policy. 

• At the Conference many informatics systems for support of forest fire management were presented, based
on modem technology (GIS, remote sensing, Decision support systems, fire danger prediction systems and
technology, etc.); many of them were the outcome of research in Mediterranean countries of the European
Union. It was concluded that some of these systems have reached operational status while others are still
at research level. It is then necessary to support their application and to evaluate and study their feasibility
in relation to the improvement of function and increase in effectiveness of the organizations that their
employment may have. Cooperation between countries and scientists that use such technology already at
operational level with countries that have not reached this st.age may prove very useful and should be
supported by the responsible organizations.

• From the papers presented at the Conference the importance of post-fire soil erosion, especially due to high
intensity fires, became evident. FoTest fire management must seriously consider the need for taking
measures (e.g. fuel reduction, prescribed burning) aimed at reducing fire intensity and, consequently, the
negative effects of wildfires. Similarly, after the fire the potential for disaster should be evaluated and
appropriate measures for rehabilitation and protection of the area must be taken (timber salvage, erosion
prevention measures, natural regeneration protection, etc.).

• Regarding post-fire management practices in Mediterranean forest ecosystems the experts stressed that these
ecosystems are well adapted to fire. After a fire intervention should be limited and carefully planned.
Enforcement of measures preventing changes in land use of burned forest areas is the most important
requirement for their protection.

• An effective communication policy, highlighting the problem and educating citizens about the danger of
causing forest fires, as well as on forest ecology issues, must be an integral part of forest protection
policies.

• The support of International Organizations towards Mediterranean countries should be aimed at reinforcing
cooperation in the Mediterranean region, in managing the problem of forest fires through organized
Conferences or meetings of scientists, managers and politicians must continue. Also a system should be
established in order to utilize better the conclusions and suggestions of these Conferences, so that they will
be seriously taken into consideration and will be incorporated in future political decisions on the forest fire
problem in Mediterranean countries.

The participants of the Conference also agreed on and accepted the following special declarations: 

* The Conference expresses its sympathy for the extensive destruction of the Greek forests, due to the large
wildfires during the summer of 1998. The losses of human lives, and the environmental and socioeconomic
disaster have deeply concerned the international community and, especially, Mediterranean countries. As
a result, the responsible authorities of Mediterranean countries are called to take, as soon as possible, all
the appropriate political and organii.ational measures that will ensure the utilii.ation of all the existing long
term experience in forest fire control of all the organizations and Services involved, in order to avoid
similar biblical disasters of the Mediterranean forest wealth in the future.

* The Global Fire Monitoring Center (GFMC) was established in 1998 and is currently co-sponsored, among
others, by UNESCO, the IDNDR and several international fire research programmes, and cooperates with
UN-ECE/F AO and F AO Silva Mediterranea. The overall goal of the GFMC is to facilitate information
exchange and decision support at an international level by providing near real-time fire monitoring, archive
data and other relevant information. Mediterranean countries are urged to actively contribute to continuously
improve the information and data flow to the GFMC in order to create a most complete fire information
system, to share expertise and to contribute to common international action programmes in fire management
and policy development.
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WORLD BANK

World hrt*, Workshop

'Firc Haztrds, Ttansboundary Haze and §usuinabh Fortstry k East Asit and the Paciftcn
Surubaya, Indonesia, 9-12 Dccember 1998

The workshop was organized by the Environment and Natural Resources Division of the Economic
Development Institute of the World Bank (EDIEN) in collaboration with IC-SEA, CIFOR, ICRAF, WWF,
IUCN and the ADB, and co-financed by AUSAID and the Government of the Netherlands. The main objectives
of this workshop were:

* an analysis of the basic, structural sources of the problem of land use, forest burning and land degradation;
* a better understanding of the long-term impacts of fires on rqsouroe degradation including forests,

biodiversity and water;
* the provision of information !o assist key decision-pakers and opinion leaders to better recognize and

respond to the need for national policy and institutional reforms to address long-term forest sector problems;
* üo go beyond Indonesia to the regional dimensions of the problem with a view to fostering regional

cooperation on environmental security;
* üo develop a network of policy makers and researchers--a community of practice--to enable the sharing of

international experiences on policy and technological options for forest fi16 manags6slt and to foster
collaborative research on these issues; and

* to identi& the scope for regional follow up based on the workshop discussions.

As was envisaged at the time of dasigning the agenda, the deliberations of the workshop went beyond the iszue
of forest fires into the various aspects of sustainable forestry in Indonesia and in the East Asia region. Top-
notch resource persons coupled with knowledgeable and enthusiastic participants ensured very high level
discussions that translated into concrete policy recommendations. The recommendations of the discussion
groups were the following:

Social Issues

The group examining the social issues related to sustainable forestry identified several constraints to successful
fsrcst maoagement. An indicative list is - (a) lack of clarity of üenure; (b) lack of integrated land use
planning; (c) inequitable distribution of costs and benefits and lack of proper incentives; (d) lack of community
participation in critical decision-making; (e) failure to use traditional knowledge; (0 lack of an enabling legal
framework; (g) comrption and lack of transparency; and (h) lack of political will.

The key recommendations of the group are as follows:

* collection organization and dissemination of reliable data;
* inüegration of daüa into a comprehensive land-use strategy;
* develop mediation and negotiation skills to involve different stakeholders in forest management;
* use mass media to promote awareness and public consultations;
* capacity building at the local community level and greaüer role for the community; and
t designation of a lead agency for forest management and clarification of the roles and responsibilities of

other agencies.

Technical and Ecological ßsues

The group saamining the technical and ecological issues related to sustainable forestry identified the following
four constraints 0o sustainable forest management: (i) inadequate / inappropriate land use plsnning, (ü)
inadequate forest resource management plans and their enforcement, (iii) inadequacy or lack of information
exchange, awareness and education, and (iv) inadequate environnental monitoring. The key recommendations
of the group are as follows:
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* development of land use plans based on land capability determined through scientific assessments in
consultation with stakeholders;

* development and implementation of menagement plans for all categories of forests, inüernal and extemal
moniüoring of forest management based on standard and acceptable zustainability criteria;

t development of fire risk assessments and early werning systems;
* enabling policies and legislation io ensure institutionalizdfr*, flow of information and data within various

agencies in the sector, between related sector within the country, among countries of the region and

international institutions;
* development and institutionalized implementation of comprehensive education and awareness programs

pertaining to fire and haze, transboundary atmospheric pollution, soil erosion, water pollution, etc.;
r removing institutional inadequacies in the issuance of business activity permits without due considerations

of environmental impact assessment;
* remove conflicting policias and implement enabling legislation;
* reform forestry bureaucracy and define clear responsibilities;
* promote transparency and public consultation;
* promoüe donor coordination, collaboration and cooperation; and
t foster the political will and the commitment to make hard choices.

Economic hsues

The group examining the economic iszues related to sustainable forestry identified the following three main

constraints üo sustainable forest management: (a) policy distortions in the forestry secüor; (b) policy disüortions

outside the sector but exerting a strong influence in forestry; and (c) lack of regional coordination among

forest-rich countries. The main recommendations proposed by the group were:

* formulation of cleady articulated national land use policies specifically demarcating the areas of production,
conservation and conversion forests;

* formulation of a national forest management strategy/plan incorporating technical and policy aspects related
to forest harvesting, timber pricing, forest charges, timber trade, ecolabeling, and certification;

t environmental impact assessment must be mandatory and comprehensive for all projects;
* identification of the national and regional policy gaps by sharing information and experiences across

countries in the region; and
* ensure that the impacts of policies outside the forestry sector (exchange rate, industrialization, agriculture

expansion, eüc.) do not have undesirable repercussions in forestry.

The detailed report is available on the World Bank file on the Global fire Monitoring Center (GFMC) websiüe

(http://www.uni-freiburg.de/fireglobe). For further details please contact either:

Carlos E. Bertao
Senior Operations Officer
Environment and Natural Resources Division
World Bank Institute

Fax: + +L-202476-O977
e-mail: cbertao@woddbank.org

or

Nalin Kishor
Natural Resource Economist
Fax: + +l-202476-0977
e-mail: nkishor@woddbank.org

ffiD
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NEWS FROM FIRE RE§EARCH

Prometheus s.v. Fire Experiment in Switzprtand (5. Antonino, 28 March l99B)

Background

In the frame of the EU-project Prometheus s.v. the branch station South of the Alps of the Swiss Federel
Institule for Forest, Snow and kndscape Research organised a small fire experiment in a sweet chestnut stand
in Southern Switzerland (S. Antonino, Canton Ticino). Due to the fire regire conditions in this part of
Switzedand (winter forest fire seeson in the deciduous forest belt, surface fires) the fire experiment toot phce
on 28 March 1998.

Altogether 16 research groups participated in this fire experiment. Thase groups 1ye1e mqinly from the Swiss
Federal Institute for Forast, Snow and I-andscape Research (WSL) and his branch station (FNp SdA), the Swiss
Federal Institule of Technology in Zurich (ETHZ), the Swiss Federal I-aboratories for Materials Testing and
Research in Dübendorf (EMPA), the Departments of Geography of the Universities of Basle and Bern and the
Fire Ecology Rasearch Group of the Max Planck Institute for Chemistry at the University of Freiburg
(Germany).

The different groups of the WSL studied fire propagation and temperature development during the fire, post-
fire runoff and soil erosion, effects of the fire to fauna, vegetation and chestnut blight, fine root and mycorrhiza
regeneration after the fire and the influence of the fire to soil chemical properties and the soil water. The
Instituüe for Geophysics of the ETILZ 0ook soil samples for rock-magnetic investigations. The EMpA measured
the fire üemperatures with a mobile IR-camera. The Department of Geography of Bern did splash erosion
measurement as well as infiltrationand soil aggregate süability measurements and the Department of Geography
of the University of Basle did soil respiration and soil microbial biomass measurements. Last but not least the
Max Planck Institute for Chemistry (Germany) took emission samples. The apangements of all test plots and
the location of the point measurements can be seen in the general map (Fig. l).

Other groups, who participated in the fire experiment were from the Swiss Army and the local fire brigades.
The Army took IR-pictures with a video camera from a helicopter and was responsible for setting the fire in
a line and the local fire brigades were responsible for making a fire break and to control the fire.

Design of the Fire Experiment

The fire experiment was carried out on a north facing slope with a medium inclination of 30 degrees. The size
of the experimental site (inclusive control area) was about I ha. The total burnt size was O.23 ha. One main
intentions of the fire experiment was to simulaüe two different fire intensities ant üo study ecological effects of
a forest fire in relation to fire intensity. Therefore the upper part of the fire experiment test area was let
untreated (fuel load was about I kg d.y material / m). and in the lower part we fut about one more kilo of
chestnut litter per square meter.

Already more than half a year before the fire experiment the first research groups started with taking samples
and monitoring the fire experiment test site. Tension lysimeüers (ceramic cups) were placed at three different
soil levels (20-25 cm; 50-55 cm; 75-80 cm) on the upper and lower part of the fire experiment test site. Every
two weeks samples of the soil water were taken and analyzed in the laboratory. In ävery water sample pH,
water conductivity and the amount of total organic compounds GOC) as well as anion and cation 

"or""ot "iio,were measured. At the same time the first vegetation studies on the fire experiment test site, based on relevös,
were conducted as plant sociological surveys over LOO m2 plots using the combined scale after Braun-Blanquet
(1964) for estimating frequency. Also pitfall traps, ground eclectors and combination traps (window trap td
yellow pan) were installed for collecting insects, spiders and millipedes. The first soil respiration and
infiltration meazurements were carried out some days before the fire experiment and soil samples ;or chemical
and physical analyses as well as for rock-magnetic investigations and mycorrhiza fungi studies were taken the
days 

^before 
the fire experiment. The day before the fire experiment soil samples with a dindrical sampler of

1 dm3 (0-10 cm) were taken to determine the pre-fire soil moisture conüent. finatty;ust before setting the fire,
fuel samples (0.5 m x 0.5 m) were taken to determine fuel load and fuel moisture content.
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Fig.l and 2. Start of the fire experiment at the lower portion of the slope with relatively high
fire inüen§ity (uppeO snd celming doum of fire intensity in the upper portion of the burniig
plot (lower). Photos: J.G.Goldammer
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Three weether stations were installed some days before the fire üo moniüor the weather conditions during the
fire experiment. Every minuüe e medium value of the air üemperaturo, air humidity, wind direction and wind
speed was süored with Skye-Instruments data loggers. Then, in the morning of 28 March, the fire was set at
09:30 by specialisüs of the Swiss Army.

For monitoring the fue spread 31 N-type thermocouples (fifteen thermocouples in the fuel bed at * 10 cm,
eight in a depth of -2.5 cm and eight in a depth of -5 cm) were oonnected to a Campbell CRIOX datalogger
with an AM416 multiplexer and distributed üo the fire experiment area (see general map). Every two seconds

a üemperature measurement was made. In addition a mobile IR camera (NEC TH 3101) with e resolution of
256 x 2O7 pixels was mounted on a tree about 8 m above the ground for monitoring e surface of ebout 335 m2

and a FLIR 20ü) system (Forward I-ooking Infra Red), mormted on a Alouette III helicopter of the Swiss
amry, was flying diagonal over the fire experiment and taking online IR-video picturas of the fire spread for
about one hour. r ast but not least there was a ground crew who noted the passsge of the fire and the flarne
length at certaia points and another group as well as the TV were taking video and photo pictures throughout
the fire experiment. Also during the fire the group of the Max Planck Institute for Chemistry took emission
samples in the control area and the fire test site.

Shortly after the fire experiment the first groups started their investigations. The traps for collecting insects
were reinstalled and at the same time another group was already looking for surviving insects. Soil samples for
the different investigations were taken, the first infiltration and soil raspiration measurements carried out and
the runoff and soil erosion iest plots, the splash boards as well as an auüomatically rain gauge and five
precipitation toüalizers installed. The first soil water samples were taken two days after the fire.

Most post-fire investigations were carried on until the end of 1998 and some like runoff and soil erosion
measuremonts, vegetation, fine root and mycorrhiza fungi regeneration and soil water and chestnut blight
studies will be carried on also in 1999.

First rezults are expected for the end of 1999 and willbe discussed in the frame of the Prometheus s.v. project.
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lVorkshop on Firc Düsturtance in Dyrumic Ghbal Vegetation Modols

Under the frame of the International Geosphere-Biosphere Progremme (IGBP) the 'Core Projects' Globel
Change and Terrestrial Ecosystems (GCTE) Focus 2, the Biospheric Aspects of the Hydrological Cycle
(BAHC) International Project Office in collaboration with the IGBP Internetional Global Atmospheric
Chemistry Projects (IGAC), Biomess Burning Experiment (BIBED, held a workshop to develop I strategy 0o

inüegrate ecosysüem disturbance inüo dynamic global vegetation models. The workshop mein thrust was on fire
as disturbance, but included discussion of other disturbances, such as insect and disease outbreak, land use, and

extreme weather events. The workshop, hosted by the Potsdam Institute of Climate Impact Research in Potsdam

Germany was held 22-24lwe 1998.

Disturbance plays a mrjor role in shaping and maintaining many of the Earth's lerrestrial ecosystems. In fact,
mnny ecosystems depend on fire for their very existence. As example, the prairie's of North America would
be wooded Savannah if it were not for grazing and fire. Global Change is expected to result in changed
distribution of current ecosystems, changed composition of those ecosysüems, and in creation of new
ecosystems. The Internationel Geosphere Biosphere Programme, through the Core Projects Biospheric Aspects

of the Hydrological Cycle, International Global Atmospheric Chemistry, and Global Change and Terrestrial
Ecosystems recognized that disturbance needed to be included in the modelling efforts of each project. Three
main themes were recogaize: impact of disturbance on carbon pools, vegetation change, and feedbacks to the

atmosphere. This strategy was based on the fact that biomass burning influences atmospheric chemistry, that
feedbacks of energy, waüer and trace gases to the atmosphere are influenced by vegetation, and that changes
in the composition of ecosystems have direct impact on the carbon pool, on biodiversity, aod health and
productivity of the land. Disturbance includes fire, insect, disease, drought and flooding, land conversion, land
use, air pollution, and introduction of exotic species. While it will be necessary 0o ultimately include all
disturbances, the Potsdam workshop limited itself to fire. This stretegy is based on the fact that there are no
process driven models for all distuöances, and that fire has e number of reliable models with which to begin
the process of introducing disturbance into dynamic global vegetation models. While this workshop limited
itself !o fire, a great deal of consideretion was given to the fact that the model shell must be able to include
other disturbances in the future. As a result, the strategy was to focus on ahaznd fimction which would lead
to effects of disturbance. The hazard function is basically a probability süaüement of risk of effects. This
approach is equally valid for all forms of disturbance.

Workshop Recommendations and Challenges

The inclusion of disturbance models within DGVMs creates a number of unique challenges for model
development, calibration, and verification. The.se challenges include:

* Optimum model formulation for disturbances cannot be currently specified. Therefore, alternative model
approaches must be sysüematically implemented, tested and compared. Criteria for comparison of
disturbance modules should be bas€d on the adequacy of their represeniation of the disturbance regime and
subsequent effects of disturbances on vegetation.

* Model comperison is dependent upon the adequacy of data describing vegetation structure, land-use, and
reconstruction of historical climaüe and fire history. Some of these data may never be available at a global
scale. Therefore, construction of such data for different regions (e.g., boreal, tropical, savanna, etc.) should
be developed as sase studie.s for model comparison.

* Plant functional types (PFTs) used in DGVMs are not yet specifically designed to account for responses to
disturbance. Detailed consideration must be given to the possible need to expand the definition of PFTs to
include disturbance effects.

* Inclusion of fine-grained details of vegetation reslrcnse to disturbances within coarse-grained DGVMs is
difficult from both a practical and theoretical standpoint. Theory suggests that predictions across temporal
and spatial scales is possible for single attribuües (i.e., either mean, variance, or extreme disturbance
events), but prediction in shifts of disturbance regimes are difficult to characterize by simple models alone.

* A general distrarbance framework for inclusions within DGVMs should account for multiple disturbance
sgents. The present challenge is to consider both fire and insect disturbance(and the interaction between fire
and insect effects)within different vegetation types.
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* Because fire and insect effects are contagion processes, the simulation of coarse-grained dynamics of
disturbance effects may benefit from fine-grained dascriptions of the spatial heterogeneity of vegetation and
land-use.

* The spatial scales associated with both dats and models for development and testing of prediction of global
change are arbitrary. Sysüematic invastigation of aggregation errors and resulting prediction bias associated
with inconsis0encies in scales between models and date is a needed to insure the edequacy of current
dascriptions and future predictions.

* Plant ecophysiological responsas to multiple disturbances are poody rmderstood, making the inüeraction
between fire, insects and plant physiology difficult to simulate. Response functions that describe changes
in DGVM ecophysiological parameters as a cons€quence of disturbance are needed üo accurately simulate
vegetation dynamics.

* Identification of disturbances which may act at global scales to affect patüerns of growth and productivity
of vegetation remains a significant challenge for DGVM models.

Specific rqsearch tasks need 0o be designed to address the above issues in order to insure that model projections
adequately and reliably reflect changes in vegelation dynamics as a consequence of global climate change, land-
use change and disturbance.

A detailed paper resulting from the workshop is entitled 'Strategy for a firo module in global dynamic
vegetation models" and will be published in one of the forthcoming issues of the Intemational Journal of
Wildland Fire.

Michael A.Fosberg
BAHC Core Project Office
Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research (PIK)
PO Box 60 L203
D - L4412 Potsdam
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS

Fire Management and Landscape Ecology - Proceedings of the 1997 Banyuls Conference

This conference proceedings is a collection of papers by noted European scientists on the topics of:

t Fire effects on soil processes
* Plant community responses and dynamics
* Fire "daptive and survival traits of plants
* Fire responses of animal commrrnities
* Burned areas and fire modelling

Trabaud., L. kn.) D98. Fire Managemcnt and Landscape Ecology - Proceedings of the 1997 Baryuls
Conference. Int. Association of Wildland Fire.

This extraordinarily comprehensive volume is published by the Inüernational Association of Wildland Fire
(IA!VF). For order information please contact:

Inüemational Association of Wildlaod Fire
E. 8109 Bratt Road
USA - Fairfield, Washington 990L2

+ +49-331-288-2547
bahc@pik-potsdam.de

+ + 1-509-523-5001
greenle@cet.com
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OTIIER MEETING REPORTS

3d Int€mational Conference on Forest Ftre Reseanch &
14ü Conference on trlre and Forest Meteorology

During the 16 to 20 November 1998 the 3d. Internationel Conference on Forest Fire Rasearch and the 14ü

Conference on Fire and Forest Meteorology took plece in Luso, Portugal. The first of these Conferences has

been qponsored by the University of Coimbre since 1990 every four years in Portugal. The Conference on Fire
and Forest Meteorology is held every two years, usually in the USA or Canada. The last time il was held in
1996 in Lome, Australia. Convening the 14ü Conference on Fire snd Forest Meteorology in Luso, was a first
for Europe.

The Conferences had an attendance of 310 scientists and delegates from resoarch and menagement institutions
of 30 different countries from five continents. During the three and half days dedicated !o formel sessions,

eround two hundred and fifty papers were presented in oral or poster form, including nine invited lectures on
topics of general interest. As during the previous conferences the presentations were organised in the following
five main sections and their respective subjects:

Section A - General and Institutional Aspects
* Institutional organisation of fire management agencies;
* Cooperation between research and operational institutions;
* Medical aspects

Section B - Fire Behaviour
* Physics
* Experiments
* Software

Soction C - Fire Meteorology
* Fire danger
* Wind modelling
* Satellites

SectionD-FireEffects
{' Air, water and soil
* Animals
* Plants
* Ilndscap

§ection E - Fire Management
* Detection
* Fuel management
* Fire mrnagement systems

AII papers presented during the Conferences are published on 260O pages of a two proceedings volumes that
were made available to the participants at the beginning of the meeting. The invited lectures were given in
plenary sessions. The thematic papers were presented in three parallel sessions. Two halfday sessions were
organised for the presentation and discussion ofposters.

The opening lecture was presented by Michael Fosberg, Climate Impact Re.search Institute @otsdam,
Germany). It dealt with Global Change and Fire Risk. Two of the invited lectures were given by
representatives of the World Meüeorological Organisation, Yeves Ruiz, and of the Itr/orld Health Organisation,
Dietrich Schwela. Yeves Ruiz referred to the effort of WMO in establishing general directives to support the
Meüeo Services of the countries affected by forest fires and in providing the specific services required by the

other services. D.Schwela spoke about the impacts of forest fires on human health, dealing in particular with
potential diseases of the respiratory system. Based on the experience of the 1997 Indonesia fires, he mentioned
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the greet concern shared by the WHO on the consequences of forest fire.s to the populations living in the
vicinity of large forest firps and to all those involved in fire zuppression activities, because of their intense
exF)sure to smoke and particles emitted by the fire.

Terry Clarke, National Center for Atmospheric Research (U.S.A.), gave an invited lecture on Coupled
Atmosphere-Fire Dynamics. Josd M.Moreno, IJniversidade Complutense de Madrid, spoke about Scale Effects
and Fire Ecology. Ricardo Yelez, Nature Conservation hstitute of Spain, presented the details of institutional
cooperation between research and operational prograrnmes in his country. Martin Alexander, Cenadian Forest
Service, introduced the Intemational Cronm Fire Modelling experiment. Michael Flannigan, also from the
Canadian Forest Service, gave & lecture on the Past, Present and Future of Fire Weather Research. The
closing invited lecture was given by Malcolm Gill, CSIRO (Australia), and it dealt with an Hierarc§ of Fire
Effects and their Effects on I-andscape.s.

This Conference was organised by a Commission presided over by the author and including around twenty
scientists and representatives of operational institutions from various countries. The honorary commission
included several Portuguase authorities and representatives of intemational institutions involved in the problem
of forqst fires woddwide.

On 19 and 20 November 1998 a shrdy tour to the National Park of Monüesinho, in the Northeast of Portugal
took place. With the cooperation of the Direciorate of the Park and of the Nationd Institute for Nature
Conservation, various projects related to fuel reduction and fire prevention were presented to the participants.
A visit to some areas that burned during last summer was also included in the programme.
Benefitting from the prqsence in Portugal of some of the most renown specialists in fire behaviour prediction,
the third edition of the Short Course on Fire Behaviour Modelling was organised. This course took place on
21 and 22 November 1998 and was directed by Wendy Catchpole (University of New South Wales, Australia).
Three other scientists participated in teaching various subjects to an audience of around sixty researchers:
Patricia Andrews (USDA, Forest Service, Missoula), Martin Alexander (Canadian Forestry Service) and
Michel I-arini (Universi§ of Marseille, France), presenüed the state of the art of research in this field. Both
theoretical and empirical approaches were described in detail by the lecturers during their presentations. The
field experiments of crown fires, described by M.Alexander, were padiculady impressive for the insight that
they provided on the behaviour of this relatively unknown fire propagation regime. The shrubland fire research
in Australia de.scribed by W.Cstchpole is setting the standards for similar activities in other parts of the world.
P.Andrews presented the latest developments of the Behave fire propagation sysiem, now included in Firesite.
M.Irrini presented the results of the physical simulation of a two{imensional fire propagating in a uniform
fuelbed, requiring r,ery few empirical parameters.

During this course the participants had the opportunity !o visit the Iaboratory of Studies on Forest Fires that
is situated in I-ouse. This I-aboratory is adminisfffsd by the University of Coimbra with the objective of
supporting experimental research on physical aspects of forest fires. It contains a large combustion tunnel and
a large combustion table that can be inclined at arbitrary angles. Both structures are currently used in the study
of wind and slope effects on fire spread.

Also related to the Conference activities, a meeting of around 35 specialists on remote sensing applications to
forest fires was held on 21 November 1998. This meeting of the European Association of Remote Sensing
Laboratories (EARSeL) was promoted and coordinated by Emilio Ctuvieco from the University of Alcald de
Henares, Spain.

Psmingos Xavier Viegas
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Faculty of Sciences and Technology
Universi§ of Coimbra
ADAf, Apartado 10131
P - 3030 Coimbra

Fax:
Tel:
e-mail:

+ +351-39:790771
+ +351-39-790732
xavier.viega@mail. dem.uc. pt
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MEETINGS PLANNED FOR 1999-2OOO

FOLAND
IUFRO Confercnce on Remote Sensing and Forest Monitoring

1-3lune, Rogöw, Poland

The IUFRO Conference on Remoüe Sensing and Forest Moniüoring will be held at the Center of Ecological
Education of the warsaw Agricultural universisr, Rog6w, poland, l-3 June 1999.

Conference Objectives :

* Review the state-of-the-art of remoie sensing as a tool of forest moniüoring aod inventory and forest fire
management

* Review the research and application problems of the use of remote sensing in forestry and forest fire
management(from countrywide to global scale)* Review the present and future remote sensing systems in relation to forestry oriented applications* Discuss the recommendations concerning future activity of IUFRO remote sensing society in relation to
IUFRO-2000 Congress.

Contact address for the conference organization:

Mr. Arkadiusz Nowicki
Mr. Wlodzimierz Karaszkiewicz
Faculty of Forestry
Rakowiecka 26130
PL - 02-528 Warsaw

Fax: + +48-22491375
Tel: + +48-22490482
e-mail: rogowgg@giswitch.sggw.waw.pl
Internel http://giswiüch.sggw.wae.pl/rogowt

Contact address for the Chair, IUFRO §ubject Group 8.05.00 Forest Fire Research, and session
moderator rrRemote Sensing and Forest tr'irestt:

Brian J.Stocks
Forest Fire Research
Canadian Fore.st Service
Natural Resources Canada
1219 Queen Street East
Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario P6A 5M7
CANADA

Fax: + +l:705-759-57@
Tel: + +1,-705:159-5740
e-mail: bstock@nrcan.gc.ca
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RUSSIAN IEDERATION

Thild Intemaliorul §cientific C onfe rence
oHlrcs ln the Forcst and a ihe Enleryriscs of thc Folst and Chemical Compler:

Initiation, Supprtssion and Ecological Consequences'
Kmstuyarsk, Rassian Federution, 5-10luly 1999

Objectives of the Conference

Discussion of the results of scientific investigations of forest fire problems and fires at the enterprises of forest
and chemical complex and economical enterprises in the 20th century and new methods of prophylaxis and
fighting them.

Organizers

* Federal Forest Service ofthe Russian Federation
* Tomsk State University
* Siberian Branch of the All-Russian Institute of Fire Prevention aad Suppression, Ministry of Inner Affairs

(Krasnoyarsk)
* Siberian Branch of the Council of Combustion, Russian Academy of Sciences (Novosibirsk)
t Fire Prevention Service of the Russian Federation, Krasnoyarsk Staüe

't' Krasnoyarsk Regional Forest Management
* Eastern-Siberian Institute of the Ministry of Inner Affairs of Russian Federation (kkutsk)
* Instituüe of Atmosphere Optics of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Tomsk)
t Ministry of the Inner Affairs of Republic of Tyva of the Russian Federation
t Tomsk Society of Mechanical Scientists
* V.N. Sukachev Instituüe of Forest, Siberian Branch, Russian Academy of Sciences (Krasnoyarsk)

§cientific Programme

General physico-mathematical model of forest and steppe fires; physical experiments; data bases; mathematical
mdels; mathematical and physical modelling of forest fires and fires at the enterprises of the forest and
chemical complex; forest fire prophylaxis; fire safety; fire protection of timber süores and other uaits in the
forest and forest chemical industries and economic enterprises; prediction of forest and steppe fire danger on
the base of general mathematical models and aerospace monitoring; ignition of forest fuels and spread of
zurface, crown and mass forest fires; limiting conditions of forest fire spread and new methods of fighting
them; strategy and tactics and technical means of fighting forest fires; ecological consequences of forest fires
and their effects on carbon cycle; legal aspects of fighting forest fires.

It is planned to conduct a fire experiment in Lesosibirsk and to visit the experimental base of the Siberian
Branch of the All-Russian Research Instituüe of Fire Prevention. Contact Address:

Anatoly Grishin
Tomsk Stale University
Physical Mechanics Department
36 knin Avenue
634050 Tomsk
RUSSIA

Fax: + +7-382-2426L95
Tel: + +7-382-2426169
e-mail: fir@fire.tsu.tomsk.su
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Wor*shop 'Flre on lce'

ßhabaruvsk, 14-15 Augu* 199

lolwty with rhe Inlcmational Confcrcnce olhe World's Nuuml Forzzsrrs and Their Rob in Glofut Proccsscso
Khabarovsk, Russian Federation, 15-20 August 1999

Worlshop Objectives

The workshop intends to review the state of knowledge in the dynamic iateractions between climate variability,
fire regimes, and permafrost in boreal circumpolar ecosystems. Special attention will be given to the changing
active layer and the release of radiatively active gases. The formulation of future joint research projects will
be discussed which will address the consequences of climete change on fire regimes and permafrost thawing
and its consequences on ecosystems, biogeochemical cycles and atmospheric chemistry. The workshop is a joint
activity of the IGBP Northern Eurasia Study (GBP-NES), the Biomess Burning Experiment @IBEX of the
IGBP Core Project International Global Atmospheric Chemistry GGAC), the Fire Research Campaign Asia
North (FIRESCAN), the International Boreal Forest Research Association (IBFRA) Fire Working Group, and
the Global Fire Monitoring Cenler (Max Planck Institule for Chemistry, Biogeochemistry Department).
Workshop participants will be fire and permafrost scientists actively involved in northern circumpolar research.

It is envisaged to produce an IGBP document with papers and research agenda. Registration and contact for
FIRB ON ICE (for registration for overall conference logistics: see address at botüom)

J.G.Goldammer
Fire Ecology Research Group
The Global Fire Monitoring Center (GFMC)
c/o Freiburg University
PO Box
D-79100 Freiburg
Germany

Fax: + +49-761-808012
Tel: + +49-761-808011
e-mail: jggold@uni-freiburg.de

Registration for the conference (logistics):

Victor Grek
71, Volochaevskaya Street
680030, Khabarovsk
Russia

+ +74212-216798
++74212-21795
sergey@niilkh. khabarovsk. su

Fax:
Tel:
e-mail:




